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Preface

In recent years a number of different dextrous grippers and hands have been designed,
mainly by Universities. The main aim in constructing these grippers was to use them
as research tools for the study of prosthesis and in studying manipulation and assembly
operations. Their development has been mainly an ad-hoc process based on experience
and mimicking the human hand. The research discussed in this dissertation is limited to
the use of dextrous grippers as an end-effector of a robot arm. Using the gripper as an
end-effector of a robot is fundamentally different from the case where a dextrous hand
is applied as a prosthetic device. Artificial or prosthetic hands in general mimic the
human hand in anatomy, strength and dimension. Dextrous grippers do not necessarily
mimic the human hand anatomy and are able to exceed the human hand in strength and
dimension. The research is related to the area of the future application of the gripper, a
nuclear environment. This hazardous environment restricts the choice of actuators and
sensors. The influence of the hazardous environment necessitates the requirement that
the gripper can be remotely, and partly autonomously, controlled.
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The main aims of the research were: To propose an framework based on mechanics and
system theory for designing a practical gripper and its control system able to operate in
the hazardous nuclear environment, and to combine theoretical and heuristic guidelines
for integrating multiple aspects of gripper design in one synthetic design procedure.

The objective is to arrive at a proposal for a practical realizable prototype of the gripper
able to operate in the hazardous environment.

The research has resulted in the following new aspects:

• A framework for designing a gripper which is based on tasks to be performed,
the environment and design criteria.

• A proposal for the realization of the gripper with a high degree of dexterity
whereby the dexterity is further enhanced by an active palm.

• A radiation resistant gripper since no, radiation sensitive, active electronic com-
ponents are located in the gripper.

• A mixed position-force gripper control algorithm based on the gripper function-
ing as a closed kinematic system.

• A control algorithm able to keep grasping forces at a desired value in the presence
of varying external exerted forces.

Use has been made of research results obtained from the EEC TELEMAN project TM
18, contract number: FI2T-0021. Research under this contract is concerned with the
feasibility study and realization of a dextrous gripper able to operate in a hazardous
nuclear environment.
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Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The title of this dissertation is: "Dextrous Gripping in a Hazardous Environment".
According to the Webster dictionary:

"dextrous implies expertness with consequent ease in performance and
quickness in manipulation"

This description shows that dexterity is a desirable aim for a gripper. Interpreting
dexterity can lead to different definitions. For example, a dextrous workspace could
be defined as the workspace a fingertip can reach in all orientations, or dexterity is (he
ability to apply force in all directions with minimum error. In this dissertation dexterity
is defined as follows:
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Dexterity is the ability of a gripper to impart a set of movements to an object resulting
in a predetermined generalized velocity and predetermined generalized acceleration of
the grasped object. And also the ability to exert a set of forces or torques to an object
resulting in predefined generalized forces or torques with minimum error. The aim is
to realize a gripper with force and position sensitivity and controllability equal in all
Cartesian directions.

The term gnpper is used instead of the term artificial hand. This distinction is made on
purpose. Artificial hands are inspired by nature and strongly resemble the anatomy of
the human hand with dimensions and gripping strengths similar to those of the human
hand. Artificial hands and dextrous grippers are in the context of this dissertation
limited to those hands that are specifically developed to be mounted as end-effector on
manipulators. Artificial hands to be used as prosthesis hands for handicapped humans
have not been investigated and are outside the scope of this dissertation. Dextrous
grippers do not necessarily mimic the anatomy of the human hand, they are able to
exceed its performance in strength and dimension and are able to operate in hostile
environments a human hand cannot tolerate.

The research and development of grippers is related to the area of future application. )
Operational temperatures up to 220°C are foreseen for the gripper as well as radiation
backgrounds of 50 RAD/hour and a lifetime dose of 106RAD. For these reasons the term
hazardous environment is mentioned in the title of the dissertation. Specific tasks that
have to be performed, in a possibly unstructured environment which might occur after an
accident, also influences the design of a dextrous gripper. The hazardous environment
restricts the choice of actuators and sensors as does the required m-'nimal maintenance.
With autonomy, intelligence, tele-operation and a Man Machine Interface (MMI) being
necessary, increased and sophisticated sensing and actuation techniques are required.
The question to be answered here is: how a compromise that is satisfying these
conflicting requirements can be found and implemented?

The potential domain of application of multi-fingered grippers is very large because of
their conceived inherent mechanical redundancy. Humans can perform many different
tasks with their hands which are difficult or even impossible for a robot gripper to
perform. Howevei, many tasks can be executed by a robot gripper which are impossible
to perform by human hands without the aid of tools. The successful application of
the multi-fingered grippers developed in the past was low in operations like assembly.
After the introduction of the remote compliance centre wrist, and with the advent
of more sophisticated computers, sensors and actuators, the effort being made in
research concerning grippers and grasping has increased substantially. The reason for
this increased effort is the consideration that a gripping device is the Achilles' heel
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of operations in the fields of assembly, of fine manipulation and of tele-operation.
Assembly operations in which grippers are applied in a well-structured environment
with well-structured objects to be handled are challenging tasks. Operations in a non-
structured hazardous environment on objects which are not well-known are an even
more challenging task. Such operations involve with many different situations that are
encountered in a single robot mission. A broad array of object geometries have to be
addressed as well as a broad force domain. A gripper that has to operate in a nuclear
environment is required to be reliable, simple and robust.

1.2 Research Aims

Dextrous gripper research is multidisciplinary in nature. It involves kinematic and
dynamic analysis, structure construction, sensor choice and placement, actuation, grasp
planning, feedback control design and control architecture. These subjects have to be
investigated simultaneously and in combination to obtain, through synergy effects, the
"optimal" gripper system.

The main aims of the research reported in this dissertation are:

1. To propose a framework based on mechanics and system theory for designing a
practical gripper able to operate in a hazardous nuclear environment.

2. To combine theoretical and heuristic guidelines for integrating multiple aspects
of gripper design in one synthetic design procedure.

3. To present a proposal for a practical realization of the gripper and its control
system.

1.3 Research Context of the Dissertation

Figure 1.1 depicts how gripper research aspects are related and how they are divided
into three parts. The operations of a gripper raises questions regarding autonomy, intel-
ligent control, MMI interface, gripper design and position-force control. Autonomy,
intelligent control and MMI can aid in increased handling speed, higher levels of safety
and more effective tele-operations.
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This dissertation is focused on a general framework for the gripping process and on
position-force control aspects, part 1 in figure 1.1.

MMI and tele-operation aspects will be treated in a second part of the research project.
The MMI aspects will include force reflection, glove design and mapping. A mapping
of the desired position, and forces to the gripper space, has to take place here. Also
an inverse mapping, from gripper to glove has to be performed such that the force
perceived by the gripper is reflected to the glove and thus to the hand of the operator.

A third part of the research project concerns autonomy and intelligent control including
self-learning aspects. At its lowest level, a series of primitives are generated from a table
containing a taxonomy of primitives. This series of primitives are on-line forwarded
as set points for the position- force controller of the gripper. Task analysis, performed
off-line, obtains its information from the autonomous part of the high level control
system.

Together the three parts form a project-combined effort which opens the way to remote
gripper operations and gripper control research and design.

1.4 Outline of the Dissertation

Studies on the development and realisation of a dextrous gripper were performed in
many cases in an ad-hoc manner with problem statements dependent on specific tasks
to be performed. Which tasks in general were to be performed in a completely known
and structured operational environment. Figure 1.2 shows that the structure of the
dissertation is divided into three main parts: design, grasp planning, and control. It
further summarizes the main aspects of dextrous gripping and gives pointers to related
chapters of the dissertation.

In chapter 2, dextrous grippers, known from the literature, are presented and compared.
Then task analysis for grippers operating in a hazardous environment is performed, the
hazardous environment is characterized and followed by the recommendations as to
dextrous gripper design and configuration.

The results given in chapter 2 are re-evaluated in chapter 3 and specific gripper recom-
mendations are made. Also in chapter 3, a quantitative evaluation of the dexterity of
the proposed gripper is performed. The questions to be solved in chapter 3 might lead
to the revision of decisions taken at the preliminary stage described in chapter 2. Thus
it is seen thai the preliminary design of a gripper is an interactive process
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The gripper forward kinematics, inverse kinematics and the Jacobian matrix issues are
studied in chapter 4.

Cnapter 5 is concerned with contact theory issues. When a gripping device grasps an
object, the fingertips make contact with the object. This contact can have different
characteristics depending on the shape of the contact surfaces, on the skin material
properties of the ringer, on the direction of the surface normal, and on the contact surface
deformation. The number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of relative motion allowed by
each type of contact depends on the significance of the friction phenomenon. In our
study, the contacts are modelled as frictionless point-contacts, hard-finger contacts,
soft-ringer contacts and, finally, also very soft—fi iger contacts are described.

In chapter 6, the basic force and motion equations for the multi-contact grasp are
derived, while in chapter 7, the finger force distribution is analyzed and computational
algorithms are provided. Force exerted by a finger is divided into two categories, a
squeezing force and a manipulation force. Squeezing or internal force is necessary to
prevent sliding or breaking contact during manipulation operations. A manipulation
force generates the required external object force. Chapter 7 also addresses issues
related to the grasp planning. Grasp planning can be divided into two phases: A
pre-contact phase and a post-contact phase. The part of planning procedure where
the posture of the gripper is formed and where no contact with the object has yet been
made is the pre-contact phase of the grasp. The post-contact phase of grasp planning
starts after the fingers have made contact with the object. Chapter 7 ends with a grasp
stability analysis.

Chapter 8 contains information about the gripper construction, its sensors and actuators.

Chapter 9 starts with modelling applied sensors and actuators using block diagrams and
transfer functions. During this modelling process a synthesis of the results reported in
previous chapters is performed. Reliability issues are investigated and an overview of
gripper control schemes presently in use or postulated is given. Development of a new
method of position-force control, called dynamic position-force control, is described.
Simulation and experimental validation of this method is then reported and compared
with already known schemes of position-force control.

Finally, in chapter 10, conclusions are drawn and recommendations given.



Task-Related
Gripper Design

issues

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter those factors which have the greatest impact on the gripper design
as a whole are examined. Existing dextrous grippers are presented and evaluated.
The hazardous environment is presented and task analysis for grippers operating in
hazardous environments is performed. The resulting recommendations for dextrous
gripper design are formulated.

Development and construction of a dextrous gripper can be performed according to the
following, fundamentally different, design styles:

1. A pragmatic design procedure taking into account some common-sense criteria
mainly based on tasks to be performed, provided the tasks are known at the
beginning of the gripper development process.
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2. A formal approach, based on defining analytical conditions, criteria and con-
straints given the formal description of the tasks. The ready-to-made design
of the gripper is then generated with the aid of an algorithm which satisfies all
requirements. Then the design procedure of the gripper takes the form of a
computational optimization algorithm yields the best solution while observing
implicit and explicit constraints. The human creativity is here involved in the
generation of the algorithm.

The choice of a design procedure has a strong influence on the result and the arsenal
of techniques that follow. Since the second proposed procedure is rather insufficient
in most complex and heterogeneous systems, some pragmatic design procedures based
on experience, skill and implicit knowledge must be allowed for.

The spectrum of available grippers runs from industrial dedicated single-purpose grip-
pers, applied forpicking up well-defined objects, which are inflexible to task variations,
to general-purpose grippers able to pick up objects unknown in advance. At present,
a large variety of two-clawed grippers are used in hazardous environments. These
two-clawed grippers are rather inflexible with respect to possible variations in task
conditions. Several multi-fingered grippers and dextrous hands have been Jeveloped
over the past years, mainly by research institutes. Industrially developed multi-fingered
grippers are rare. Artificial hands are chiefly used as research tools and they are in-
spired by nature with reference to the anatomy of the human hand. The development
of artificial hands and multi-fingered grippers is also influenced by the foreseen appli-
cations. Dextrous hands and dextrous grippers developed so far can be divided into
three categories:

1. Dextrous hands emulating the human hand as a prosthesis device for a handi-
capped human, with dimensions and gripping strengths similar to those of the
human hand.

2. Dextrous hands, having dimensions and gripping strengths analogous to the
human hand but conceived as an end-effector of a robot arm.

3. Dextrous grippers able to perform actions which can exceed the human hand
performance and abilities while not mapping the human hand structure and
which are used as an end-effector of a robot arm.

Hands in the human prosthesis category are not here investigated or discussed in this
dissertation. Hands belonging to the robot end-effector category are the Beograd-USC
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hand, the Stanford-JPL hand, the UTAH-MIT hand, the University of Bologna hand,
the Karlsruhe hand and the Leuven hand. A gripper belonging in the group that extends
the human hand strength is the Odetics hand. Devices in the second and third group
are briefly described and illustrated in section 2.2.

In section 2.3 the hazardous environment is defined. The gripper 's operational environ-
ment has a strong influeno on the gripper shape and performance because of restrictions
on the materials applied in its construction and the limited choice of necessary sensors
and actuators.

In section 2.4 a taxonomy of grasps admissible in the hazardous environment is de-
scribed as a subset of grasps in general.

In section 2.5 the tasks the dextrous gripper is supposed to perform in the hazardous
environment are described.

Based on the evaluation of advanced robotic hands, the specific features of the hazardous
environment, and the tasks to be executed, recommendations for a dextrous gripper
system design are formulated in section 2.6. Figure 2.1 summarizes the gripper design
stages leading to preliminary gripper recommendations.

Evaluation of
the Functionality
of Advanced
Grippers

Related Constraints
of the Hazardous
Environment

I
Task Analysis
and Object
Classification

. I
Functional and
Architectural
Recommendations
for the Gripper

General
Taxonomy
of Multi-finger
Grasps

Figure 2.1: Preliminary Gripper Design Constituents
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2.2 Review of Advanced Robotic Hands

In this section a concise overview of known relevant robotic hands is presented, con-
taining the functional description, characteristics, grip forms, sensorization, actuation
and control aspects.

2.2.1 The Be!grade-USC Hand

Figure 2.2: The Belgrade-USC Hand (a) and Stanford-.}PL Hand (h)

Functional description The Belgrade-USC dextrous hand is described by Bekey et.
al. (1989) It is a five-fingered (four fingers and thumb) eight DOF anthropomorphic
end-effector, as illustrated in figure 2.2a, specifically designed for grasping tasks
involving autonomous adaptation to the shape of the manipulated object. The four
fingers are identical and each of the fingers has three parallel revolute joints. The
thumb has two revolute joints that can rotate parallel to the wrist in opposition to the
upper ringers. Spreading the fingers a little is possible. Emphasis was placed upon the
motions of ringer segments and local autonomy during grasping. The hand was not
optimized with respect to flexibility and dexterity. Using visual information about the
scene of use, a preshaped configuration for the hand is selected. The hand is intended
for fitting to the wrist of a PUMA 560 robot. The payload is about 2.5 |kg| maximum.

Sensori/.ation-Actuation Finger actuation is obtained by four DC motors, located
in the wrist, via reduction gears and mechanical linkages inside the ringer. Motions
of the finger segments are not individually controllable, the fingers can move in a
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manner similar to the human fingers. Absolute position sensors (conductive plastic
potentiometers) are used to measure the joint angles of the finger base with respect
to the hand palm. The fingertips are equipped with touch and with force sensors.
The force sensor is claimed to have a dynamic range from 20 [gram| to 5 [kg] and a
repeatability accuracy range of about 1%.

Control System An IBM PC/AT, using a serial port and a sampling time of 5 [msec],
is used as the control computer. It is reported that a knowledge-based control approach
has been applied for the high-level grasp controller. The finger motion bandwidth is
about .6 [Hz[.

2.2.2 The Stanford-JPL Hand

Functional description This three-fingered hand, see Mason & Salisbury (1985),
as depicted in figure 2.2b, was designed as a research tool for the control and design
of articulated hands. Each identical finger has three degrees of freedom (DOF). The
fingers are placed such that the grasping of a nominally sized object (a sphere of 1-
inch diameter) can be done in isotropic mode and performed with sensitivities as if
the fingers had Cartesian kinematic structure (force and position controllability nearly
equal in all Cartesian directions).

Characteristics/Crip Forms Two of the fingers are located on the side of the hand,
see figure 2.2b, while one single digit, the thumb, is located opposite the two fingers.

Sensorization-Actuation The actuation is performed by DC motors located in the
forearm in order to reduce the volume of the gripper. The motors drive uni-sense
tension cables to control the revolute finger joints. The values of the forces applied
to the fingertips are obtained by measuring the tension of the tendon cables by means
of strain gauges. The sensors used to obtain position and velocity measurements are
optical encoders placed on the motor shafts.

Control System The stiffness of the hand is actively controlled within the three
translational and three rotational degrees of freedom of a frame arbitrarily located in
relation to i!ie hand. The set point value for the stiffness may be varied. When an
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object is grasped, coupled control of the fingers is allowed for. The combined control
of stiffness, force and position of the fingers in contact with an object in Cartesian
coordinates is aimed at.

2.2.3 The UTAH-MIT Hand

Figure 2.3: The UTAH-MIT Hand(a) and the University of Bologna Hand (b)

Functional description The main purpose of this published research was to design a
dextrous hand that performs in a way roughly equivalent to the human hand in terms of
speed, strength, range of motion, accuracy and controllability. The hand was designed
as a research vehicle to investigate machine dexterity, see Jacobsen et. al. (1986). Each
finger of the four-fingered hand is equipped with four revolute joints, see figure 2.3(a).
Three of the fingers are in a planar sequence located at the side of the hand while
one single finger in the middle is located opposite these three ringers and acts as an
opposing thumb. The most proximal joint, nearest to the palm of the hand, allows for
lateral movement of the fingers. The wrist has three orthogonal axes intersecting at a
common point, allowing for deflections in three directions. The hand has a total of 19
DOF. The speed at which the fingers can execute cyclic motions exceeds 10 [Hz|. The
fingertips can produce a maximum force of 30 [N|.

Characteristics/Grip Forms
the human hand.

The hand has an anthropomorphic geometry similar to
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Sensorization-Actuation The actuators are of an electro-pneumatic type, see Big-
gers et.al. (1986) and Speeter (1990). The actuators are located outside the dextrous
hand for reasons of weight reduction of the hand and to increase the lifting capability
of the robot. The hand is remotely tendon driven with a total of 32 actuation systems
and a total of 288 pulleys. Thirty-two tendon tension sensors are used to estimate
the individual joint torques. The joint torque sensors, located in the wrist, consist
of semiconductor strain-gauge bridges monitoring beam deflexions equivalent to the
tendon tension. The joint angles are measures with Hall-effect sensors located at the
joints. Also, the intention is to equip the fingertips with tactile sensors, see Jacobsen
et. al. (1988).

Control System A hierarchical hand control system has been applied, see Speeter
(1990). The low-level control system includes 16 gain adjustable position servos and
32 gain adjustable tension servos. A maximum of 5 |msec| sampling time is allowed
at this control level for reasons of the stability of the position-control feedback lag.
The low-level controller provides primitive command execution, joint-angle control
and force control. The servo sampling is performed at the intermediate level of control
timing, (nput from the AD converters is read out and sent to the lower level controller,
logging of data takes place and instruction from the upper level controller are fulfilled.
The high-level controller maintains an agenda of tasks, schedules, and controls the
activity of the lower control levels and acts as master processor.

2.2.4 The University of Bologna Hand

In figure 2.3b the University of Bologna hand, see Bonivento et. al. (1991), is
illustrated.

Functional description The hand was developed to operate in cooperation with an
autonomous robot, suitable for research and compatible with industrial application
requirements. The hand is designed to be capable of controlled redundant grasps and
should allow for the implementation of fine manipulation procedures. The total number
of DOF is 11. The hand is equipped with two fingers, one thumb and a palm. The
upper two fingers have each four revolute joints and the thumb has three revolute joints
in order to obtain different opposition modes.
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Characteristics/Grip Forms Grasp modes have been categorized by means of a
hand-related taxonomy using a table of contact distribution and opposition modes. The
classified opposition modes consist of: ringer versus finger, finger(s) versus thumb,
finger(s) versus palm, thumb versus palm and fingers and thumb versus palm. The
contact distribution on the links of each functional element (fingers and palm) is the
entry to the contact part of the table.

Sensorization-Actuation An arm-mounted remote actuation system with DC mo-
tors fixed to the robot fore-arm is used. The fingers are driven with the aid of tendons
via a gear box by DC motors. Tendon-driven potentiometers housed in the proximal
phalange measure the joint rotation angles. The force sensors, based on semiconductor-
type strain gauges, are housed in the fingertips and phalanges.

Control System The control hardware is based on two floating point DSP boards
housed in a standard IBM AT PC. The sampling time of the controller is 1 |msec).

2.2.5 The Karlsruhe Hand

Figure 2.4: The Karlsruhe Hand (a) and the Leuven Hand (b)

Functional description The Karlsruhe hand, see Doll and Schneebeli (1990), is il-
lustrated in figure 2.4a. It is a non-anthropomorphic three-finger dextrous gripper with
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9 DOF. The main motif of developing this hand was the investigation of a programming
environment for these complex systems and to develop a real-time control system. The
work was started with the analysis of assembly operations encountered when plastic
parts are used. The three fingers are identical and each two-link finger has 3 DOF.
The length of the links is 5.5 |cmj. The two revolute distal joints are parallel to each
other while the finger base has the ability to rotate around an axis perpendicular to the
distal joints. The proposed programming environment consists of two parts: a system
programming part to enable the programmer to develop tasks and an application pro-
gramming module to enable the programmer to combine tasks. Only fingertip gmsp
forms are considered.

Sensorization-Actuation The joint positions were measured with the aid of poten-
tiometers. The force exerted by the fingertips was measured with the aid of strain
gauges located at the fingertips. Tactile sensors based on compliant conductive rubber
are proposed to be mounted at the fingertips. The palm of the hand is equipped with a
distance sensor. The fingers are actuated by DC motors via a reduction with harmonic
drives.

Control System The strategy for controlling the hand during manipulations consists
of the determination of the fingertip movements as function of the desired object
movement. This is performed by the high-level control system and by the activity
of a low-level control system. The low-level controller consists of the reflex control
of position-force supervised ringer movements. The control computer architecture is
based on a VME system with an attainable sampling rate of about 1 |msec|.

2.2.6 The Leuven Hand

Functional description The aim ofbuilding this hand, see van Brüssel et. al. (1989),
was to construct a dextrous end-effector providing diversified grasping. Emphasis was
put on manipulation functions rather than on constructing the equivalent of a human
hand. This hand is made of three fingers, see figure 2.4b. The fingertips are in the form
of spherical rubber balls. The rubber is applied in order to obtain good friction with
the object to be handled. All electronic circuits are housed in the interior of the gripper
base.
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Sensorization-Actuation The joints are driven by DC motors via a gear box. The
use of strain-gauge force sensors with a maximum force sensing of 50 |N| and a
resolution of .2 |N] is reported.

Control System The controller is hierarchically structured starting at the lowest level
with the ringer controller and then the hand controller which coordinates the position
of all fingers, and finally, on top, with a task controller.

2.2.7 The Odetics Hand

Figure 2.5: The Odetics Hand

Functional description This hand was specially designed to operate in nuclear en-
vironments. The hand, see Schena and Bartholet (1989), has three identical fingers,
or, rather, three thumbs. Two of the thumbs are located at the side of the hand, see
figure 2.5, while one single thumb in the middle is located opposite these two thumbs.
Re-configuration of the gripper takes place by altering the angular position of the
thumb and the thumb base with respect to the palm. The hand has 9 DOF.

Characteristics/CJrip Forms The hand is able to operate in five different modes of
operation: 1) Opposite mode, two thumbs opposite one thumb, 2)Cradling , all thumbs
in parallel, 3) Concentric grips, 4) two digit pinches and 5) opposite thumb grips.

Sensorizalion-Acfuation Joint angle position, tip-mounted 64 element tactile ar-
rays, temperature sensors for checking the motor temperature, position and velocity
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signals of motors and strain gauges are used as sensors. Six DC electrical motors are
applied to actuate the hand.

2.3 The Hazardous Environment

The dextrous gripper under investigation i.s aimed at operating in a hazardous nu-
clear and possibly disordered environment. It i.s required to tolerate radiation, heat,
corrosive chemicals, water, steam, dust, electromagnetic interference, vibration and
contamination. The environment may have become disordered after an accident.

It is assumed that the gripper has to observe the following environmental requirements:
a maximum dose rate of 50 |RAD/hour) and an integral lifetime dose of 10s |RAD].
Temperatures can go as high as 220[° C| in sodium. Pressures as high as 6 [bar) are
expected after a major steam leak with a transient temperature as high as 180[° C).
These figures have been taken from the information package of the EEC TELEMAN
programme (1989).

The disorder which would occur after an accident necessitates the use of a dextrous
system to grasp objects of an unknown shape and other unknown characteristics. The
control system architecture of the dextrous gripper system and its implementation
hardware has to be appropriate for the nuclear and hazardous environment.

2.4 A Taxonomy of Grasps

The taxonomy of grasps in the hazardous environment is a subset of the general
grasp taxonomy (Cutkosky, 1989) because in the hazardous environment perspective
is distorted and the emphasis i.s placed on the safety, security and stability of grasps.
Therefore not all entries from the grasp taxonomy table can be taken into account. An
initial division in grasp taxonomy can be made in respect to the clamping attribute. A
gripper needs to clamp the grasped object in most cases but there is also a need for
non-clamped operations examples of which are pushing a button or hooking a wire.
Figure 2.6 shows the restricted taxonomy of grasps required in the hazardous environ-
ment. With these grasps the manipulation, material handling, damage containment,
transport and inspection tasks can be fulfilled. For the supplementary machining tasks,
an active palm should be added to the gripper for fitting and actuating the necessary
tools.
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Grasp Taxonomy

Clamping not required Clamping required

Push
Two-fingered
Power grip

Hook
Multi-fingered
Power grip

Platform Heavy wrap

Exploratory moves

Machining modes with the active palm

Figure 2.6: Taxonomy of Grasps Useful in the Hazardous Environment

2.5 Gripper Tasks

Tasks derived from existing nuclear installation repair and maintenance information
records show, see van der Harn et. al. (1993), that the application of dextrous grippers
could be appropriate in:

Manipulation Tasks: Assembly and disassembly of objects sized from 5-201 cm | and
weights up to and above 2.5 |kg| to be gripped and manipulated with an accuracy
from 1 |mm| to 10 [mm|.

Machining Tasks: Drilling and cutting with an accuracy of about 1 |mm| on rigid
objects larger than 20 |cm).

Material Handling: Clean-up and pick-and-place operations with an accuracy of I
to 101 min| over large areas.

Damage Containment: Construction of a shielding wall with lead bricks.

Transport Tasks: The collection of waste and the transport of tools with object sizes
up to 20 |cm) and weights within the range of 2.5 |kg|.
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Inspection Tasks: Object location in an unstructured environment as might happen
after an accident, with an absolute accuracy of 1 [mm] to 10 |mm). Also
environmental monitoring is envisaged as a task.

The shape of the objects can vary widely from cubical, cylindrical to irregular shapes.

2.6 Conclusions and Recommendations

In this section conclusions on the previous sections are drawn and recommendations
for the gripper design are presented. The way in which the hazardous environment
affects the design of the gripper is also given. In chapter 3 these recommendations are
backed up with analysis based on the appropriate performance measures.

2.6.1 Conclusions

The conclusions drawn from the review of advanced robotic hands, the hazardous
environment, taxonomy of grasps and tasks are:

1. None of the presented grippers can survive the hazardous environment because
the embedded electronics are sensitive to radiation.

2. Evaluation of the functionality of the grippers shows that drilling and screw-
type of operations are not straightforward to perform, or are even impossible to
perform.

3. The presented robotic hands lack the required strength and robustness.

2.6.2 Kinematics

Number of actuated fingers The number of ringers determines the upper bound on
the dexterity of the tasks that can be performed. A two-lingered gripper is mainly
a pick-and-plaee end-effector. Two fingered (parallel jaw) grippers are not versatile
and dextrous enough for the tasks under consideration, their manipulation capability is
too low to perform the required tasks. A (hrec-ringered hand is able lo perform more
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stable grasping and can perform limited reorientations of the object to be handled. The
reorientation capability is improved substantially by placing the ringers on a rotating
base, without involving the manipulator arm. A four- or rive-lingered gripper is able
to perform more sophisticated grasp and manipulation operations, such as transitions
between different postures while the object is still restrained. Also these four- and
five-fingered grippers can perform more stable and safer grasps than grippers with
fewer fingers. A disadvantage of the four- and rive-fingered grippers is the increased
complexity of the system. Therefore a three-fingered gripper, with each finger placed
on a rotating base, is suggested. To make opposing grasps feasible the ringers should
be able to rotate individually about their longitudinal axes.

Active Palm The tasks described above cannot all be accomplished by the fingers of
a gripper alone. Machining tasks require special tools such as drills which could be
fitted to an "active palm" which is then subsequently required to perform rotations and
lateral movements. For the execution of the envisaged machining tasks an active palm
is recommended. This active palm has to be able to rotate about its lateral axis and has
to have the ability to translate along the same axis. It can also be used as an extra finger
with limited dexterity but considerable strength to make opposing grasps possible.

2.7 Sensors, Actuators and Transmission

In this subsection different sensing requirements are considered together with the
relevant actuators and transmission systems. Various options are discussed in respect
to their qualitative aspects in order to evaluate their applicability. If, for example, a
sensor is unable to operate in a high radiation environment it will not further be taken
into account since it cannot be applied anyway. Realization and modelling aspects are
discussed in chapter 8 and chapter 9. The criteria applied in respect to the gripper
constructive components, according to the discussion given in previous chapters, are:

1. Ability to operate at ambieni temperatures to up to 220[° C\.

2. Ability to function correctly with a background radiation of 50 | RAD/hour) and
a lifeiime dose of 10° |RAD|.

3. No semiconductor based electronics allowed on the gripper because of its sensi-
tivity to radiation.
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4. Minimum size, (maximum diameter allowed is 15 lern)).

5. Accuracy and repeatability within the range of 1 |mm|.

6. Restricted number of cables.

7. Remotely operable.

8. Fault-tolerant control system.

2.7.1 Sensors

For successful control of the gripper. information on position, velocity, applied force
and proximity of the fingers is required. Each of the required sensor types are here
reviewed with specific application requirements with respect to the hostile environment
in mind. After which a selection of sensor types and technology is made and justified.

Position Sensors

Candidate joint-angle sensors are:

Potentiometers: Wire-wound potentiometers have limited resolution and are suscep-
tible to noise while conductive plastic potentiometers are susceptible to temper-
ature effects. The measuring of a potentiometer position from a large distance,
say 25 |m|. is prone to incorrect readings and reduced accuracy due to the length
of the connecting wires.

Capacitive Sensors: These types of sensors require supporting, remotely placed data
acquisition electronics, which may cause problems.

Optical Sensors: The standard components of absolute, as well as incremental optical
encoders, are a disk, light source(s). light deiector(s) and electronics. Some
of them are sensitive to radiation and they cannot sustain the expected high
temperatures. Therefore this type of sensor is not further considered to be placed
at the gripper. But, when fibre optics are applied the sensors can be used remotely
placed from the gripper.
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Inductive Sensors: This type of sensor can be based on the eddy current principle
or the Linear-Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) principle. The eddy
current sensor is available as a passive coil whereby the electronics can 13 placed
remotely. It is industrially available in a wide range of sizes and sensitivities.
This type of sensor has been thoroughly tested by Decreton et al (1988) with
respect to radiation and temperature resistance. This type of sensor is sensitive,
reliable, and has a good resolution. Also the LVDT sensor can sustain the
environmental operating conditions, and can operate with remote electronics.
Another advantage is that this type of sensor can be made to measure to fit in a
pre-described required space.

Resolvers: The resolver is a suitable, radiation-and-temperature resistant sensor
which is readily industrially available; although to obtain one small enough
in size to place one on each finger joint might cause a problem because of the
limited available space on the finger. The advantages are high reliability and a
wide temperature range.

Force Sensors

The Inductive Force Sensor: The principle of the inductive force sensor is analo-
gous to the inductive position sensor. The force is measured by monitoring the
displacement of a spring under load.

Strain Gauges: An appropriate type of strain gauge in our case could be the copper-
nickel- manganese alloy type. Semiconductor-based strain gauges cannot be
applied because of the required temperature range und radiation. This type of
sensor is mechanically fragile, therefore its use is not recommended.

Pie/o Electric Sensors: Because of their temperature sensitivity, this type of sensor
is not further investigated.

Proximity Sensors

Proximity sensors are mandatory or. ull fingertips for safety reasons. When an object
to be grasped is in a nearly unstable location und u touch by one finger could disturb its
balance, an appropriate countermeasure can be taken to eliminate this problem. The
strategy is based on the fact that the ringers are required to move independently of each
other. When one finger reaches the objeel and the other fingers are still far away, a
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logic circuit receiving its information from a proximity sensor stops the approaching
finger at a distance from the object to be grasped. The other fingers keep moving until
they reach a similar state. The moment all fingers signal that they are in the vicinity
of the object to be grasped, the logic circuit signals all fingers simultaneously to move
and grasp the object.

Photoelectric Sensors: This type of sensor is based on a diode emitting infrared light
onto a target and a receiver detecting the reflecting light. To eliminate the
influence of ambient light, the light is pulse modulated. Emitter and receiver are
both sensitive to radiation, therefore this type of sensor is not further considered
as a candidate to be placed at the fingertip. However, when fibre optics are used,
remote measurements of proximity can be executed with photo electric sensors.

Fibre Optics: Optical fibres which can sustain the expected radiation and tempera-
tures are industrially available, see Decreton et. al., (19X8). When applied in
combination with photoelectric sensors these can be remotely placed.

Variable Impedance Sensors: This type of sensor is based on electromagnetic radi-
ation and operates as an antenna. For short distances, say 2mm, this type of
sensing is not recommended.

Inductive Proximity Sensors: These can be applied in the case of grasping ferromag-
netic and conductive materials while for other types of substances they will not
work, so this type of sensor is not recommended.

2.7.2 Actuation Schemes

Four types of actuation schemes to drive the finger, and thus to produce gripper motions,
are considered and compared: hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical and shape-memory-
alloys -based actuation.

Hydraulic Actuation

The power-weight and the force-weight ratio of hydraulic actuators is superior to that
of electric motors and pneumatic actuation for the equivalent power output. Hydraulic
systems can resist the foreseen temperatures and radiation doses. Phis type of actuator
can stall without damage. The hydraulic actuator can be operated remotely, outside
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the radiation area so its maintainability is simplified. Requirements such as simplicity,
robustness and reliability can be met. The complete hand actuation scheme is possible
without the crossing of arm or wrist DOFs. Some disadvantages are that: the pressure
can attain high values, the piping and pipe routing can be complicated. When the
rotation of a joint does not need to exceed 360° this type of actuator is recommended.

Pneumatic Actuation

Because air is compressible, the stiffness of a pneumatically actuated system is con-
siderably lower than that of a hydraulic or electrical actuator. The dynamic response is
worse, and the force which can be exerted is limited in comparison with other actuators
of the same size and weight. A disadvantage is the need to use pressure regulators
if operations are performed in varying temperature conditions in order to compensate
temperature-related air-volume changes. Advantages are intrinsically explosion proof,
its iow cost because of the iow pressure, ami ihe fact that the actuator can stall without
damage. The piping might be complex.

Electric Motors

Electric motor actuation has the advantage of being easy and accurately controllable,
off the shelf systems are ready availability. Wiring is simple compared with hydraulic
and pneumatic piping. A disadvantage is the lower power-weight and torque-weight
ratio ompared to hydraulic actuators. In general, a reduction system is required. Since
available space is limited, only pancake motors are interesting because of their high
diameter-length ratio, high torque at low speed, and low weight. ' iiis type of motor
is industrially available. This type of actuation is recommended where continuous
rotation is required.

Memory Alloys

Memory alloys are not suitable for actuation, since the temperature range they operate
in is limited to temperatures below =s l()0°C. When memory metal shrinks due to
current passing through it (activation), too much time is required to cool it down to
enable it to move in the opposite direction.
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2.7.3 Transmissions

In order to transmit power from an actuator to a linkage, a transmission device is
required. The choice of transmission device depends on the power requirement, the
kind of movement, and the location of the power source with respect to the joint. The
choice of the transmission element to apply should also be based on geometry, stiffness
and compactness criteria, and simplicity is recommended as usual for obvious reasons.

Tendons: When the actuator is located at a distance from the joint to be actuated, a
tendon may be used. Tendon routing schemes have a number of disadvantages:
the exerted forces are too low. the tendons have to cross arm or wrist DOF which
adds extra complications when a gripper exchange mechanism is needed or a
high number of pulleys is in use. Tendons can stretch, have low control accuracy
and have to be pre-stretched.

Rotary to Linear Conversion: The active palm requires a roiary-to-iinear conversion
along its lateral axis. Two options to obtain this movement are described below.

Acme Screw: The combination of acme screw and nut is able to perform this
operation. A disadvantage of this construction is the high friction and low
efficiency, about 30%.

Ball Bearing Screw: High resolutions are possible with low friction, because
the sliding friction, as in the case of the acme screw, has been replaced by
the rolling friction of the balls. An efficiency rale of about 90% can be
obtained. Pre-loaded ball screws eliminate backlash effectively.

Speed Reducers: The active palm is required to have a low speed and a high torque
around its roll axis while the servomotor applied in general has a low torque and
high speed therefore a speed reduction and torque increase are required. This
can be obtained by applying reducers.

(iears: Gears can be applied change speed and power direction and to transform
speed and power. Gear trains in general suffer from backlash.

Harmonic Drives: Harmonic drives are able to provide gear ratios of 1:200 in
a compact space and have near-zero backlash. Disadvantages are the high
static friction and the cyclic frictional torque variation (cogging).

Linkages: The accuracy of linkages is high, a linkage can be made stiff and the
construction is simple.
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Belts: There are two types of belts, flat belts, and synchronous belts with teeth that fit
into sprocket wheels, both can be applied.

All transmission elements described above can operate in the hazardous environment,
therefore a choice will be based on construction requirements.

2.8 Conclusions

1. Existing dextrous grippers have been presented and evaluated and the conclusion
reached that they lack either strength or robustness.

2. The hazardous environment has been described from which it is concluded that
actuator and sensor options are limited.

3. A task analysis has been performed pointing out the need for a gripper with:

(a) Three fingers.

(b) Anthropomorphic-type fingers to obtain a wide spectrum of grasp options.

(c) An active 2 DOF active palm-tool adaptor to extend the gripper abilities by
drilling, screwing etc.

4. The gripper should be equipped with force and proximity sensors on each fingertip
and on the active palm as well. Position sensors en all finger joints are required
to enable coordination of motion.

5. Force sensors and position sensors of the inductive type are recommended.

6. Proximity sensors of the infrared emitter-receiver type, remotely measuring
proximity via an optical fibre, are recommended.

7. It is assumed that a limited amount of space will be available for actuation of the
fingers. With this limited space available in the finger hydraulic actuators have
been selected because of the high force-power to weight-size ratio, and because
the fingers themselves only perform limited motion (no complete rotation is
required). This type of actuator can resist the environmental conditions.

In the following chapter an a-posteriori verification is performed to evaluate the design
and dimension of the recommended gripper. In practice, the result of this verification
has been fed back into the design procedure of this chapter to get a better design by
step-by-step refinement.



Gripper Design
Criteria

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 a configuration of the dextrous gripper based on those heuristical factors
which have the largest impact on the gripper as a whole was proposed. In this chapter
the gripper kinematic structure and its dimensions, based on quantitative and kinematic
indices, are determined. Indices used to arrive at design citeria can be split into
two categories, structural indices and parametric indices. A quantitative evaluation
of dexterity and accuracy is proposed and performed. Measures are discussed for
finding the "optimal" configuration of a manipulator are discussed which leads onto
the development of design guidelines for the dextrous gripper.

In section 3.2 a structural measure for kinematic redundancy is introduced in order to
solve the problem of defining the number of joints per finger. Also in section 3.2, the
structural length index is applied to arrive at a solution where maximum workspace

29
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is combined with minimum weight. The condition number of the Jacobian matrix,
a mixed parametric-structural measure is applied to design a gripper that can exert
commanded forces with minimum force error propagation.

Another requirement is to design a gripper that can perform movements in all directions.
The manipulation index is the parametric measure which is applied in this case. Also
acceleration and the external forces of the fingers are required to be exerted in all
directions with minimum error. Another parametric measure, the inertia ellipsoid, is
applied to obtain the best possible gripper kinematic structure.

The aforementioned requirements can be prone to conflicting demands in situations
where a safe grip might not be accurate enough or there is not sufficient manipulability
space. Vice versa, an accurate grip might not be safe. The gripper is required to be
capable of assuming a variety of grasp configurations. There is a certain amount of
contradiction between the recommendations, as section 3.3 shows, when comparing
the results of the applied measure». Therefore there is a need for a compromise
corresponding to the allocation of different weight factors to different performance
measures. Section 3.4 shows the proposed kinematic gripper structure.

3.2 Gripper Design Indices

Gripper design indices are divided into two main categories: structural indices and
parametric indices. Structural indices are related to the kinematic structure of the
hand, number of joints, number of ringers etc., while the parametric indices are used to
quantify the dexterity and manipulability of lingers, and of the gripper as a whole.

3.2.1 Structural Indices

Kinematic Redundancy

Kinematic redundancy is the ability to change the internal configuration of the gripper
without changing the location of the fingertips holding the object. Kinematic redun-
dancy can be used to enhance the quality of a grasp or to avoid collision with obstacles
during the execution of the gripping task. In figure 3.1, two situations are illustrated of
grasping the same object with different gripper postures without changing the object
location with reference to the gripper base. A main requirement for the fingertip is thai
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Figure 3.1: An Illustration of Kinematic Redundancy

it should be able to align itself in all orientations with respect to the object to be grasped
such that a firm, stable, safe grasp can be obtained. Figure 3.2 shows a possible basis
configuration for one ringer.

Workspace Attributes

The design problem here is to relate workspace geometrical properties to the kine-
matic scheme and dimensions of the gripper. Applying the quantitative measures of
workspace attributes, see Craig (1989), to the efficiency of designs in terms of gener-
ating workspaces, one of the possibilities is to consider the length sum L e Rl of the
gripper. The length sum of the gripper is defined as the sum of the length of the fingers
plus the length of the active palm.

(3.1)
finger(=iJ=l palm,=i

Where a i ( j_j) is the length of link j - 1 of finger i and d^ is the offset of that same
link. The link length und offset of a link arc defined in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.2: Fingertip Orientation Ability

The structural length index C?L € fi1 is defined as the ratio of the gripper length sum
to the cube root of the gripper workspace volume:

QL = (3.2)

with L defined in equation 3.1 and W t ft1 the gripper workspace volume. The
structural length index helps to select the kinematic structure of the gripper. Qi
indicates how well a gripper is constructed from the point of view of the relative
amount of link length required to generate a given workspace volume. Joint limits
have, in principle, to be allowed for in calculating the workspace volume.

Condition number finger Jacobian

To grasp an object "well" in a certain workspace, it is highly desirable for the gripper
to operate as far away us possible from singular points of fingers or singularities of
the total gripper configuration. In chapter 6, formula 6.31 is derived which relates the
torques exerted at the joints, r / , to the force exerted at the fingertip Ff:

T) = J j (3.3)
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with Jj the ringer Jacobian. Therefore when a torque vector TJ of a linger is given
( J 7 ) " 1 transforms this torque into a Cartesian fingertip force Fj. Salisbury and Craig
(1982) proposed the use of the condition number of the Jacobian, see Strang (1985), to
evaluate the kinematic aspects of the gripper. The relative error in force output depends
on the relative error of the exerted torque of the actuator and is bounded by:

n 4 )

The condition number of a matrix JT is defined as:

— = ^ ^ (3.5)

with a m a i the maximum eigenvalue and <rmin the minimum eigenvalue of the Jacobian.
The condition number is an indication of the uniformity of the Jacobian with respect
to direction. The relative error in exerted forces on object or environment depends
upon relative errors in actuator intensities. Points in workspace where c(JT) = 1 are
called isotropic points. At these points, if they exist, the gripper can exert forces with
minimum achievable propagation error.

3.2.2 Parametric Indices

The ease of changing the location of the fingertips can be evaluated by using various
indices. The parametric indices that follow are alternative measures. In the past,
several definitions of dexterity have been proposed. Craig (1989), for example, defined
a dextrous workspace as that volume of space which a robot end-effector could reach
with any orientation.

Manipulability

ManipulabiJity gives an indication of dexterity in the velocity domain or the ease of
changing the locutions of fingertips. Joint displacement 80 is related to the Cartesian
displacement 6X of a fingertip by ihe Jacobian:

6X = J(0)h0 (3.6)
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with 6X € # m the generalized Cartesian velocity, J(8) e /?""" the Jacobian, 60 e
Ä" the joint velocity vector and m < n in case of a non-redundant system. In
the neighbourhood of singular points in the workspace, the fingers of the gripper
or the gripper itself loses its ability to configure over certain degrees of freedom,
and consequently loses dexterity. At a singular point det J(6) - 0 while in the
neighbourhood of a singular point det J(8) is small. Yoshikawa (19X5) therefore
proposed, for a redundant manipulator, a quantitative measure of manipulability, the
scalar w € Rx:

w(6) = </<\et{J(9)JT(6)} (3.7)

The above measure is based on velocity analysis, and is a mapping ot the joint velocity
sphere ||0||2 = 1 into the fingertip velocity space ellipsoid:

x T { J • J T ) l x = 1 (3.8)

The value of w{8) is proportional to the volume of the ellipsoid. The value of the
determinant is not applicable as a measure of ill-conditioning of the Jacobian. The
condition number of the Jacobian is a measure of distance from a singular point
instead. Jn the case of non-redundant manipulators w(6) becomes:

w{6) = | det J (ö ) | = <r, • <T2 . . . . • a,, (!}))

with <T|, <7j,..., <T„ the singular values of J{6) can be decomposed. When designing
a finger, the value of w(6) should be high enough while 0 varies over a wide range.

Dexterity

Dexierily measures based on acceleration or the ability apply forces are suggested by
Asada (19X4). The eigenvalues of the Cartesian mass matrix

M,(0) = J~T{6)M(9)J-X(9) (3.10)

ure u manipulability measure which charucleri/.es the inertia of the manipulator subject
to accelerations in Cartesian space. With M(0) i. R"'" the configuration .space mass
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matrix. Mz(8) £ #">xm the Cartesian mass matrix, n the number of links and m the
dimension of the Cartesian space. A graphical representation of the measure suggested
is the inertia ellipsoid:

XTMt(0)X = 1 (3.11)

Spherical inertia ellipsoids characterize well-conditioned locations in a workspace.
The dexterity or manipulability based on the inertia ellipse can be interpreted as a
grippers dynamic response ability. Figure 3.3 summarizes requirements and criteria
applied to obtain an "optimal" gripper.

Requirement

Kinematic
redundancy

Max workspace
Mm Weight

Apply forces with
minimum error

Good movements
in all directions

Accell and force
Well controllable

1 ,
1 "

Criterium j

Number of joints

Structural Length

Condition number
of matrix J

Manipulation index
w=|det J(H)|

Inertia ellipsoid
nearly spherical

1 »

j Result j

Resulting gripper
kinematics and
dimensions of
finger segments.

Figure JJ: Summary of Construction Measures

3.3 Recommendations

Application of the design criteria and measures leads to the following finger and gripper
recommendations:

Fingerlip-Object alignment, l-'rom figure 3.2 the conclusion is drawn that at least four
joints per finger are required to fulfil the fingertip object alignment requirement.
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Minimum structural length. With reference to figure 3.2, neglecting the influence of
the fingertip, the basis link lx and the influence of joint limits, the volume of the
workspace W and the link length L are found to be:

L = l2 + l3 and W = ~ir{l2 + l3f (3.12)

so:

/ 2 + / 3
= = = = o.62 (3.13)

As a comparison: with a Cartesian type of finger a value for Qi = 3 is found
and for an SCARA type of finger such as the Odetics gripper Qt % 1.3. It is
concluded that the anthropomorphic type of finger is a good choice from the ratio
Volume/Weight point of view. Examining the construction of human legs, arms
and thumbs a similar tendency can be noticed.

Condition number. The following recommendations can be formulated, based on \
finger Jacobian matrix properties:

1. The fingers should be placed at such locations on the base ring that the
condition number of the gripper is maximized.

2. Keep the operational fingertip locations in the workspace as near as possible
to the isotropic points c(JT) = 1 so that the force/torque error propagation
is small in all directions.

Manipulabilit>. If only links /2 and /3 of the fingers are taken into account here, for
the Jacobiun the following formula is then obtained:

J(6)=\ f f f
[ - « 2 * 2 - '3*23 - '2Ä23

Where c2 = eosöj and c23 = cos(ö2 + 03).

Manipulability measure:

w(6) = |det J{6)\ = ia/, Bin 0a (3.15)

Assuming l3 f /3 constant: w(0) assumes a maximum value when sin03 ~ 90°
and, /j =- /3.
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Dexterity. Taking the dynamic aspects into account, it is found that the dexterity
measure based on acceleration and force applicability in various directions is
optimal when the inertia ellipsoid is spherical. This situation can be obtained by
keeping 62 ~ 90° or trying to maintain the gripper configuration near that value
during operations.

3.4 Proposed Gripper Configuration

Figure 3.4 illustrates the proposed gripper configuration based on information on the
hazardous environment, task analysis and review of existing grippers, actuators and
sensors as discussed in chapter 2. and based on design indices as found in chapter 3.
Adding the information resulting from a questionnaire into future gripper needs, see
van der Ham et. al (1993) the specification as given in table 3.1 is arrived at.

SPECIF/CATION PROPOSAL

GENERAL
Number of fingers
D.O.F. per finger
D.O.F. Active palm
Number of motors
Weight

3
4
2
14
4.5 | kg |

SPEED
Open to close
Reconfigure
Active palm roll axis
Active palm lateral axis
Roll axis finger

Max3|s | .
Max 3 |s | .
.5 |rev/s|.
1 |cnVs|
.5 |rev/s|

DIMENSIONS
Base height
Base diameter
Finger base
Finger length
Grip opening
Fingertip width

10 |cm|
8 |cm|
12 |cm|
IO|cm|
Max. 25 |cm|
2 |cmj

FORCES and TORQUES
Grip force
Active palm torque
Active palm force

Max. 5()|N|
l()()|Nm|
5()|N|

Tabli' JJ: Proposed Spt'cifiration of'Grippvr

3.5 Conclusion

I, A gripper configuration has been proposed, based on a combination of heuristic
und expenem v l.iciois ,iiul sttuclui.il ami p.iruiik'ihf uulkr .
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Hydraulic Actuators
LVDT position sensors

Pan cake motors
Harmonic drives
Resolvers

LVDT Force Sensors
Fibre Optic Approach Sensors

- - 2 cm

o
o

Palm

Figure J.-J: I'ntpo.uul liripfwr Ciwfiyuivtion



I-l.CONCLUSIQN

2. The application of structural indices has led to the conclusion that a gripper with
anthropomorphic fingers composed of three phalanges and four joints, preferably
operating in an isotropic area of the designated workspace, should be designed.

3. The application of parametric indices has led to the conclusion that the dimension
of the first two phalanges should be of equal length.

4. Pancake motors in combination with harmonic drives are recommended as actu-
ators for the lateral axes of the ringers, because they provide continuous rotary
actuation combined with high torque, .ind they are compact. This conclusion
and the next conclusion are a step by step refinement of results obtained from
chapter 2 and chapter 3 in combination.

5. To actuate the lateral axis of the active palm, a pancake motor combined with a
ball bearing screw is proposed.



Kinematic and
Jacobian Analysis

of the Gripper

4.1 Introduction

The proposed gripper configuration as proposed in chapter 3 is analyzed in this chapter.
The computational efficiency and implementation aspects oi its forward kinematic,
inverse kinematic and Jacobian equations are investigated. For controlling the gripper
these equations are required at a later stage, see chapter 9. First, link frames are
assigned in section 4.2 and Denavit-Hartenberg parameters are obtained followed by
the derivation of link transformations. The gripper kinematics is concerned with the
position and motion of the gripper without taking the forces or torques which cause the
motion into account. Position and orientation of the fingers are computed relative to
the base frame of the gripper as a function of the joint variables, this is called forward
kinematics. The kinematics for one finger is obtained followed by the analysis of
the kinematics of the active palm. Then the kinematics for the gripper as a whole
is obtained. In section 4.3, the inverse kinematic equations are derived. Finally, in

41
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section 4.4, velocities are considered leading to the Jacobian equations of fingers, active
palm and gripper.

4.2 Forward kinematics

Figure 4.1 illustrutes the parameter and frame assignments for one finger attached to the
finger base ring. The convention used to locate frames on the links follows the method
as described by Craig (1989). The Z; axis of a frame is coincident with joint axis i and
the origin of a frame is located where the perpendicular of the distance intersects the
joint i axis. The X{ axis points from joint i to joint i + 1 and the V; axis completes the
right-hand frame. Frame {()} is rigidly fixed to the robot arm and frame {1} is fixed

j

Figure 4.1: Parameter ami Frame Assignment of one Finger anil Base Ring

to the finger base ring. The subscripts A, B and C refer to the individual fingers A, B
und C while the subscript P refers to the active palm.
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4.2.1 Parameters and link transformations of finger A

To obtain the individual link transformations the following definitions are used:

a, : the distance from Z, to Z,+i measured along A';.

oti : the angle between Z; to Zi+i measured about Xi.

di : the distance from Ä'<_i to Ä', measured along Z,.

9i : the angle between A';_i to A',- measured about Z{.

Applying the definitions to figure 4.1 leads for finger A to the link parameters as given
in table 4.1:

i || cti-i

1
2

3
4
5
6

0
0

90°
0

0
0

a.-i

0

I i
0

£ 3
L4

U

d,

0

0
0
0
0

0,

01

024
034 ^ 90°

04 A

05 A
0

7i/We 4./: Link Paninwti'is of Finder A

The link transformation which defines frame {i — 1} »elative to frame {i} is equal to:

c6i -s0, 0 fl,_i \

0 0 0 1 /

(4.1)

With cö, = COF 0,. Using the link parameters of table 4.1 the i individual transformation
for euch link is obtained:

0/T1 _

\* A ~

c0,
.40,

0
0

-.S0,

c0,
0
0

0
0
1
0

0 \
0
0

1 /

2 A -
S02A

0

^ 0

- S02y(

c02A

0

0

0
0

1
0

L]

0

1*
1

(4.2)
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2m _

V o

0

0

0 0 \
- 1 0
0 0
0 1 /

3 T A - o
0

0
0

(4.3)

ITA = 0
0

I \ 0 0 L5

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

V 0 0 0 1

(44)

4.2.2 Parameters and transformations of the active palm

Figure 4.2 shows the parameters and frame assignments of the active palm. In table 4.2,

Figure 4.2: Parameter ana Frame Assignments of the Active Palm

the link parameters ul' the uctivc palm as deduced from figure 4.2 are given.
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i

1

2

Q,_l

0
0

a,-i
0

0

di

0

d2

dip

0

Table 4.2: Link Parameters of Active Palm

For the active pa lm the individual t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s ' , T for each link become:

c9lP -s8u> 0 0
s01P cO1P 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 /

/ 1 0 0 0 \
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 d2

0 0 0 1 /

(4.5)

4.2.3 Forward Kinematics of Finger A

The single transformation that relates the fingertip frame {6A} of ringer A to the base
frame {0} is obtained by the matrix multiplication:

OfTi Orwi Irrt 2fT* 3T1 4/T» 5/TI
6-1 A - \i A21 /»3J /t<tJ Ab1 A61 A (4.6)

In (he process of forming %TA sub-results %TA, %TA, %TA and \TA are derived in
sequence. These sub-results are used for solving the inverse kinematics problem and
for deriving the Jacobian starting from the fingertip downward:

Arr\ Arrt
6-« A = 5 ' A 0

0

-sb 0
c6 0
0 1
0 0

(4.7)

And:

3 IT»
6* A 0

0

.S40/-5

0
1

(4.8)
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Where c4S = cos(04 + 05) and s45 = sin(6>4 + 05).

Also:

0 0 - 1 0

C345 -•S345 0 e 3 4

V 0 0 0 1

Where c34S - cos(Ö3 + 04 f ö5) and .sMn - siii(6>a f <̂ 4 I

A n d wi ld:

Next:

-f r 3 4 L 4 f-

y „

4 — 2"* >

With:

^5 - «34/'
S2 {-«345^5 -

^SIS 0

0 0

t /^l

1 /

Finally:

0/71

6-« A

f"l2A34ü ''l2' -3l5 -SI2 ' M

•l*l2Ji34R •S12r345 ( ' |2 '24

'"345 •'*345 ( ) ' 3 4

0 0 0 I

Wilh:

•<iij('i346/'S t H-MI'4 I ••|;i/-:(} t .•»,/,,

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.1.1)

(4.14)
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4.2.4 Forward Kinematic Equation of the Active Palm

The single transformation that relates the active palm frame {2P} to the base frame
{()} is obtained by the matrix multiplication:

Qrri O rwy \ rw*
21 p —, 1 r-i-I p (4.15)

Which is equal to:

ctr -.i,p 0 0

sir cir 0 0
0 0 1 d2

0 0 0 1

(4.16)

The transfonnation ?7V allows us to calculate the Cartesian position of the active palm
given the gripper joint positions as supplied by the joint position sensors.

4.2.5 Forward Kinematic Equation or the dripper

Figure 4.3 shows the location of the three lingers. A B ami (' on the base ring with its
relevant frame anil parameter assignments. With these assignments the link parameters
for finger B as given in table 4.3 are obtained. And the single transformation that

•'•]
1

"2
3
4
5
6

] « ; ,
0
0

90°
(t

n

« . . .
0

Li
i)

u
u

0

l-i
0
0

0
0

tf, ( 120°

Tuhli' 4 J: Link htninwh'is nf l-'inw H
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Figure 4J: Parameter and Frame Assignment of the Base Rin}>

relates fingertip frame {60} lo base frame {0} is:

Orrt Orn
6* B = \* 0

0

With:

(4.17)

•''.•Mlis} t (4. IK)

And fur linger f' the link parameters as given in table 4.4 are obtained. The single
tnin.sfonnuiion that relates fingertip frame {<>("} to base tVame {0} is:

cU"iC'liAC\Ct,C

»,n >,

«trie >'nr
f\C1C rW

0
0 I

(4 I'J)
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• •

1
2
3
4
5
6

K,
0
0

90°
0
0
0

0
L,
0

L3

L,
U

dt

0

Li
0
0
0
0

<?i + 240°

<?3c + 90°

0

•/.-/: Link Parameters of Finder C

With:

S3C4C L4 + S3c L3) -f
S3C4CL4 + S3C L3} +

+ C3C L3 + L
(4.20)

Finally combining the forward kinematic equations 4.13. 4.17 and 4.19 of the tingers
and equation 4. lft of the active palm the forward kinematic equation of the gripper %G
is obtained:

Orji

a* A
0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

Orp
a-1 r0

0 "
0
0

•t1 p -

(4.21)

4.3 Inverse Kinematics

The inverse gripper kinematics deals with the following problem, give» position ami
orientation of the fingertips relative to the gripper base, compute the set of linger and
palm joint angles or positions which correspond to this location.
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4.3.1 Inverse finger kinematics

When for finger A the elements of matrix °TA are given:

Orri
6-« A =

rn r13 r ,3 pz
'"21 r 2 2 ^23 Py

^31 »*32 ^33 Pi

0 0 0 1 /

(4.22)

In the above, matrix elements r n up to ami including r;,:, form the rotation matrix "R
of the fingertip frame {6} with respect to the base frame {0} while the elements p z , py

and p t form the translation vector °p of the fingertip frame{6} with respect to the base
frame{0}. Equation 4.22 can also be written as:

0 0 0 1

Inverting formula 4.23. see Craig (1°-X°-), leads to:

(4.23)

err _
o-1 -

DnJ'Dn
0«

0 0 0
(4.24)

Applying formula 4.24 to the individual transformation matrices as given in equa-
tions 4.2 to 4.4. the inverse transformation matrices for each link can be obtained:

X

3™
tJ A

0\

0
Ü

()

0

.so,
CO,

0
0

4 0

1 °
1

0

0
0
1
0

0 \
0

0

11

cos*
«^»*
0
0

IT

0
0
0

1

A

( ''"24

Ü

1 0

\

1

-02,«

0

0

0
0
1
1)

(4.25)

(4.26)
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/ c84A

4 T
3 A

-s8AA

0

I 0

1 c8,A

\TA 0
I 0

s84A

c84A

0
0

SO>A

0
Ü

0
0
1
0

0
0
1
0

-c0*ALi
s84AL3

0
1

-c0*AL< \

0
1 /

/ l Ü o u
o i o o
0 0 1 0

V o o o i

51

(4.27)

(4.2K)

Restuiinj! fonnuUi 4.11 by introducing dependence on 6\ into the left hand side gives:

.s,rn (
''31

Ü

-s6x

0
0

0
0

'"a ''12 rt3 px
r21 r22 r23 Py

r3\ r32 ^33 p.

0 0 0 1 /

<4.2l>t

clri2 + s,r22

- Ä i n j - t f , r j a

'"»2

0

fxrv.t f .s

'':tll

0

Equating element (3 ,3 ) of formula 4.11 with element (3 ,3) ot formula 4.21) results in
raj - 0 so:

14.30)

'f]>is result will be used later in solving the inverse kinematics. lu|uating elements
(1,3) ami (2,3) of formula 4.11 and formula 4.2"- results in.

' I ' 1 3 (4.

Also

ft* A
t'f*

A,••' A 14. U)
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Equating eleinem (2,4) of matrix 4.9 with the same element of matrix 4.32 results in:

-•S2(ClPi + «IP«) + C2(-S!pr + CiPs,) + Ä2L, = 0 (4.33)

Substituting 4.31 in 4.33 gives:

r\3Px + r2df>y - Ciri-jLi - -S|'Vf/-i ~ 0 (4.34)

so

23(l3p* + r23py) - J(rla - \){r]3pT + ^jpy) \ 3 \

- arrsin — (4.35)

and from 4.31. with 6\ known. $•> is obtained

»2 = arctnn (4.36)

« i n s - Cl»"23
At this point both Ö, and 02 are known so \TA can be calculated:

' l l ^12 ^13 **14

Z<T> I ' J 2 1 «22 «23 "24
8? f = I

"31 a32 "33 "34
0 0 0 1 /

(4.37)

Further:

3<T» - _ 3
6* A 2 A -

( '
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Equating the element (21) in formula 4.3X with element (31) of formula 4.8 results in:

03 = arctan
"31

(4.39)

And

IT A =1 TA
3
6TA = (>>l ^22 "23 '^24

l)3l t 3 2 6 3 3 l)M

0 0 0 1 /

(4.40)

After matrix multiplication it is found, by comparing element(l,3) of equation 4.40
with element (1,3) of equation 4.7, that:

03+ 04 = arctaii
- 0 3 3

With Ö3 known 64 can be calculated. Also

5/ri 5
6-1 A =A

(4.41)

(4.42)

After matrix multiplication it is found, by comparing elements (1,1) and( 1,2) of 4.X
with the equivalent elements of equation 4.40, thai:

(4.43)04 + 0& = arctan
S3(l \ \ -f- C3Q3\

With 0« known Ö5 can be calculated.

Inverse kinematic equations for lingers B ami (' can lx* obtained similarly.

4.3.2 Inverse Kinematics of the Active Palm

Given %Tp with:

ri\

p
0 0 0 1 /

(4.44)
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What values are required for 9P and d2
l}. The elements ru up to and including r-33 of

matrix 4.44 form the rotation matrix ?it while the elements px, py and p. form the
translation vector °pp of the active palm frame {P}. By equating the elements (1,1)
and (2,1) of the matrix as given in formula 4.44 and the elements of the matrix given
in equation 4.16, the formulas which constitute the kinematics of the active palm are
found to be:

So

(4.45)
Vz =

6\p = arctan —— (4.46)

and

d2 = p : (4.47)

4.4 Finder Jacobian

The finger Jacobian with respect to the fingertip frame is obtained by applying the
Paul's algorithm (1982). The number of rows of the Jacobian is equal to the DOF of
the Cartesian space considered which is five. The number of columns in the Jacobian
is equal to the number of joints of a ringer which is five also. Thus the finger Jacobian
is Ji £ R5'5. The equation which relates joint rates to generalized fingertip velocity
is:

/ X \

ii

/ \

«,
^ ^ /

(4.4S)
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The Jacobian is equal to:

6 T

JA -

( Jn
hi
hi
J41

l 751

J12

J22

J32

J42

h?.

J l 3

J23

J33

J43

j 5 3

i i 4

J24

J34

ji4

j 5 4

hs
J35

J45

(4.49)

The first column of the Jacobian is ''ulculuted from the kinematic transform as given in
equation 4.11 with aid of the following notation

Orri
61 A -

/ nT sx ax px

ny sy ay Py
n- sz a, pz

\ 0 0 0 1 /

(4.50)

The first column of the Jacobian is obtained by applying Paul's algorithm to for-
mula 4.11.

-S2S345L1

--•S2C345JL1

= ''345^5 + S34L4 + S3L3 - C2L\

hi " '-Sy'Pi - lsxlPy -

J41 =; ln.

Similarly the second column of the Jacobian is obtained:

J12 2 ' i«2

- 2 * 2 r

2nx
2py =

2 2
sx*p,, =

0
0

J32 =

J42 -

«3^3

«345

Also:

J33 = 3*y3l

3*3 =
J63 =

- 3nx
3py = S45Z/3 + .«B

' n ,

0
0
0

(4.51)

(4.52)

(4.5.̂ )
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The fourth column of the Jacobian is obtained by applying Paul's algorithm to for-
mula 4.7:

J44 =
jil =

= 4 n y
4 P x — 4 " l 4 P y = -S5Z,4

Vy — CBL4 + L5

0

V "" = 0
" S j = 0

324 = Sy Px -

J34 = % V - 4Ox"py = (4.54)

And the fifth column is:

jis = 4«j/4Px ~ *nx*p„ = 0
J25 = 4 s y 4 Px - 4 s i 4 P y = ^5

. ,4P^ — 4 a_ 4 p , . = 0J3B =

J45 = = 0
= 0

(4.55)

Thus the Jacobian of finger A with respect to the fingertip is:

6 rJ > i —

— S2'S345^1

— •S2C345L1

J31

C345

. - « 3 4 5

0
0

J32

^345

-•S345

«45^3

C5L4 + l

0
0
0

«5^4

0
0
0

0
L5

0
0
0 1

(4.56)

With:

-8345
(4.57)

Changing the Jacobian frame of reference from the fingertip to the gripper base the
Jacobian °JA is obtained by rotation of the Jacobian °JA with {JJR:

~^12^34B

~*I2«346

C346

0
0

-C12C34&

-•'12^346

«346

0

0

«12

- C , 2

0

0

0

0
0
0

— H 1

Ü

Ü
0 (4.58)
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4.4.1 Jacobian of the Active Palm

The Jacobian of the active palm with the frame of reference at the palm tip is:

0 1
1 0 dx

(4.59)

Which is written more compactly as:

Vp = J (4.60)

4.4.2 Gripper Jacobian

The gripper Jacobian Jh is obtained by combining the Jacobians of the ringers and the
active palm:

VA 1
vßVc
V P .

JA
0
0
0

0
JB

0
0

0
0

Je
0

0 '
0
0

Jp.

"/A

&JB

Ofc
OP

(4.61)

Written compactly as:

4.5 Conclusion

(4.62)

1. In this chapier, homogeneous transformations have been applied lo describe the
position and orientation of a fingertip.

2. First, ihc forward kinematic transformation was obtained for one finger and the
active palm. Also the forward kinematic equation for the gripper was derived.
The calculations involved were found to be relatively simple.
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3. The inverse kinematic equations have been solved for the joint angles. They are
required to control the trajectory of the fingers in the Cartesian space.

4. The calculation from the angular velocities of velocity in the Cartesian space was
made and led to the ringer and active palm Jacobians. The gripper Jacobian was
obtained. Calculating the inverse Jacobian is tedious if performed symbolically
and has therefore not been done. If necessary the inverse Jacobian will be
calculated numerically.

5. From the resulting kinematic equations, it is found that the calculation involved
are relatively simple. This also applies to the Jacobian equations. It is therefore
concluded that the finger kinematic construction is acceptable from the point of
view of computational considerations.



Contacts and
Friction

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter was concerned wild kinematic aspects ot the gripper. From this
chapter onwards forces are considered, starting with contact and friction aspects.

In section 5.2 contact models are investigated, Fingertip and object contact types and
their accompanying friction properties influence the strength, robustness, safety and
controllability of a gripper holding an object. These contacts can have very different
characteristics depending on the type of the contact, the surface material properties
of the finger and object, the direction of the surface normal and surface deformation.
Analogous with a human hand, (he object grasping compliance can IK* seen as the flesh
of Che finger while the force sensing device can be seen as the skin of the finger.

Sections 5.3 and 5.4 arc concerned with friction phenomena. The number of degrees of
freedom abbreviated to freedom of relative motion allowed by each type of contact also
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depends on the significance of friction phenomena. To systemize, the analysis contacts
are modelled as frictionless point contacts, hard-finger contacts, soft-finger contacts
or very soft-h'nger contacts. Friction occurring at the fingertips has the advantage that
stable and safe grasps can be executed which require fewer contacts with fingers that
exert less force and, consequently, with fewer fingertips than in the case of frictionless
contacts.

Section 5.5 is concerned with the contact constraint matrix which is applied to prove
the grasp stability of certain grasps.

5.2 Contact Types

A contact type is called point contact when the radii of curvature are small or zero. If one
of the radii of curvature is small or zero, and (he other radius of curvature is infinite, the
contact type is called line contact. However a line to line contact can be considered to
be a point contact. A surface has a plane contact when both principle radii of curvature
are infinite. Surfaces of objects can have a pointcontact. line contact or plane-facet
contact with another object and vice versa. Thus contacts between surfaces can appear
in nine different pairing combinations. Of these combinations, three combinations
are not stable, und arc thus of no further interest to investigate in respect to practical
gripper systems. These instable contact combinations are point point contacts, point-
edge contacts and edge-parallel-edge contacts contacts. Figure 5.1 gives an overview
of primitive contact types that can exist, sec Mason and Salisbury (1085). In essence,
three stable contacts pairings remain important for practical crasping purposes:

1. Point-like; point on plane, and line on non-parallel line.

2. Edge-like: line on plane.

3. Face-like: plane lo plane.

5.3 Friction and coefficients of friction

5.3.1 Coefficients or friction

Coulomb showed experimentally that the coefficient of static friction, //o, is tin- nilio
of the imijicnliitl force, / , . to the normal force / „ . With / , the Iriciionul lone
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Figure S.I: Types of Contact Pairings. (Adapted from Mason and Salislwiy. I9S5)

opposing motion and / „ the normal forte of the weight of the object or an exerted
force. Coulomb also discovered thai there i.v a slight difference between the values
of the static coefficient of friction. fi0. and the kinetic coefficient of friction. //. Hie
stalle coefficient of friction is the larger. The limiting force, / , , is. ut the instant the
movement starts, larger than during the movement. Therefore, when calculating safe
and robust grasps, the kinetic coefficient has to be considered to generate grasps which
guarantee that no slip will occur. The coefficient of friction is independent of the
normal force and of the area of contact The friction itself is, however, proportional to
the normal force / „ and the area of contact A.

5.3.2 Friction Models

First, contacts involving surface point contact models and Coulomb friction models
are analyzed Ilien the deformable gripping surfaces with larger contact areas are
analyzed. This second situation is mine practically Mgiiihcani. I tu each contact i it is
»«Mimed that lingers can only push and not pull so the contact force normal / „ , obeys
the following constraint:

/ , . , • • «
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However, the fiiciion forces can be applied in the positive as well as in the negative
sense.

Hard surface friction model

Real surfaces arc irregular at a microscopic scale. When two metallic hard surfaces
arc pushed together, they form junctions of bounded material. The real area of contact.
Ar. is the integrated area of all these junctions and smaller than the apparent area .-I.,
The maximum shear or tangential force the contact can susiatn is

/ , = K,{fn)Ar (5.2i

with K. the shear strength of the surface material. When two hard materials contact
each other and a normal force / „ is exerted, then the shear force / , the contact can
sustain is:

/.-/'/„ I*-«'

The tangential components / „ and fty of the contact forces in the local planar relerencc
plane arc to be restricted to such values that slip cannot occur. Therefore the magiuiudr
of ihe tangential equilibrium force is consirai/ied to.

sff f,=»f., (S.4.

where /< i > the static friction coefficient, Formula 5.4 describes a cone, as elucidated m
figure 5.2. with fu. ftv and / „ mutually orthogonal forces. Figure 5.2 shows the statu
friction cone as well as the kinetic friction cone. In the follow ing chapters, areas when
objects are lo tie gripped are calculated using the mote conservative kinetic friction
coefficient )i for stability reasons. As soon as an object starts slipping, ihe static friction
cone shrinks to the kinetic friction cone and the object will undergo even less
while the disturbing forces arc assumed to remain equal for the moment

Suft-Kngtr friithm model

When it linger hits clastic properties, contact friction is not well described by CoidomJ>
Inclion or by point contact or line contact kinematics, ('utkotkv mid Wright i
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Kintriic
Friction
Con«

Fijiuiv 5.2: Friction Com1

This type of contact is called a soft fingertip. The shearing model of friction is adopted
in this case. When a rubber tip of a very soft ringer is pressed against a hard surface,
the rubber is sheared. The coefficient of friction ;/ is not constant in this situation, the
coefficient of friction decreases as the load increases. Ar. ihc real area of contact, does
not increase linearly with / „ but as /*/•*. Therefore the term limiiing shearing stress.
TW(JJ is used:

A KAr
(5.5)

where K is (he shearing strength of die tip maicrial and .•)„ ihe apparent area of contact.

Vf ry soft-linger friction IIMHJVI

"Hie fingertip is in tins case so elastic that the object and linger are considered lo be rigid
«ihj«r«. Muddling friction of very soft fingers was performed by Cuikosky and Wright
I lOHft), The assumptions were that no rolling between fingertip anil object would exist
ami ihul the fingertip possessed an elastic behaviour, ihat is, after deformation, ihc
fingertip returned back lo llie original form. For small millions the lingerhp can be seen
as a short elastic member clamped between two rigid boundaries, see ligure 5.3. The
linger will start rotting when:

(S.6)
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where / w is the bending moment, / „ is the normal force and w is the square contact
area length.

Figure 53: Clumped Elustit Member (Adoptedfn MI Cuff inky and Wright, /u.S'ft>

The maximum shear force / , the very soft ringer contact can sustain is, see formula 5.5:

(5.7)

with A the contact cross section area equal to the apparent area .-!„

The advantages and disadvantages of very soft tingers can he summarized as follows: as
they have a higher coefficient of friction than hard contact fingers, the gripper with soft
tingers can grip more gently. A light grip can prevent damage and keeps working over
a low range of forces. Fewer contacts will be necessary. The grip will be more stable
and «here will be less force needed for a particular grip, giving a reduction in energy
dissipation while gripping. However such a grip is less accurate than a hard lingered
grip, und modelling is difficult.

Visawlastit- fingertip friction mmJel

Human fingertips behave viscoelasiically, after deformation of the pulp tissue, the
original form is not immediately reassumed. Using plasticity theory, the modelling of
«oft fingertips lilted will» powder* or plastic fluids using plasticity theory was performed
by Akdta and Cuikosky (I'M')) The firmness of lingcrtips filled with magnetic particle*'
allows, for euample, dynamic control of ihe lingenip softness An approximate nnulcl
has been derived since analytical models, because ihe large immt>er of parameters, are
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rapidly becoming impractical. The gripping force tor a stable grasp will be smaller
than that required for hard fingers in the same case. This, in turn, means that smaller
actuators are required and that torques and forces can be measured with a higher
resolution. When a grip is observed it seems as if the ringer is glued to the object.
The shear strength of the fluid beneath the skin depends on the voltage applied. The
resistance to rolling. Frr, is: The ratio of contact area to normal depends on the shear
strength.

F„ = C , + C a x (5.X)

where constant C , depends on the material shear strength whi. I) in turn depends on the
voltage applied. Constant C 3 depends on the material properties, x is the manipulation
velocity. Controlling the fingertip softness will complicate the kinematics and the
controlling of the gripper as a whole, as well as controlling the linger construction.
Therefore this type of fingertip will not be applied.

5.4 Surface-like Contacts Modelling

5.4.1 Frictionless contacts

When two surfaces contact with each other and no friction exists, the follow ing contact
situations are obtained, see Mason and Salisbury (

I. The point like contact has live degrees of freedom (POIt.the wrench system in
this case consists only of the force normal to the contact surface / „ (friciionless
point contact). A force can only IK* transmitted in one direction (the normalJ. no
torques cm be eneried. see figure 5.-la.

2 The fnclionlcss tine contact has I UOI-' with a wrench system consisting of / „
and of the moment. nf, about the jt aus, see ligutc SAb

V The plane like contact has ^ l)Of; with a wrench system consisting ol / „ . »i,
and «„ I frictionless plane contact, see figure 5 h i
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(a) ( b ) (c)

Figure5.4: hrutiniilfss Contacts

5.4.2 Contacts With Friction

In praciice, friction of the contacts is always involved. Salisbury and Roth (19X3) and
Kerr and Roth (1987) have shown that in the case of non-zero friction of the contacts,
and there is no friction about the normal, four fingers are necessary and sufficient for
grasping any three-dimensional object. When friction about the normal is available
two or three fingers are sufficient. For the description of contacts with friction, it is
assumed that no slip occurs between fingertip and object, in other words, the tangential
forces stay within the friction cone as depicted in figure 5.2. When friction is present
contact situations are defined as follows:

The point confucf with trillion or hard-linker contact: This type of contact has 3
DOF, the generalized force system can exert in ihis case ihe force normal to the
contact surface fs and the tangential components f ttj and / , , No torque about
the x, y or ; axis can be exerted. 'Hie finger can exert any force as long as the
applied force vecior stays within the friction cone and the line of action of (he
force vector going through the point of contact.

Curved hard-linj-tT conlacl: Compared with poini contact, with friction the fingertip
is now able to roll upon die surface of the object, so the contact point can shift.
'Ulis in turn changes the way in which the grasp forces act upon the obicci
Tins grasp could be made more stable than tor the point contact case since the
contacts are not lined. Hard curved fingertips are similar to point like comucis
with friction, die contact area is such that forces are transmitted Inn tori|ues are
not. Application of ihis type of contact is outside the scope ol this dissertation

Flat hard lingrrlip: This fingertip can be seen as the extreme case of (he curved
lingenip In practice, the contact point will nil ODIO the edge of the Hat fingertip
M which point the radius ol curvature become1» zero
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The edge-like contact with friction: This type ot contact has I DOF with a force
system consisting of fx .fy / . , n , and «. .

The face-like contact: This contact type has 0 DOF- with a force system consisting of

/*• / y fz- «r< «y a/1(1 n-

Soft fingertips: By definition a soft- finger contact is a contact equivalent to a rigid
point contact with friction except that its contact area is large enough to transmit
the moment about the surface contact normal. Soft lingertips have a 2 DOF
system. The force system consists of / , . fy. f, and n,.

Complex contacts: Any complex contact can be described as a sum of primitive
contacts. The edge contact without friction is the convex sum of two wrench
convexes, each describing the frictionless noint contact at one end of the edge of
contact, see Nguen (19X8).

5.5 Gripper Contact Constraint Matrix

In this section, the geometries of the generalized contact movements, twis's. and gener-
alized contact force systems, wrenches, and other essentials are described briefly. See
Salisbury and Mason (I°-K.S) who performed a more thorough investigation of contact
constraint matrices, In section 5.4. the contact constraints were given for different
type of finger contact, here the constraint of several lingers acting in combination as
a gripper on an object is analyzed. Each tingor contact with ai. object can exert a set
of forces on an object, dependent on the type of contact in formula form. It is found
(hut fora ID case the number of uni sense contacts has to be at least 2 to constrain an
object. As an example take a plunger that is capable of moving forward and backward
in a cylinder as shown in figure 5.5. The plunger connected to a rope or tendon both
fron« ami back. Rope 1 in this one freedom case is not able by itself in constrain the
plunger when an external force / r , , is exerted in the direction opposite to thai in which
rope I can exert a force Two uni sense contacts, rope I and rope 2. iire it<|uned to
constrain the plunger. The mooring of a sailing boat by means of ropes, a* depicted in
ligure 5.6. serves as a 2P. 5 DC)I; example. Sailors know by experience that they have
m connect the boat by at least two "springs" to immobilize the boat This is performed
uüng four ropes, able lo exert only uiii sense pulling forces. I- x lending this to the U).
6 IX)I- case Lakshminarayama (I'J7X) found that a minimum ot seven uni sense point
contucls withoiii friction are needed to completely constrain an obieci. Summarizing
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Figure 5.5: Example of ID-1 DOF imi -Sense Contacts

Boat

Figure 5.ö: Example of2D- J DOF Uni Sense Contacts

the above in formula form the number of uni sense contacts required to immobilize an
object is:

nun,.„,.e > DOF + 1 (5.0)

The above formula describes the minimum number of point contacts needed for a
form-closure grasp. This is a grasp that totally constrains the object irrespective of the
magnitude of contact forces. For a gripper with n fingers and each linger having the
option of p different contact types, a total of p" contact combinations is possible. Hach
type of contact has one or more line coordinates w, ir IV''' along which a force can
be exerted while the force intensity of each principle force is contained in the wrench
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intensity vector c e Ä"*1. From this the force exerted on an object, Ft € R6"1, by a
finger can be calculated:

Fe = [w1,w2,....,wn]c = Wc (5.10)

For a point contact with friction the constraint matrix W e ft6"1 is represented by:

W =

1 0 0 '
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

(5.11)

with n = 1,2, • - - the number of coordinates. Each of the columns contains the screw
coordinates in the sequence fx, fy, f z, nx, ny , nz for each force or torque component
that can be exerted by a contact. Only forces fx. fy and / . can be exerted by a point
contact with friction, no torque can be exerted.

If it is assumed that the forces can be applied in the positive and in the negative sense.
it is found that in order to immobilize an object completely the rank of W has to be
at least 6. Theoretically two 3 D.O.F. contacts would be sufficient to immobilize an
object, but care has to taken here since, for example in the case of a point contact with
friction, the two normal forces of such contacts always act along the same working line
connecting the two points of contact so the rank of W in this case is live.

For a soft-finger the contact constraint matrix:

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

(5.12)

i.s found.

The «of' finger I'oniuct is able <u apply forces / , , fy, f. ami a torque n , while the
torques n , and nu cannot [x cxcricd in this case.
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Gripper base

Firge* 1
Finger

Figure 5.7: Two Soft Finders Grasping an Object

As an example to elucidate the above considerations, an object grasped by l\vo soft
fingers is taken, see figure 5.7. Each ringer can exert normal forces. u>, and w& for
fingers I and 2 respectively. u>2 and «»3 are the tangential forces of finger I and w*
is able to exert a moment component about the surface normal. u>2 and wa are able
to exert a moment about the centre of gravity of the object. Finger 2 can exert similar
forces. When the gripper constraint matrix W is described in terms of a reference
frame located at the center of gravity of the object W becomes:

W =

1
0

0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
_ 1

0
0
1
0

_ J
0

0
0
0
1
0

0

1
0
0
0
0

0

0
1
0
Ü

0

1

0
0

1
0

J
0

0
0

0

(J

(5.13)

The rank of W is 6. which means that in this case an object can be siubly gripped by a
gripper with two soft lingers. However, care has to be taken in interpreting Ihe stability
aspects of grips with respect to the one directional force constraint.
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5.6 Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Contact models have been presented including contact type classification.

2. Friction and friction models of" contacts have been presented leading to the
conclusion that the fingertips should be of the soft type. The soft-fingered grasp
can be performed with fewer fingers and with improved stability, reducing the
demands made on the control system's performance.

3. Continuous calculation of slippage of soft lingers under varying loads is far too
complex IO be performed under real time conditions. For this reason the values
of the kinetic friction coefficients / i , which are more conservative friction models
than the static friction coefficient /<o. should be used in 3D grasp control.

4. Gripping an object with-point contact fingers requires the largest number of
fingers and is not rea . .tic. Powder tissues or ER fluid-filled fingertips tend to
allow rolling; building such active fingertips is complicated. Passive soft fingers
and very soft fingers are recommended since they are simple to build, and require
lighter forces with fewer fingers than the point-contact and Hat metal grippers
while the disadvantage of control and construction complications, as in the case
of viscotiastic fingertips, is also reduced.

5. The gripper contact constraint matrix has been examined and the conclusion
has been reached that at least seven uni sense point contacts are required to
immobilize an object in 3D.



Basic Force and
Motion Equations

6.1 Introduction

In (his chapter, the forces the lingers have to exert upon an object are derived. First, the
basic force and motion equations for a rigid body arc developed Then, the generalized
force one linger exerts on an object, and its related lingertip motion, is obtained for
the static case. The calculation of the sum of forces exerted, by the lingers combined,
to object and environment then takes place. In this case, the system forms a closed
kinematic chain contrary to a serial chain manipulator. Further, given a required
squeezing force and given a required external force, the forces to IK exerted by the
lingers are calculated Fiiiitlly. the joint torques of the lingers needed to exert the
required forces «ire obtained.

that have Ik-en niiide are.
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1. The fingertip makes a fractional point contact with the rigid object. In practice,
a softer type of fingertip is used so the assumption made here is a worst case
situation.

2. No slip or rotation between object and fingertip takes place.

3. Each fingertip can exert force to the object in any direction.

These assumptions allow a simplified modelling approach close enough to reality. In
this chapter, calculation methods as described by Craig (l^XM) and Cutkosky and Kao
(1989) arc applied to obtain the relevant equations.

6.2 Object-Gripper Motion Relations

The relation between the relative velocities of the fingertips with respect to a grasped
object are derived. First, the generalized velocity of one finger is expressed in the
velocity of the object. It is assumed that the frame of the object and the frame of
the fingertip are rigidly connected. Then, the calculation of the of velocities of the
fingers combined with respect to the velocity of the object is obtained. Finally, the
joint velocities of the fingers necessary to produce the required motion of the object
are calculated.

6.2.1 Cartesian-Joint Velocity Transformations

The general velocity vector Vi •' /?*"' of a reference frame { i } of a rigid body is

defined as:

«*»* .
(6 I»

W i t h tt>t * i f**' it rtUii itnmil v e l o c i t y v e c t o r a n d i», > it*'* .t ld ie . tr v d i m t y v e c t o r
I« f i g u r e tt I { { J } >» IH<? » b j e t l t o o r d i i n i t e f r a n w w h i l e { ( ' , } (t I , ' , ! , , n ) e> i h c i
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Figure t> I Fingt-r in Conhiti With ()h/ei I

ih itn^crtip frame located at ihc contact point of the i th finder with the object. The
Cartesian generalized fingertip velocity V • W"' is related to the joint velocity via
thcJaeobian J{0) « ft6*'":

J,{B)9, (6.2)

With the (lumber of columns in the J.Kobwti ciju.il to the iniink-r of joints, m, oi the
linger and the iniinticr or rows cijtj.tl to the nuinlvr of U< )l n is the iK.inhcr of tinkers
Of • /r* *' is the joint velocity vector of the liiiyer |ty t-tmihinni)! .1(0) for all tinj-'ers
(he motion relation for the ^ripper is obtained:

r / t

(ft.-M
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Which is written in a compact form as:

(64)

Wilh Vh € fl6"*' the grippcr generalized Cartesian velocity, 7,, - H6'1'""' the gripprr
Jacobian and 0h t /F""*1 the joint velocity vector.

6.2.2 Motion Transmitted Through Point of Coitacl

'Hie moiiun transmitted through a point of contact can be obtained front the motion
equilibrium equation ut the point of contact:

WV? = WVf = V,r (6.5)

wilh W theconsiraini inau.-x as obtained in section 5.5 and with W V;, *E ß° " l motion
in contact coordinaies, WV/ t R6'1 motion in fingertip coordinates, V\r t /?""'
«noiioii transiniiicd through a contact. And with n the number of DOF at contact i.
By combining VV for all the lingers of a grasp, the contact equation for the gripper
becomes

IV i

0

0

(6.6)

0 V,,,

o w„

|iuoHiji4vi form

With Wh lt»c jf!fi|i|>rr CUHMMIM main*,
i in

(67)

MHiimn m comae! coordin.iles,
•tiul V,r/, motion tuiiMiiitieil ihrotigh lite
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6.2.3 Gripper-Object Motion Transformation

The ß x 6 matrix \vhi';h transforms general velocity vectors vvriticn in lerm.s of frame
{B} to a description in frame {A} is the case where the two frames are rigidly
connected, see Craig (! 9X9):

' W 4

Pnoius ' u " (6.K)

APHOHG )S t n c position vector relating the location of the fingertip frame {13} to the
objcvl coordination fr.imc {A} und gR is the rotation matrix which relates frame {5}
relative to frame {A}. The fingertip frame or contact frame has its origin lixed at the
contact point and the ; axis normal to ihe surface of the lingertip. The cross product is
the matrix operator

p , =

0 'P.
P, 0

Pv V*

(f>9)

6Ü is written in u more compact form as

(6.10)

T v >••' /<**'" denotes the linger velocity transformation 'Jlie rrsnlinij; velocity vector
8 V«) •" Ä**' of the object for a n fingere«) (;rip|)er IN

"V, •v, -v.
;l'

"V., [ I I I

Wruirn in 4 *.«mi|».H t lurm as

" V w Thl.Vfcu (ft. 12)

"VWJ »<* l(»e redutunj! j!rnerttli/ci) vehtciiy wcior ol the ohject with relereiice 10 the
a tucd topper Jritmc {O\. Ti,u • /(•"'"" ii the (?np|)cr velocity iLinsformiilion, mid
V»,t • *"*' t» live (?«•»«?ri»l velocity vwior ol the lin^
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6.3 Static Force-Torque Relationships

In order to calculate the static torques at each joint (hat mil si be applied to maintain an
equilibrium situation, at first all joints are considered to be locked Then lor each link
(he force-moment relationship is considered and. dually, the static torques that must Ix*
applied at each joint are calculated. A linger and its relevant parameters are depicted
in figure 6.2. By defining / , the force exerted on link i hy link i I and n , the torque

f) J f'iitfit'riii» Ion <• hum luii/itr

on Itnk i hy link « l a formula descr ibing the M.HIC force propa^ai ion from

link It) link equa l is arrived at

' f ' it"* f
/ . 111 " / . 11 ((. M)
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and 10.1 Matte torque propagation from link to link formula is arrived at:

(6.14)

Applying the above leads to the required torques as follows Assume a force °F
[ft,fv, f,\T acts at the fingertip then:

And:

/ v

f.

ü
Ü

0

I
t»
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

/ ,

h
1 f.

/«

(6.15)

(6.16)

(6 t7)

(6 IK)
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(622)
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(6.23)
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so the static torque vector for one finger 77, is:

Tfi =

T2

T3

0
L4s5 + L3S45 L

L4S5

0

0
/5 + L4C5 + L3C4

L4C5 + L 5

I 5

Cl3

5 0
0
0

• , •

f

(6.26)

With ei3 = (5345^5 + -834^4 + S3L3).

6.4 Object-Fingertip Force Relations

6.4.1 Cartesian Joint-Force Transformations

The generalized force vector J£"o on the object is defined as:

fy
fz
nx
ny

(6.27)

With Fo e R3xl a force vector and iVo e /? 3 x l a moment vector.

Similarly to the finger-object motion relations, the force relations are obtained by
starting with the definition of the Jacobian:

SX = JSO (6.28)
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and applying the principle of virtual work for a single finger by equating the work done
in the Cartesian space to that in the joint space:

Ts • 6X} = T} • 89j, rfSX, = TJ60f (6.29)

Substituting formula 6.2 into formula 6.29 the following result is obtained:

(6.30)

(6.31)

Therefore the torque vector Ts% € FT71*6 for ringer i equals:

With T; 6 R6xl the fingertip force, JT
f e Rm'6.

Generalizing formula 6.31 for all ringers results in:

J i

0

or

(6.32)

(6.33)

Where Th g / j " " 1 * ! , s the vector of finger joint torques of all fingers and !Fh 6 R6"*1 is
the generalized force vector for all fingertips, j \ h € R"mye" is the transposed gripper
Jacobian.

6.5 Basic Force and Motion Equations for a Rigid Body

Figure 6.3 shows an object grasped by an m-fingered gripper. In figure 6.3 {O} is the
object coordinate frame while {C,} (i = 1,2, • • •, n) is the i th fingertip frame located
at the contact point of the i th finger with the object. The basic relations of motion, and
forces occurring in manipulating a rigid object by a m-fingered gripper, are obtained
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Figure 6.3: Rigid Body Manipulated by m-ftngercd Clipper

by calculating the resultant oMect force Fo 6 R3 exerted on the object caused by the
external forces, / ; , (i = 1,2... m);

(6.34)
t = i

With g e R3 the gravity acceleration and mo the object mass. The resultant moment
No on the object attributable to the exerted forces is equal to:

m

No = Y.r>*ft (6.35)

With Ti = [rxi,rvi,rzi]
T £ R3 the position vector of {C;} with respect to {O}.

The Newton-Euler motion equations of a rigid body in space are represented by:

mor = Fo (6.36)

And:

Iv + u x (Iu>) = No (6.37)
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With u) the angular velocity vector of the rigid body, r the second derivative of the
position vector r in absolute coordinates and / € /?3*3 the inertia matrix of the object.

Combining equations 6.36 and 6.37 in matrix vector notation:

moE3 r 1
U) X Ju>

(6.38)

or

MOX (6.39)

With Mo:

moE3 O3

O3 I
(6.40)

And with X the generalized position of the object with respect to the absolute coordi-
nates, and F equal to:

mog
U> X Iu>

(6.41)

The generalized force ^ acting on the body results from the finger force fi of finger
i is:

E3
[fi] (6.42)

With Ei g i?lXt the unit matrix and Ri G R3x3 is the skew symmetric matrix operator:

0 -rzi ryi
Tzi 0 -rx

—r • r • 0

(6.43)
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Trie generalized force To resulting from all forces acting in combination on the object
is:

Es • • • E3 = HfFh. (6.44)

With: H e fi6x3m, Fh € R3mx\ Fo € R6*1

6.6 Force Transmission Through a Point of Contact

The force transmitted through a point of contact, / t r , is obtained from the force
equilibrium at the point of contact. Which forces or torques are transmitted depends
on the type of contact, see chapter 5. Therefore the grasp force at point p of the object
is:

= ff = WTftr (6.45)

With / p e .ft6*1 the grasp force at point P of the object, f} e fi6xl the finger force
at point F of the fingertip. WTftr € Äo x l , where a is the number of columns of the
constraint matrix W for a particular contact. Combining for all the fingers involved in
a grasp the force transmitted is:

ftrl

. ftm J //»J
(6.46)

Written in a more compact form:

(6.47)

With R6n*\ Ttrh G R6aX\ ^fh G R6nxn and WT
h q
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6.6.1 Hand-Object Force TYansformations

The 6 x 6 matrix which transforms general force vectors written in terms of frame {B}
to a description in frame {A} is in the case where the two frames are rigidly connected

AR O ] f B F B
B

RG xiR iR \ I BNB

Formula 6.48 is written in a more compact form as :

= (6.49)

Tf denotes the 6 x 6 force-moment transformation. Comparing BTV in formula 6.10
| with BT'i in formula 6.49 we note that:

BTf =i Tl (6.50)

The resulting force °Jr
0 on the object for a n fingered gripper is:

T} °2Tf ••• % T f ] [ l J r
1
 2 J F , ••• n F n } T . (6.51)

Written in a more compact form as:

°^o = ThfFf. (6.52)

°F0 is the resulting 6 x 1 generalized force vector exerted on the object with reference
to the object frame{O}, Th/ is the 6 x 6n gripper force transformation, and Tj is the
6n x 1 generalized force vector exerted by the fingertips.

6.7 Conclusion

1. In this chapter object-gripper motion relations necessary for the controller design
of a closed chain gripper system have been developed.
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2. Force transmission through contact equations has been formulated.

3. Forces exerted at the fingertips were related to the torques, required at the joints
of a finger, to maintain equilibrium in the static case. This situation arises during
assembly operations.



Force Distribution,
Grasp Planning

and Stability

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter the force exerted by a finger is analysed and divided in a graping and
a manipulation force. Also grasp planning, the determination for a given task, of a
sequence of postures aiming at the safe and robust grasping of an object is discussed.
Further stability aspects of grasping are investigated.

Section 7.2 starts with defining and calculating the manipulation force and the grasping
force.

Section 7.3 is concerned with grasp planning. Grasp planning can be divided into the
calculation of the forces that must be applied to an object and the precise positions
that must be assumed to obtain a desired performance. The determination of postures,
which leads to the designation of the number and the categories of contact points before
the fingers of the gripper contact the object to be grasped, is a matter of high-level grasp

89
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planning. The post-contact phase of the grasp, where set points for positions or forces
have to be controlled, is a matter of low-level grasp planning. Grasp planning will
be restricted to the discrete formulation where contacts, once made, are not moving.
Contacts involving rolling, called continuous formulation in terms of feasible position
and force trajectory connecting intermediate specified grasp points, are not investigated.

Section 7.4 is concerned with stability of grasps. Grasp stability can be divided into
object stability and contact stability. Object stability is defined as the ability of the
object to return to the static equilibrium location when the object position is perturbed.
Contact stability is the ability to maintain contact between the object and the gripper
when the object is subjected to disturbing forces. Factors which play a major role in
grasp stability are the object shape, finger shape, distance between points of contact
and finger skin material.

7.2 Manipulation and Grasping Force

Force exerted by a ringer can be divided in a squeezing force and a manipulation force. j
The squeezing or internal force is necessary to prevent sliding or breaking contact during
manipulation operations. A manipulation or external force generates the required
external object force. In general, first the manipulation force is obtained and then the
internal force. Hollerbach and Narasimhan (1986) proposed vector decomposition and
Kumar and Waldron (1988) proposed the calculation of the finger force first, before
obtaining the final finger force. Kerrand Roth (1986) and Nakamura( 1988) calculated
the finger manipulation force first, after which linear and non-linear programming was
applied to obtain the squeezing force. A disadvantage of the above methods is that
the computations are rather time consuming so that application to real-time control is
not possible. Young and Park (1989) propose a finger force algorithm to be used in
real time for a three-fingered gripper. The manipulation force is calculated first using
a generalized matrix inversion. Internal force obtained during object manipulation is
determined from the current grasping force, and contact normals are updated from
initial grasping force and initial contact normal. No explicit optimization is performed.
Analytical studies of finger-force distribution and computation showed that the internal
force is of prime importance, see Salisbury and Mason (1985), Kerrand Roth (1985) and
Yoshikawa and Nagai (1988). Salisbury was the first to recognize that complete restraint
of an object can be given in terms of internal force. He derived the grip transformation
matrix from which, by inverting this grip matrix, the finger force can be determined.
Exerting external forces and manipulating a grasped object by an multi-fingered gripper
requires efficient computational procedures in order to obtain the required individual
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finger forces and movements. The calculation has to be performed in real time since a
fast reaction is necessary so that no breaking of contact or slipping can occur. Salisbury,
Salisbury and Mason (1985), defines the internal force as follows: When an object is
completely constrained by a grasp there will be certain sets of contact and frictional
forces which can be applied to the object without disturbing its equilibrium. As derived
in section 6.5, the generalized force resulting from all forces acting on the object is:

Fo = HFh (7.1)

This means when the fingertip force vector Fh and the fingertip-object locations, H,
are given the resultant force Fo can be calculated. When the resultant force To is given,
the fingertip force vector can be calculated. The particular solution can be represented
by:

Fh = H+FO (7.2)

with i f + = HT{HHT)~l the pseudo inverse of H. The solution of the fingertip
force vector Fh will not be unique since the solution can be split into an internal
grasping force Fgh, which only squeezes the object, and a manipulation force Fmh,
which is equal to the external force exerted by the object to the environment:

Fh = Fmh + Fgh (7.3)

Or:

Fh = H+Fo + (En - H+H)\ (7.4)

With A an arbitrary constant vector which dictates how strongly an object is squeezed.
Inserting equation 7.1 into equation 7.4 gives:

Fh = H+HFh + (En - tf+H)A (7.5)

The first term, H+HFh, is the manipulation force Fmh. Manipulation force Fmh £
R3mx- is defined by Yoshikawa and Nagai (1991) as the fingertip force which satisfies
the following conditions:
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1. The specified total resultant force is produced.

2. The manipulation force of finger i, fmi, is not in the inverse direction of each
finger grasping force fgi.

3. The manipulation force F m does not contain grasping force components.

The second term, (En — H+H)\, represents the grasping force Fgh which can be
set to any desired value by means of A.

The grasping force is defined as the fingertip force which produces zero external force
and satisfies the static friction constraint at the contact points:

HFgh = 0 (7.6)

The set of solutions for which i f Fgh = 0 spans the null space of H. The homogeneous
equation HFgh = 0 has more unknowns than equations so there are other solutions
than the trivial one Fgh = 0.

As an example for calculating the null space the two-fingered gripper described in
chapter 5 section 5.5 is taken. Each of the soft-fingertips can exert three force com-
ponents and one torque component onto the object. The intensity of these components
are contained in a n; x n vector c. We can split c into an internal grasp force vector Ch
and a manipulation vector cp, see Kerr and Roth (1986).

The constraint matrix of the gripper yields:

W =

1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0

- 1

0
0
1

0
- 1
0

0
0
0
1
0
0

- 1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
1

0
0
1

0
1
0

0
0
0

- 1
0
0

(7.7)
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Infinitely many solutions exist for solving the null space, see Strang (1985) and Kerr
and Roth (1986). An orthonormal null space of W is found to be:

N =

1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0

- 1
0
0

(7.8)

It is evident that the first column of N matches the normal forces W\ and ws being
equal and having opposite signs, while the second column of TV conforms with the
equality of the values n x l and n ^ . Multiplying TV by a factor A, the magnitude of
the squeezing force, squeezes the object with a zero net result of the force and torque
applied to the object. In manipulation literature, the increase in grasp force is coined
by squeezing the grasped object into the term "robustness" of a grasp. The grasping
force has to be large enough for the tangential forces to cancel the gravity forces and
disturbance forces which might occur. However the grasping force has to be small
enough to avoid damage to the finger mechanism or to fragile objects.

It is assumed that the high-level grasp planner generates the set point for the grasping
force. It acts, as well, to establish the net velocities of the object from sensed contact
velocities. If a geometry is constructed such that there is a null space in the grip
transform which includes wrenches derived from normal forces at each contact, and if
the contact wrench system has rank 6, then arbitrary forces can be applied to the object
via the contact system and the required contact forces can be caused to remain within
the friction cone at each contact by squeezing the object.

Depending on the finger positioning of the gripper, some null spaces will require larger
forces which may exceed the gripper capabilities or may lead to gripper instabilities
than other null spaces for performing the same robust grasp. This means that there is
an equivalent class of grasp geometries which can meet task specifications. Therefore
it important to use the null space as efficiently as possible. Grasp forces applied to
meet task objectives can be minimized by aligning the contact forces with the task
space wrench specifications, see Grupen and Weiss (1991). If sets of orthonormal basis
vectors spanning the null space of W are assembled into the columns of matrix N
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then Ch can be written as

(7.9)

with A e ß m x l , m is the dimension of the null space of W. The elements of A are the
magnitudes of the internal grasping forces. When m > 1 there will be more than one
set of independent internal forces which can squeeze the object. In practise the above
means that the force vectors applied at each fingertip have to stay inside the friction
cone at each contact point as is shown in figure 7.1. The force exerted by each fingertip

Figure 7.1: Grasping Force Constraints

t, f fi G -R3*1 will be the sum of the external finger force fmi and the force required
for squeezing, fgi.

For this finger force to be produced, the following conditions have to be satisfied:

1. No slip should occur between fingertips and object.

2. The object or finger should not be crushed.
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3. The torque required to be exerted by each of the finger joints has to be feasible.

In the following subsection these conditions will be investigated for practical applica-
bility.

A concept of defining manipulation forces and grasp forces from a physical point of
view is given by Yosikawa and Nagai (1991). A two fingered gripper, illustrated in
figure 7.2, with each finger having one degree of freedom is taken to plain this
concept. Fingers can only exert one directional pushing forces and can exert nc pulling

Finger

* Object
\

1 Finger 2

Figure 7.2: Two-Fiuncivil Parallel Gripper

forces, that is f1 > 0 and f2 < 0. The relation between the fingertip force vector
Fh = [ft, fa]T and the resulting force Fo on the grasped object is given by

Fo = fi+f,= HFh = H(Fmh + Fgh)

where H = [1,1]. Since:

H+ = ^(HH7)-1 = [1/2.1/2]7"

(7.11)

(7.12)

considering fx > 0 and / 2 = 0 it follows:

ml

m2 .
_ f (/i

[
, - /2)/2 (7.13)
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.3: Fingertip Force Decomposition (Adaptedfrom Yoshikawa and Nagai, 1991)

Decomposing these forces is illustrated in figure 7.3(b) This implies that the grasp force
components are not 0. Yoshikawa and Nagai (1991) claim that since f2 = 0, the object
will slip out of the fingers on the application of an external force in a perpendicular
direction to the grasp forces. This claim is partly true only since the external force
will still be resisted because / , > 0. Only when the external force is larger than the
friction force in the appropriate direction might this occur. / m 2 is negative, implying
it is a pulling force. It is concluded that this definition is not suitable for defining the
manipulation and grasping forces. Therefore, the manipulation force Fmh is redefined
such that the individual components of Fmh are one-directional pushing forces with a
limit value of > 0. In formula form for a two-fingered gripper Fmh is:

/ml

fm2 -1(1-*)
(7.14)

The grasping force Fgh is redefined in combination with the manipulation force Fmh
such that the individual elements of Fgh are one-directional pushing forces. In formula
form for a two-fingered gripper the following equation is proposed:

(7.15)

with k is an auxiliary parameter. When fx + f2 > 0, k takes the value of 1 and when
/ j + f2 < 0, k = 0. With these definitions fml > 0, fgl > 0, fm2 < 0 and fg2 < 0.
Also (see figure 7.4) when / j > 0 and f2 = 0 it follows

= Fmh + Fgh = (7.16)
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S to f
I *- J mj

Figure 7.4: Modified Manipulation anddasping Forces (Adaptedfrom Yoshikawa and
Nagai, 1991)

This result is in agreement with a intuitive model of grasping force and manipulation
force where no pulling forces can exist.

7.3 Grasp Planning

7.3.1 Introduction

High Level Low Level
Task
Gripper

Environment

Sensors

Object

Pfeshaping
Appoaching

Pre-contact phase

Posture

Strategy

Implementation of
Postures and Strateoy

Post-contact phase

Finger\Object

Location

Forces

Int & Ext

Figure 7.5: Grasp Planning

Figure 7.5 depicts the relation between high-level grasp planning and low-level grasp
planning. Input to the high-level grasp planner is the task to be performed, the
environment in which the grasp has to take place, the object characteristics and the
gripper to be used with its relevant sensors. The high-level grasp planner generates a
pre-shaping posture and an approach strategy of the fingers before contact is made with
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the object. The low-level grasp planner uses the posture and strategy as set points for
positioning the ringers, and controls the internal and external forces as soon as contact
with the object to be grasped is established. The aim is to find grasps that are robust.
Robust in this context means to some degree insensitive to the variations of contact
point locations and insensitive to variations of force values and external forces. The
objective is to achieve a stable-safe grasp. Important questions that have to be solved
when planning a grasp are:

1. What constitutes a good grip and should that grip be selected?

2. How many fingers of a certain contact type are necessary?

3. Where should the contact points upon the object given object and gripper be
placed?

4. Given a set of contacts, how strongly should an object be squeezed in order
to ensure a secure grasp? This is a problem of distributing contact forces and
torques upon particular contacts with preservation of grasp stability with respect
to external forces.

5. How should the finger-joints or gripper-jaws motions necessary to produce a
desired motion of the object within grasp by the cooperative action of the fingers
be determined? When is a transition from one posture to the next performed?

6. How is a grasp in a cluttered unstructured environment with limited work space
planned? How are extra geometrical constraints planning a sequence of postures
and planning transitions from one step of the plan to the next planned?

High-level grasp planning can be performed with its accent shifting from analytical
approaches to the more heuristic approaches. Purely analytical approaches tend to be-
come rather complicated and computation intensive. Object grasping analysis should
result in creating as large as possible areas on the object boundary where fingers (con-
tacts) can be placed without losing a pre-described stability. For real-time applications,
efficiency in planning algorithms is a main requirement. Heuristic approaches on hu-
man grasping are derived from studies made by psychologists and cognitive scientists.
Humans seem to be using heuristics, see Klatzky and Lederman (1990), to perform
prehensile tasks. Heuristics can serve to determine gripper postures involving the grasp
contacts position, orientation of the approach trajectory, grasp mode and number of
fingers involved in the chosen posture and pose. Still, the selection process is rather
complicated. However in the purely computational approach, calculations involve a
large number of geometrical and functional constraints.
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7.3.2 High-Level Grasp Planning

High-level grasp planning is concerned with the forming of a posture. A posture is the
relative location of the different fingers and active paim of the gripper in respect to the
gripper base where no contact with the object has yet been made (pre-contact phase
of the grasp). High-level grasp planning is concerned with pre-shaping the gripper
for the object and approaching the object to be gripped at the appropriate location.
Given a task, a gripper, some knowledge of the environment, and given the perception
capabilities of the robot system, a grasp strategy can be conceived. Grasp strategy
is defined as the employment of plans towards obtaining of an (semi) optimal grasp.
There are a number of possibilities in defining grasp strategy. Two main directions
are the following: the sensors are given, and a strategy is sought; or the strategy is
formulated with respect to sensor data. In the second case, sensor data can be seen as
recommendation for gripper sensorization. In either approach a complete specification
of the grasp strategy can be made afterwards. At a high level, grasp synthesis of multi-
fingered grippers have to deal with complicated problems which arise because of the
mutual interaction of object and fingers in itself, and caused by the many solutions that «
have to be taken into account. Topics that have to be addressed during high-level grasp s
planning are:

1. The kinematic properties of the gripper.

2. The parametrization of the object model.

3. The description of the tasks to be performed in terms of trajectory characteristics.

4. The selection of the type of grasp to be performed.

5. The sensorization requirements of the gripper itself.

High-level calculation, evaluation and reasoning is performed as much as possible off-
line. A, possibly knowledge-based, control system has to be applied to select suitable
initial grasp postures and strategies.

The relationship between geometric object primitives and the manner in which a gripper
can perform prehensile tasks was addressed by Liu, Iberall and Bekey (1989). They
investigated how prehensile tasks can be mapped to gripper shapes, positions and
orientations. The tasks are supplied by the user. A knowledge-based approach is taken
with heuristics based on human grasping. Therefore the task analysis is separated from
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the object analysis. A list of grasp modes is made. The grasp postures are closely
connected to the type of object to be grasped and the actions to be performed.

Iberall, Jackson, Lable and Zamparo (1988) have also investigated the application of
knowledge-based systems for planning gripper postures. They started by modelling
the relation between perceptual and motor systems in human hand prehension and
developed a knowledge-based grasp planner able to control a dextrous gripper.

Bologni, Caselli and Vassura (1989) studied the problem of high-level grasp selection
by categorizing issues in grasp planning. Mainly off-line computations are made of
which the results are saved for on-line use at the appropriate moment. The grasp
selection procedure starts with object location by means of vision, from the recognized
object a set of grasp primitives is derived, a gripper robot motion plan is made, the
place to grasp the object is established, and a reduction of the contact configuration set
is made. The result is that a number of feasible grasp primitives are obtained.

A man-machine approach to robot grasp planning has been developed by Ali and
Nagel (1990). The strategy followed is based on man-machine interaction. The grasp
selection process is directly embedded in a three-dimensional solid modelling system.
A universal grasping set and a sequence of manual and automatic operations, which
refine the initial set of possibilities according to a set of filters of a prioritized set
of possible grip locations, is generated. Different from that of other researchers, the
approach taken here is to search for grasping points first and then check the different
approach directions. The approach has been tested by means of simulations.

An other framework for planning dextrous manipulation has been put forward by
Trinkle and Hunter (1991). They have developed a method which effectively uses the
system's singularities to naturally decompose the search space of inputs, such as joint
torques and joint angle trajectories, into smaller parts that can be searched individually
and later combined to form an overall solution. Task planning has been divided into
two levels, a coarse level where contact formations are of prime importance, and a fine
level at which continuous trajectories are calculated according to the contact formations
at the coarse level.

Nguyen (1988) presents an algorithm for constructing force-closure grasps for polygonal-
and polyhedral-shaped objects. A grasp is force closure if, and only if, through a set of
contacts an arbitrary force and torque can be exerted on a grasped object. The problem
to be solved is where the fingers should be placed such that large independent regions
of contact are obtained. Only soft-finger grasps are investigated.

As an example of the above, the placement of the fingers for a two-fingered grasp is
analysed. Force closure grasps in the case of two opposing fingers, P and Q, are found
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by considering two line segments PQ or QP as shown in figure 7.6. In figure 7.6(a),

Figure 7.6: Independent Grasp Regions

the two contacts P and Q form a force closure grasp because the line segments PQ
and QP stay inside the friction rones at P and Q. 2ip is the friction cone angle at P
and 2<t> is the friction cone angle at Q. In figure 7.6(b), independent regions of contact
as large as possible are investigated to obtain areas of contact which require the least
accuracy of placement. When finger Q is free to move and finger P has a fixed point
of contact, the independent region of contact for finger Q is the line segment RS. The
maximum angle of line segment PR with respect to line PL is:

(7.17)

And the maximum angle of line segment PS with respect to linePx is:

min ( / ? ;7 -a ) (7.18)

Figure 7.6(c) illustrates a side view of a pyramidally shaped object that cannot be
grasped at all since the line segment UV will always stay outside the friction cones at
U and V. A suggestion for a high-level flow diagram for generating places of contact
for placing fingers on an object is given in figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: High-Level Control

7.3.3 Low-Level Grasp Planning

Introduction

Low-level grasp planning is concerned with the post-contact phase of a grasp which
commences as soon as one or more fingers have made contact with an object to be
grasped. Low-level grasp planning is the implementation of the grasp strategy as
derived in the high-level grasp planning part of the grasp planner. When a robot
gripper is executing tasks it can be involved in:

1. Operations where only grasping forces are required for the safe grasping of an
object.
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2. Or the robot grippercan be involved in assembly or similar operations involving
external forces as well as grasping forces.

Once an object is grasped, the task of the low-level grasp planner is to synthesize
motions and forces that will form a reliable and safe grasp and will meet the required
purpose of operation. A low-level grasp planning procedure is involved in:

1. Controlling the location where the fingers are placed on the object.

2. Coordinating motion control for object displacement without changing the con-
tact locations.

3. Controlling forces and torques exerted during contact between ringers and object.

4. Implementing a position-force controller.

Because of time demand and the required bandwidth of the low-level control loops,
low-level grasp planning has to be performed on-line in real time.

Salisbury (1982), see section 5.2, proved that constraints on object motion in general
are redundant, so this function does not have a one-to-one relation, infinite possible
combinations of forces and torques can balance external forces generating different
internal forces. This means that from a variety of optimization criteria one particular
criterium or combination of criteria can be chosen according to which some extreme is
found to be the "optimal" grasp. Optimization criteria can be based on:

1. Actuator torques or forces that are kept within their limits. The norm under
an approximated friction constraint is minimized, see Kerr and Roth (1986).
Here the problem of selecting internal forces is solved by approximating the 3D
friction cones by piece-wise linear pyramids. Linear programming is applied for
the minimization procedure.

2. Remaining ability of grasping, see Yoshikawa and Nagai (J988). Here the cri-
terium expresses the maximum external disturbance forces which can be balanced
by controlling the manipulation force. The external force can have any direction.

3. Finding optimal application points and values of contact forces in order to achieve
a robust grasp which is proposed for the planar case by Bologni (1988). The
choice of finding the optimal application points and values of the contact points
is based on seeking the best response of •!•"*. force system to exerted external
disturbance forces. A solution is considered better than another solution when a
larger disturbance force can be applied without slipping or rolling occurring.
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4. Obtaining a form closure grasp given the geometry of the object by applying
linear programming techniques as performed by Asada and Kitawaga (1989).

5. Internal finger forces for which the maximum of the angles between the finger
forces and the inward pointing normal is as small as possible, see Demmel and
Laffierrere (1989). The aim is to find those finger forces that hold the object in
equilibrium while requiring the smallest coefficient of friction.

6. The minimal internal force, to prevent sliding or breaking contact, added to the
manipulation force to obtain a stable grasp, see Park and Starr (1989). In this
case the optimal internal force is obtained from the current grasping force without
explicitly performing an optimization.

7. Finding the optimal normal force to be imposed in order to comply with external
force variations, given a nominal force as the desirable value of the normal force,
see Bicchi, Salisbury and Dario (1989).

8. Minimizing the forces required to balance through friction the object weight,
Markenscoff and Papadimitriou (1989). Here a mix of optimization and Eu-
clidean geometry is applied to obtain an optimal stable grip of the form closure
type.

Comment: From the above list, it can be concluded that internal force is a major
factor in the analysis and synthesis of grasp planning. Although the methods proposed
above enhance the understanding of grasping from an operational point of view, they
are based on full relevant information. The method proposed by Kerr and Roth is not
suited for real-time applications caused by the numerical procedures involved. Park
and Starr's method is suited for real-time applications since computational efficiency
considerations were a main aim of their proposal.

In unstructured environments, a priori information about the object and its location is
imprecise, incomplete information so non-deterministic planning is necessary. When
grasping has to be performed in a cluttered environment where objects are surrounding
the target object, grasps are needed which can operate in smaller workspaces while
maintaining high reliability. The appropriate task requirements for choosing grasps
to operate in these conditions were investigated by Salisbury (1981), Kerr (1984) and
Kobayashi (1985). The task specification as a criteriurn was proposed by Cutkosky
(1985), Nguyen (1989) and Li and Sastry (1989).
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Deterministic Planning

In the case of fully deterministic planning geometry, it is assumed that all shape, location
and friction characteristics of gripper and object are available a priori. Nguyen (1988)
investigated fully deterministic planning of force closure grasps. The construction of
force closure grasps is based on the shape of the grasped object. The objective is to
find force closure grasps with independent regions of contact for the fingertips such
that the motion of the grasped object is totally constrained. The construction of stable
form-closure grasps was also investigated by Nguyen (1988).

Yosikawa and Nagai (1988) studied the problem of decomposing fingertip forces into
a gripping force component and a manipulation force component. The grasping force
is determined beforehand for "secure " grasping within the context of class of external
forces. A three-fingered gripper is used for grasping a rigid object. The geometry of
the object should be known beforehand. The fingertips are supposed to make point
contact, with friction, with the object, there is no slip assumed, the three-point contacts
are not located on a straight line and each finger can exert a force on the object in
any direction. The actuator forces and torques have to stay within their limit values. v
The criterium used to determine an optimal grasp is the remaining ability to grasping.
Maximizing the value of this criterium for a manipulation task with anticipated external
forces for each step of the task is proposed.

Bologni (1988) focuses on the optimal application point and on the forces that have
to be applied to be able to obtain the desired performance. A 2D example is taken to
explain this method. The forces are operating in the same plane as the contact plane,
the shape of the object and the mass are assumed to be known. Stability effects and
dynamic effects have not been taken into account. It is a static analysis. Further, three
point contacts where friction are taken with the coefficient of friction ß is known. The
unilateral contact force / is the resultant of two components fn and ft, respectively
the normal and tangential forces. And:

\ft\ < H/nl (7-19)

H is taken equal for all fingers, only / „ is controlled. Grasp is divided into two phases:

1. Auto-equilibrated: here the contacts are positioned and values are assigned to
the contact forces.

2. While external forces are acting, the constrained action of 1) is maintained.
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Asada and Kitawaga (1989), determined the fingertip locations to accomplish a form
closure grasp given the geometry of a workpiece. Point contacts without friction are
assumed so each finger can constrain the object motion only in one direction the uni-
directional sense. In general for this approach, seven contacts are needed to constrain
an arbitrary object. The operator provides candidates for fingertip locations by taking
into account the restrictions imposed by the object and/or task to be performed. Linear
programming was applied for the grasp planning.

Non-Deterministic Planning

When the information of task and object are known only approximately beforehand,
and if moreover the values of the parameters are known only approximately, then grasp
planning is called non-deterministic. The grasp is built on sensor information and
system experience. The general problem of internal force selection in 2D and 3D is
considered by Kerr and Roth (1985). They determine optimal internal forces to be those
with the minimum norm under an approximated fractional constraint. The method is
based on previous work by Salisbury (Salisbury and Craig, 1982). A three-fingered
gripper is used for grasping a rigid object. The fingertips make point contact with
friction with the object, there is no slip, the three point-contacts are not located on
a straight line and each finger can exert a force on the object in any direction. The
problem of selecting internal forces is simplified into a linear programming model by
mapping the friction cane into piece-wise linear pyramids.

Bicchi, Salisbury and Dario (1989) propose a form of grasp planning where no precise
a priory information is required, and take an "unstructured" environment into account.
The shape of the object and position of the fingers are known only approximately.
The external load is indeterminate. The method is supposed to find an optimal normal
force fn to comply with variations in the external force fext, and consequently of the
friction contact force components ftx and fty. A very simple case in 2D with two
passive and one active fingers is used to explain this method. The active finger is
equipped with an Intrinsic Tactile (IT) sensor which is essential to the method. The
name Intrinsic Tactile sensing refers to the ability, by sensorization of the fingers, to
obtain the contact centroid and the torques and forces acting on the finger in all three
directions. The optimal method is based on keeping the ratio ft/fn smaller than, fi0,
the static Coulomb friction coefficient. In other words, no slip can occur. In figure 7.8
the optimality criterium is illustrated. The signals from the IT sensor used are above a
certain threshold in order to discriminate against noise, further limitations on finger or
object strength have to been taken into account, / „ < /CTUa/,. fnom a nominal value
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Crush level

Noise

Figure 7.tS: Contact Conditions

for fn is taken to be the desirable normal force in the absence of disturbance force on
the object. The control law is then based on the following two aspects,

1. fTUm is the reference value of fn transmitted by the grasp planner and / „ should
be kept as closely as possible to /„„.„. Therefore it is proposed to minimize the
term:

= l/n ~ (7.20)

2. the distance of the point ( /„ , f t ) T from the boundary of the slippage should be
as large as possible. Therefore the inverse distance function

should be minimized.

(7.21)
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The resulting optimal value for fn is limited to /„.„.,>,. By proposing:

e = e(fn) = aef + ße. (7.22)

as a criterion function, the optimal normal force that minimizes e(/n) can be found.
The method is extended in 3D and has been verified in a 2D experiment. By extending
this method by shrinking the static friction cone to the kinetic friction cone, a safer
grasp is obtained. Because this method is rather simple and because it can be applied
in the unstructured grasping case, this method is recommended.

7.4 Grasp Stability Issues

Grasp stability is divided into object stability, which deals with control stability aspects,
and contact stability dealing with contact aspects like friction. A grasp is considered
stable if for all possible disturbance forces exerted on a grasped object there realizable
joint torques exist that counteract these disturbance forces without incurring slippage,
and without exceeding the limit force of the internal forces allowed.

7.4.1 Object Stability

The state of the object relative to the gripper base is considered here. Nguen (1988)
investigated the kinematic behaviour and object stability of grasps. He obtained object
stability by controlling the stiffness of each finger. The stiffness of the finger has to
be controlled such that positional perturbation of the object is counteracted upon by
the restoring forces of the overall stiffness of finger and object combined. The effect
object curvature has on object stability is illustrated in figure 7.9 where, as an example,
an egg-shaped object is gripped by a two-fingered gripper. The contact of finger A
has with the object is unstable since the object does not return to its original location
when it, because of a force disturbance, is displaced from this location. The instability
is caused by the location of the centre of curvature with radius ra of the object being
nearer to finger A than the geometrical centre of the object with radius rm. After
introducing a force disturbance at finger B, the object will be restored to its original
location since here the location of the centre of curvature of the object is further away
from finger B than the geometrical centre of the object. For figure 7.9(a), instability
due to object curvature at finger A exists because ra < rm. In the case of finger B,
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Figure 7.9: Influence of Object Shape

a stable situation exists because rb > rm. The situation depicted in figure 7.9(b) is
stable with respect to object curvature since both ra and rb are > rm. The above means
that two different objects having equal curvature at gripping points can behave rather
differently with respect to object curvature.

7.4.2 Contact Stability

Here the state of the position of the fingers points of contact is considered. In general
the stability of a grasp is not improved when the grasp forces are increased. This
can be experienced from a real-life example, see Nakamura (1991), when one drops a
piece of soap in the bath and tries to grasp it. When the piece of soap is in the hand
and the grasping force is increased, the piece of soap is likely to slip out of the hand.
Another example is thai of an object of pyramidal shape to be picked up as shown in
figure 7.6(c). As shown, the resultant force is outside the friction cone so the friction
force is not able to lift this object, in both examples we see that increasing the grasping
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force does not increase grasp security. The hard squeezing of an object can generate
large slipping acceleration since the friction cone of a finger at rest is larger than a finger
slipping generated by the difference of the friction coefficients for the static and kinetic
cases. To guarantee contact stability, the force vectors exerted should stay within the
friction cone of the kinetic case, which cone is the smaller of the two cones.

7.5 Conclusion

1. Forces to be exerted by the fingers have been divided into two components:
manipulation and grasping forces. The manipulation forces of all fingers com-
bined produce the external force exerted by the environment. The grasping force
squeezes the object, producing zero net force on the object, and as such it is
applied as a criterium for the robustness of a grasp.

2. Grasp planning has been introduced. It is divided into two phases, high-level
grasp planning and low-level grasp planning. High-level grasp planning is
concerned with the pre-contact phase of a grasp where postures are determined
and contact places are determined. The low-level grasp planning deals with
the post-contact phase of a grasp during that part of a grasp where there is
contact between fingers and object. Independent grasp regions have also been
investigated resulting in contact areas as large as possible where the object
concerned can be grasped stable.

3. From an operational, practical point of view, the application of numerical opti-
mization methods is not suitable in unstructured environments as was expected,
since in practice a priori information is seldom available. Gripper control meth-
ods are required which are capable of autonomously imposing acceptable contact
forces and adapting them in real time to variations of external loading. Further
most methods say they "simplify" the problem by taking no friction into account.
Mainly point contact (some with friction, some without) situations have been
investigated. The control of such grasps has been hardly investigated. Which
in 3D cases would lead to the requirement of seven contacts or fingers, which
does not simplify the grasp problem at all. Effort should be made in the direc-
tion of soft-finger use. The conclusion drawn from the above is that analytical
approaches are very difficult to handle. The knowledge-based approach and the
quantitative approach seem more appropriate.

4. Grasp stability aspects have been investigated with emphasis on the influence of
object shape and distance between points of contact and have yielded guidelines
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with respect to which objects can remain stable when grasped and which objects
are inherently unstable at certain contact points.



Gripper Hardware

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the ideas and concepts developed in the previous chapters are used to
develop the gripper hardware. A well-balanced match between controller and hardware
is required. Starting with the specifications of the gripper as derived in chapters 2 and 3,
first, the radiation resistant sensors of the gripper and their characteristics are given
followed by the finger actuation system. The required motor for a hydraulically actuated
finger joint is calculated. Then, the required motors for the finger-base actuation are
calculated and the actuation of the active palm is considered. Finally, the complete
gripper construction is given.

113
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8.2 Finger Actuation

8.2.1 Hydraulic Actuator

In chapter 2, it was concluded that hydraulic actuation of the finger phalanges is an
appropriate choice. Figure 8.1 illustrates the proposed actuation for one phalange. A

Resolver

Motor

Remotely Placed

Co-located Pump and
LVDT Pos. Sensor

Gear Box

-located Hydraulic
Actuator and LVDT
Pos. Sensor

To be located
in finger

Figure H.I: Hydraulic Actuation Scheme

finger phalange moves by changing the position of the actuator plunger. This actuator
plunger is in turn driven by an electrically actuated hydraulic pump. The electric motor
is connected via a gear box and ball-bearing screw transmission to the plunger of the
pump. Table 8.1 summarizes the parameters of the hydraulic actuators.

8.2.2 Bali-Bearing Screw Selection

One of the questions to be answered is whether the system should be self-breaking or
not. Self-breaking means that energy can be transported from the electric motor to the
load but not vice verse. Figure 8.2 shows a model of the ball-bearing nut and screw.
Factors which play a major role here are friction and the pitch of the ball-bearing screw.
Two situations can exist, see Offereins \1975):
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Description
Compressibility
Density
Dynamic viscosity
Kinematic viscosity
Line length
Line inner diameter
Cylinder length
Plunger area

Parameter

ße
P

V

h
d,

L
Aa

Value
0.5 * 109

850
18.7 *10- 3

22 * 10-6

4
2 * 10"3

4* 10-2

io- 4

Dimension
[N/m2]
[kg/ms]
[Ns/rn2]
[m2ls]

M
[m]

M

Screw

Table S.I: Pump Motor Parameters

Nut

Figure 8.2: Ball-Bearing Screw and Nut

1. Energy transport from motor to load. This situation is calculated with the aid of
figure 8.2(b). The force F is the force in the ^-direction of the groove surface.
The force equation becomes:

F = N cos 4> - noN sin <f> = N cos 4>{ 1 - — ) (8.1)

The torque T is the torque exerted on the ball nut at the groove surface. The
torque equation is:

T = rN sin (j> + r{iQN cos <j> - pN cos <j>( 1 + — )
P

(8.2)

With N the perpendicular force on the groove surface mutually exerted by the
ball nut and ball screw, <j> is the angle of the grooves with respect to the y axis, ^ 0

is the coefficient of friction at the groove surface, p the pitch of the ball-bearing
screw, and r the radius of the ball-bearing screw.
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2. Energy transport from load to motor. This situation is calculated with the aid of
figure 8.2(c). The force equation becomes in this case:

F = Ncos<f> + fi0Nsm4> = Ncos<f>{l + — ) (8.3)
r

And the torque equation:

T = rN sin <f> - rfi0N cos <j> - pN cos </>(l - — ) (8.4)
P

Combining equations 8.1 to 8.4 gives:

T ur
- = « p ( l + —) = p + /tr (8.5)
F p

With ß = ßo in the case of energy transport from motor to load and n = ~no in the
case of energy transport from load to motor.

When )

< 1 (8.6)
P

the system is self-breaking. For an appropriate functioning non-self-breaking system
in practise a value of:

P ~ 2 ( 8 ' 7 )

is chosen.

When a mass m is displaced by a ball screw, see figure 8.3, the load moment of inertia
JL can be obtained by equating the kinetic energy of the linear motion:

EK - Jriw2 (8.8)

with the kinetic energy of the torque-inertia system:

\J (8.9)
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mass m
Screw
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Figure 8.3: Ball Screw Driving a Mass

By equating formulas 8.8 and 8.9 JL is found to be:

= m{pf
L (27T)2

(8.10)

8.2.3 Velocity and Force Profiles

According to the specifications given in chapter 3, the joint moves in about 2 [sec] 1/8
of a turn, which movement compares with the actuator plunger moving at 2 (cm/sec|.
Assuming a pump of a size equal to the hydraulic actuator, the plunger speed profile
required is shown in figure 8.4(a). Although the movement of the fingers should be well

1000
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, 8 2 Time(sec)
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Figure H.4: Velocity and Force Profiles

controlled the main aim of the gripper has to fulfil is to hold the grasped object securely
under force-position control. Therefore the characteristics of the electric motor at or
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near standstill are of major importance. Figure 8.4(b) shows the maximum assumed
force profile required.

8.2.4 Electric Motor Selection

Before selecting the motor, some quantities have to be specified. The ball-bearing to
be applied has a diameter of 6 [mm] and a pitch of 2 [mm]. Assuming /x0 = 0.1, of the
ball-bearing screw in the case of a non-self-breaking system and applying formula 8.7,
a pitch p of .6 [mm/rev] is found. For a self-breaking system p <.3 [mm/rev | is found.
The system will not be self-breaking.

Assuming a mass, m =. 1 (kg], a pitch of 2 | mm/rev | the moment of inertia of the load,
see equation 8.10. JL, is 10~8 |kgm2].

The peak shaft angular velocity u>mmax is calculated from the velocity profile. A
displacement x =4 |cm) in 2 [sec] with p =21mm/rev] gives a required average angular
velocity of 600 |rev/min). Taking the trapezoidal velocity profile into consideration
Vmmax is 2 * 7T * (2/1.8) * 600 = 4200 [rad/min] which is 670 [rev/min|.

The continuous torque TL is calculated by assuming that a maximum force, Fact, of
1000 ]N] has to be continuously exerted by the plunger of the actuator. Rewriting
formula 8.5 and filling in the appropriate coefficients it is found that:

T = (P + vor)F = (0.002+ 0.1* 0.003)1000 « 2 . 3 |Nm| (8.11)

is the required torque at standstill. This value is taken as a first selection criterium of the
motor. A motor which approximately satisfies the torque and velocity requirement is
the Minimotor type 3557 motor. The characteristics of this motor are given in table 8.2.
When this motor is applied, a gearbox has to be added. The friction and stiction forces
of the two plungers combined is about 5-15% of the max load capacity estimated to be
50 [N]. A reduction ratio of the gearbox of at least 2.35/0.51=4.5:1 is necessary. The
nearest reduction ratio of the gearbox available from the same supplier is 14:1. The
continuous torque the motor has to exert is then 2.35:14=.17 |Nm|. With ATr=0.043
[Nrn/A]acontinuouscurrent/COT,t=.165/.()42R:4[A| is required. The continuous power
consumption is I2R = 42 * 2 = 32 |W|. With forced air cooling the temperature rise
per |W] is 1.5 [°C]. An estimated temperature rise of 32*1.5=48 [°C| can be expected.
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The required torque Tmot is calculated as follows

Tmot = JL&accel + TL + B^U) + Taticllon + TfTicticm.
= (65.10-7 + 10
= 53 [mNm|

.01+0.04 (8.12)

The selected motor satisfies this requirement.

The peak current 1^^ for the selected motor is:

7^ f c = —fcT = ^2= 4 | A |

This is also the required maximum power supply current Ipsmax

Summarizing the above table 8.2 is obtained:

(8.13)

Requirements
Description
VpSmax

Max speed

Load inertia JL

BL
T
-*• cont

*PSmax

Value
24

4200

io-8

9.10-4

.165
4

Minimotor SA type 3557
Description
Nominal voltage V^n
Terminal resistance Ra

Output power Pmax

Efficiency 7?maa.
No-load speed No

Stall Torque
Torque constant KT
Thermal resistance Rth
Rotor inertia Jm

Bm

Value
24
2.0
72
83
.33 * 106

510
.043
7
65 *10~7

9.10"4

12

Dimension
[V|
[fi]
[W|
%
[rad/s]
[mNin]
[Nm/A]
[°C/W]
Ikgm2]
INm/radsec-1]
|Nm]
|A]

Table H.2: Pump Motor Parameters
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8.2.5 Finger-Base Actuation

From the required reconfiguration time of 3 |secj maximal, and by assuming that the
finger-base actuation is merely there to configure the gnpper, exerting force in this case
is of secondary importance. Motor type 1717 of Minimotor SA has been selected here,
see table 8.3 for the motor characteristics. The maximum no-load velocity of this motor

Requirements
Description
VpSmax

Max speed

Load inertia JL

JpSmax

Value

12

216

1()-8

.6

Minimotor SA typt
Description
Nominal voltage V,,
Terminal resistance Rn

Output power P,„,„.
Efficiency //,„„,,.
No-load speed 7io
Stall Torque
Torque constant Kf
Thermal resistance Rth

Rotor inertia ./,„
Bm

Ipeak

•1717

Value

20
1.8
66
13000
5
8.5
45
8.4 * 10"8

3.6*10 6

.6

I
Dimension
[ V|

|W|

|mNm|
|mNm/A]

|kgma]
|Nm/radsec~']

I

Table 8.3: Active Finder-Base Motor Parameters

is 216 |rev/sec|. Required is 1/2 |rev/sec|. A planetary gear head with an efficiency of
60% and a reduction ratio of 250:1 is selected. A torque of 250*5* 10"3=l.25 |Nm)
maximum can in this case be achieved for short periods if necessary.

8.3 Finger Sensors

Joint Position Sensing

Joint position measurements are obtained with the aid of LVDTs. An LVDT is located
in parallel with the hydraulic cylinder of the phalange and indicates the position of the
plunger. Non-linearities in the relation position plunger versus LVDT output will be
transformed into a linear output function with the aid of a look-up table. Figure X.5
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Figure ti.5: Composing Parts of the LX'DT

depicts the composing parts of the LVDT. The sensor is housed in a metal cylinder
and consists of two coils and a moving iron core. Figure 8.6 shows the coils and
moving core locations. When the core moves the inductance of the coils changes. The

Figure cS.fj; Coils and Core Locations

inductance is taken as a measure of the position of the core. In figure 8.7 the output of
the measuring circuit as a function of the core position is shown.
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2«
Displacement

Figure 8.7: Detection Circuit Output as a Function of the Core Position

Fingertip Force Sensing

Figure 8.8 shows the construction of the proposed force sensor. The sensor will be
placed at the fingertip. The top and bottom are flexible. When a force is exerted at the
top the core displaces which causes a change in inductance of the coils. This change
of inductance is an indication of the exerted force.

Fingertip Proximity Sensing

In chapter 2 it was concluded that proximity sensors of the emitter-receiver type are
to be applied. The proximity will be remotely measured via optical fibres located
in the fingertips. To transport the analog light hard clad pure silica core fibres are
recommended since they are least sensitive to ionizing radiation and are able to sustain
temperatures well over 200[°CJ. Two optical fibres will be located in each finger, one
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10 mm

20 mm

Figure #.<V; Proposed Construction of Force Sensor

to transmit light from the fingertip and one to receive the reflected light from a target.
Figure 8.9 illustrates the principle of operation of the proximity sensing. It is preferred
to operate the emitter in chopped mode at say 270 |HzJ to limit parasitic light effects.

Finger Base Axis Position Sensing

The position of the finger-base axis will be obtained with the aid of a resolver.

8.4 Finger Construction

Figure 8.10 illustrates the construction of a two phalangeal finger. The lower joint
is able to rotate left and right since the plunger is in the centre of the cylinder in its
neutral position. The plunger is than able to move upwards and downwards. The upper
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Figure 8.9: Proximity Sensing Overview

phalange can only rotate right when the plunger ofthat phalange is in its neutral position.
The hydraulic feed- and return lines are located inside the finger phalanger while the
joints are constructed such that the lines can pass them also internally. Figure 8.11
depicts the parameters needed to calculate the transmission ratio from linear plunger
movement to joint rotation. Table 8.4 summarizes the parameters needed to calculate
the transmission ratio. The joint angle can be obtained by applying the cosine rule:

Description
Phalange diameter
Cylinder fixation
Cylinder fixation
Cylinder length
Joint angle
Plunger position

Parameter
dp

dx
d2

la
9

Value
0.02
0.017
0.04
4*10~2

variable
variable

Dimension

M
[m]
[m]
[m]
[rad]

M
Table 8.4: Phalange Transmission Parameters

cos(6
-d\-d\-

(8.14)

with tan/? = d2fd1. Figure 8.12 illustrates the non-linear behaviour of the plunger
position to joint rotation transmission n».
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Figure 8.10: Construction of a Two-Phalangeul Finger

8.5 Active Palm Actuation

The active palm, as figure 3.4 shows, will have two degrees of freedom. One roll axis
about which the palm can rotate and a linear movement in the direction of this roll axis.
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Figure 8.11: Cylinder to Joint Transmission Parameters

Position Transmission Force Transmission

Plunger Position [m] Plunger Position [m]

Figure 8.12: Non-linear Plunger Position to Joint Angle Transmission

The movement along which the linear movement is performed will be called the lateral
axis.
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8.5.1 Roll Axis Actuation

The roll axis will be actuated by a rare earth metal pancake motor via a gear box.
The maximum required stall torque to be exerted momentarily by the active palm is
100 [Nm] and the required angular velocity is 0.5 |rev/sec]. The Inland motor type
QT-2603 is selected here. See table 8.5 for the motor characteristics. To exert an

Requirements
Description

VpSmax

Max speed

I PSmax

Value
24

440

; ;

Inland type QT-2603
Description
Nominal voltage Vn

Terminal resistance Ra

Input power Pmax

No-load speed no

Stall Torque
Torque constant KT
Thermal resistance Rth
Rotor inertia Jm

Peak current Ip<,ak

Value
25
2.0
313
440
6.7
0.6
4.3
55* H)-5

11

Dimension
IV]
[n]
[W|
|rpm|
[Nm]
[Nm/A]
[°C/W]
|kgm2]
|A|

Table 8.5: Active Palm Roll Axis Motor

output torque of 100 [Nm| at or near standstill with the motor peak torque of 6.7 [Nm|,
a gearbox with a reduction of at least 100:6.7=1:15 has to be applied. The no-load
velocity of the motor is 46 |rad/sec| which is reduced to about 46:15=3 [rad/sec| %
0.5 |rev/sec). The peak torque can be applied only for periods of time < 5 [sec] since
applying this torque means a power input of 300 | W] to the motor.

8.5.2 Lateral Axis Actuation

The lateral movement of the active palm is obtained with the aid of an electric motor-
ball-bearing screw combination. The pre-selected ball-bearing screw has a diameter
of 10 [mm] with a pitch of 2 [mm/rev|. When a maximum lateral velocity of 1 |cm/sec]
is required and a force of 50 [N| to be exerted at or near standstill an input torque of:

= {p + Ho)F = (0.002 + 0.1 * 0.005)50 = 0.125 |Nm] (8.15)
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Requirements
Description
VpSmax

Max speed

iPSmax

Value

30

15000

2

Inland type NT-0786
Description
Nominal voltage Vn

Terminal resistance Ra

Input power Pmax

No-load speed no

Stall Torque
Torque constant KT
Thermal resistance Rth
Peak current /^a*

Value

30
19
46
22000
20
12.6
45
1.56

Dimension
[VI
[Q]
IWJ
|rpm]
[mNm|
[mNm/A|
[°C/W|
IA]

Table S.fi: Active Palm Lateral Axis Motor

is required. The Inland motor NT-0786 is selected here, see table 8.6. The no-
load speed of this motor is 2300 [rad/sec] and its peak torque is 0.02 [Nm). With
p =2 [mm/rev| and v = 10 [mm/secj the input velocity is 5 [rev/secJ. This velocity
requirement is satisfied by selecting a gearbox with a reduction of 1:50. The motor is
required to exert in this case 0.125/50=2.5 |mNm]. When this force has to be exerted
continuously, a power input of about 1 | W) is required for the motor. This will give an
estimated temperature rise of 45*1= 45 [°C|.

8.6 Active Palm Sensors

Torque sensing of the roll axis of the active palm is performed indirectly by measuring
the current of the roll axis motor. Although this torque measurement is not as accurate
as measuring the torque directly at the palm, it simplifies the active palm construction
since the rotation freedom will be unlimited as no sensor wiring is needed. Position
sensing is obtained via a resolver co-located with the motor.

For the lateral axis of the active palm, a solution similar to that for the roll axis
sensorization is chosen.
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8.7 Fault Tolerance of the Control System

A derived requirement of the gripper is to make it as fail-safe and as fault-tolerant
as possible. Operating in the nuclear environment dictates the need for a back-up or
secondary control system as an independent redundant controller to take over from
the primary controller in the case of component failure. Under certain conditions the
gripper may fail. The taking of counter measures to overcome these failure modes might
result in the gripper being complex. The fault-tolerant control scheme that follows
is based mainly on practical considerations and practical implementable solutions.
Further investigation into the theoretical aspects of fail-safe, fault-tolerant systems,
emergency management and decision support is outside the scope of this dissertation.
The primary and secondary controllers are assumed to be different because of the
differences in sensor information, as will be shown later on. Component failure
should not affect performance in a critical way. The back-up controller makes use
of independent position and force -torque measurements or estimations. The main
requirements after a failure are:

• To identify the failure.

• To take appropriate action.

8.7.1 Fault-Tolerant Measurements

Measurements are divided in primary measurements and secondary-backup measure-
ments. The primary position, force and proximity measurements are:

• The position measurement of the joint angle which is measured via the co-located
sensor actuator system with an LVDT.

• The force which is measured directly at the fingertip.

• The proximity measured via optic fibres.

Secondary position measurements are:

• Position measured from the position of the pump plunger with the aid of an
LVDT.
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• Position measured from the angular position of the electrical drive motor.

• Using the set point of the controller.

Secondary force-torque measurements are:

• Joint torque obtained by measuring the difference in pressure over the plunger of
the pump.

• Joint torque estimated by measuring the current of the electrical drive motor.

It must be emphasized that the above secondary measurements are less accurate than
the position and force measurements in the primary mode. In the secondary mode, the
position measurements are less accurate because the hoses are elastic and the relation
pump-plunger position versus ac'uator-plunger adds some inaccuracy. The force
measurements are not as accurate because friction effects are not known accurately
enough, while in the primary mode force is measured directly at the fingertip and
no friction is involved. Although the secondary measurements are not as accurate
as the primary measurements, it is possible to estimate the friction components and
compensate for them by modelling these components with the aid of an observer during
normal operation. See Patton, Frank and Clark (1989).

8.7.2 Actuator Failure

The pump system is double acting , pushing either to the left or to the right. If one
of the sides of the cylinder, for whatever reason, is depressurized, there is still the
possibility of moving the failing actuator. This is because pressurizing one side is
still possible, while in the other direction, forming vacuum can also move the actuator
through, with a deteriorated performance, into a safe position. Leakage of the actuator
or pump plunger may cause a failure. This failure mode can be detected by comparing
both plunger positions during operation.

8.7.3 Sensor Failure

All position and force measurements, primary and secondary, are performed inde-
pendently and in parallel. A sensor failure is detectable by comparing the values
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of the sensor outputs with certain threshold levels between which the measurements
are expected. Since both position und forces can be obtained in three independent
ways, a voting system can be applied with the primary measurements having priority.
Figure 8.13 depicts the envisaged fault-tolerant control system,

The advantages of ihe above scheme are:

• The gripper can continue to operate without retracting, or shutdown in some
cases, or retract safely.

• The fault-tolerant system can be rather simply implemented in software.

• The controller can be adapted to changing sensor data sources.

Remotely Placed Located in
Finger
Phalange

Fault
Diagnosis
and
Decision

Fault
Diagnosis
and
Decision

Controller

Figure fi.13: Fault Tolerance of Control System
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8.8 Conclusions

1. Motors for actuating the various axes have been selected, their transmission
systems included.

2. Sensors for the fingers have been described, high accuracy can be obtained by
the co-location of sensors and actuators.

3. Sensorization of the active palm is performed in an indirect manner. Position,
and torques and forces are not measured at the palm itself but at the concerned
actuators in order to obtain a simple palm construction.

4. Construction details of parts composing the gripper have been given.

5. Fault tolerance was obtained by measuring the forces and positions of the fingers
at three independent locations.



Gripper Control

9.1 Introduction

Controller design is initiated by identifying and modelling the gripper system. Mod-
elling the gripper is performed in three stages, first the ringer phalanges are modelled
followed by modelling the entire finger and active palm, finally the entire gripper is
modelled. Grasping is a "Pick and Place " operation that can be divided into three
stages.

Initial
locate

recognize
configure

get contacts
squeeze

Intermediate
move while

holding rirmlv

roll/slide
within gripper/hand

Final
align

un grasp
configure
evacuate

133
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During the initial and final stages of the grasping operation, position control is necessary
to obtain the right gripper postures. During the non-contact phases, the fingers are
individually and independently controllable since the fingers are during that phase open
kinematic chains. The intermediate phase is the phase where the fingers are in contact
with the object, the gripper system is a closed kinematic chain with forces and positions
interacting via the object. Therefore position and force control are required as well as
a combination of both.

Controller design starts with an overview of existing position and force control methods.
They are described briefly in sections 9.3 and 9.4. The combination, known as hybrid
control, is described briefly in section 9.5. Hybrid control as most other controllers
are based on static design assumptions, dynamic aspects are not taken into account.
Since the object-mass to finger-mass ratio is about two orders of magnitude larger
than in the case of an object-mass to robot-arm-mass ratio, it is reasonable to take
dynamic effects into account when designing a gripper controller. A controller which
takes these dynamic effects into account and which adds adding grasp and manipulation
force control has been developed, see section 9.6. Its performance has been verified by
simulations, and experimentally.

9.2 Modelling

In chapter 2, recommendations were given for the actuators and sensors, and in chapter 8
the hardware to be applied was described. Here, the characteristics of sensors and
actuators are used to obtain a model of the gripper.

Modelling of th; gripper is performed in three stages:

• First the hydraulic finger joint actuators are modelled. For the lateral movements
of the fingers, hydraulic actuators driven by electric motors are used. The roll
axis of ihe ringer is actuated by a pancake motor equipped with a harmonic drive
as transmission.

• Secondly the finger and the active palm are modelled separately. Results reported
in chapter 3, gripper design criteria and dimensioning, and results reported in
chapter 4, kinematics and Jacobian equations, are utilized here as well as results
from chapter 6, basic force and motion, and from chapter 7, force distribution
and planning.
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• Thirdly the gripper as a whole consisting of three fingers and an active palm is
modelled. The connection of the gripper controller at task level is shown here.
Results reported in chapter 6, force and motion equations, and in chapter 7 force
distribution, grasp planning and stability are applied in this part. Also the results
given in chapter 5, contacts and friction, is utilized here.

9.2.1 Modelling of the Hydraulic Actuator

One conclusion reached in chapter 2 was to actuate the finger joints hydraulically. In
figure 9.1 the finger-joint actuator parameters are depicted. Movement of the pump
plunger causes fluid displacement. This displaced fluid is transported via lines to
the hydraulic actuator and causes movement of the actuator plunger. The plunger of
the actuator drives , via a link, the joint. The joint rotation is obtained by a non-
linear displacement of the plunger with a transformation 1/ng as given in section 8.4.
Modelling the actuator starts by dividing the hydraulic system into four parts:

Pump \ '"

{

< \
1

i

V

Pt Feed Line P:

Return Line

P A
i n.< Actuator

T
2

/3

Q,
\f

{H/f\
\M/

Figure 9.1: Pump and Actuator Parameters

c The pump.

• The actuator.

• The forward feed line.

• The return line.
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All elasticity effects are assumed to be located in the lines. This approximation is
allowed since the ratio volume cylinder to volume line, V^ / VJ, is about 1:10. See
table 8.1 for the parameter values applied. When the plunger of the pump moves at a
velocity of xp the flow rate out of the cylinder is:

Q = Apxp (9.1)

Applying Newton's second law of motion gives:

iAi - POAO - E/< = M ^ (9.2)
at

with Ai the input cross sectional area, Ao the output cross sectional area. M the fluid
mass and v the fluid mean velocity. The mass flow continuity equation for a line is
equal to:

Apxp - Aaxa = Qi-Qo=—— (9.3)

With Ap the the effective pump plunger area, xp the position of the pump plunger,
Qi is the input flow rate, Qo is output flow rate, Vi the volume of a line and ße the
compressibility. In this formulation the following assumptions have been made:

• A mean density of p is assumed.

• In the flow continuity equation boundary deformation means plunger motion.

• Wall deformation and pressure effects on the lines are contained in the effective
bulk modulus ße which is a measure of the compressibility of the fluid.

Using an electrical analogy, see Watton (1989), the fluid resistance is:

(9.4)
7TO"

The fluid capacitance is:

V
C = -; (9.5)
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And fluid inductance is:

L = £ = ± (9.6)
a a1

with I the line length, // the dynamic viscosity, d the inner line diameter, V fluid volume,
ß bulk modulus, M mass, p fluid density and a the line cross sectional area.

For a line equation 9.2 can be written as:

{Pi - Po)a - E/i = ^ (9.7)

or:

^ (9.8)
a at

At the pressure side of the pump the following feed line continuity equation can be
obtained from formula 9.3:

Qi - Qi = CiPi (9.9)

Also from formula 9.8:

Px-Pi=*Qi + ^Qi (9.10)

Pi-P2=*Q2 + ^Q2 (9.11)

Which is represented by the T network shown in figure 9.2. Pi is an intermediate
pressure.

And for the return line the following formulas are obtained:

Q3 - QA = CiPi (9.12)
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Q,
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Figure 9.2: T Network Representation of a Line

(9.13)

(9.14)

Since the cylinder is assumed to have no elasticity the continuity equation reduces to:

(9.15)

The equivalent electrical model of the hydraulic system is shown in figure 9.3. By
taking the pressure of the pump as a reference the scheme of figure 9.3 can be reduced
to that of figure 9.4. Transforming figure 9.4 into a block diagram figure 9.5 is obtained.
The three dominant poles of the hydraulic actuator are located as follows: pole 1 at
the origin, and two complex poles located at -8O±25O j . Extending figure 9.5 with the
ball-screw gearbox, non-linear friction effects and the environment to be contacted
figure 9.6 is obtained. The rotary action of the motor is transformed into a Iinei»r

motion of the plunger of the pump by means of ball-screw gearbox combination with
transformation N = 0.023 [mm/rad]. The ball-screw drives the plunger of a hydraulic
pump. The non-linear contacting behaviour is modelled as a limiter with output 0
if SO < 0 and SO if SO > 0. ng is the non-linear transformation function of the
transmission system as described in section 8.3.

Connecting to fingertip to an external load is modelled as follows: The oil pressure
difference over the plunger of the actuator, 6P causes a force 6PAa which is opposed
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Figure 9.3: Electrical Analog of Hydraulic Actuator System

by the frictional force ßx o , acceleration force M i a and the Coulomb force Fc of the
load. Applying Newton's second law gives:

SPAa = Mxa+Bxa (9.16)

Also:

= P2- P3 (9.17)

And:

Xa = (9.18)
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Figure 9.5- Hydraulic actuation model

<? + <? + ^ (9.19)
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Figure 9.6: Inherent Model of Hydraulic Actuation System

Aa is the effective area of the actuator plunger, M the mass, B the viscous friction and
xa the position of the actuator plunger. In effect the value of La is increased by MjA\
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and the value of Ra is increased by

9.2.2 Finger-Joint Model

Hydraulically actuated finger joints Figure 9.7 illustrates the actuation system for
one finger joint as a combination of an electrically driven, remotely placed pump and
the actuator itself placed in the phalange of a finger. The transfer function of the motor

Figure 9.7: Model of Finger-Joint Actuation System

adds two poles to the joint system, the most dominant of the two is located at -300.
Input to the controller are the position error and the torque error. The position error
is the difference between the desired position of plunger i, Xpdi, and the measured
plunger position Xpmi as obtained by the plunger position sensor. The torque error, the
difference between the desired torque to be exerted at a joint i, Tdi. and the measured
torque Tmi, are also inputs to the controller. This measured torque is obtained from a
transformation, with the aid of a Jacobian, of the measured fingertip force of finger j ,
f/mj, into u measured finger torque vector r /m J as described in section 6.3. As soon
as the fingertip touches the environment a force fcxt starts to develop which opposes
the torque rm exerted by the electric motor. Figure 9.8 shows the step response of a
finger joint resulting from an input step at the armature of 24 |V|.

Model of the finger-base axis The base axis is driven by a motor of which the
characteristics are given in table 8.3. A planetary gear with a reduction ratio of 250:1
is fitted between the motor axis and the lateral axis of the finger. Figure 9.9 depicts the
finger-base axis conlrol model.
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Armature Voltage Pressure Difference

0.1 0.2
Time (see)

0.1 0.2
Time |sec)

Figure 9.S: Open Loop Step Responses of a Phalange Actuation System

9.2.3 Finger Model

A finger model is composed of three finger phalange models as depicted in figure 9.6
plus a model of the base axis see figure 9.9. Joint 2 is actuated by a pancake motor.

X.,,

Figure l).9: Model of Finger Base Joint
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Finger joints 3, 4 and 5 are hydraulically actuated. The position of joint angle 2
will be measured with a resolver. Position measurement of joints 3, 4 and 5 will be
obtained with the aid of LVDTs. Using forward kinematics, of which the details can
be found in chapter 4, the location of the fingertip is calculated. Force is measured
at the fingertips. Force sensor information fmi and joint-angle information 92- • -6S

are used to calculate the joint torques r r n 2 • • • r m 5 needed for force equilibrium in the
finger of a grasp, as described in section 6.3. In figure 9.10, the control system for
one finger is depicted. The desired force f ^ and desired position signal X/jj or

y
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ol desired i v .1
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Positions j ^ T f V ^ ̂  Contr
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Figmv 9.10: Control Model of a Finger

desired trajectory signals are supplied by the high-level grasp planner. The desired
individual torques for each phalange and the desired plunger positions are calculated
from this information . To model the finger contacting an environment or an object,
assume at first that the fingertip is moving towards the object or environment and not
touching its environment or the object to be gripped. At a certain instant, the finger
will touch its environment or the object to be gripped. Assume at that instant that the
environment contact position vector is X^j, and the joint angles are measured by the
position sensors of the plungers. The Cartesian fingertip position vector, X / j , is then
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calculated using the forward kinematic model of a ringer as derived in chapter 4:

Xjj = L0m (9.20)

The deflection, 8X. of the fingertip-environment position is:

8X = Xjj - X^j (9.21)

The resulting contact force vector is

ffj = KE8X (9.22)

With KE the net ringer stiffness matrix of the contacting elements, such as ringer,
sensor and environment or object. The truly exerted fingertip tirce vector of finger j
is fjj, while f fmj is the measured finger force. When the fingertip is not contacting
an object or the environment, the output of the force sensor is zero. As soon as contact
is made, a force ffj = 8XKE starts opposing the exerted force of the actuator to
ihe finger. This non-linear contacting behaviour is modelled as a limiter of which the
output is 0 it 8X < 0 and 8X if 8X > 0.

9.2.4 Active Palm Model

The control models of the active palm roll and lateral axes are equivalent to the models
obtained for the finger base, except for the parameter values. In table X.5. the parameter
values of the roll axis, and in table 8.6, the parameter values of the lateral axis can be
found.

9.2.5 Gripper Model

The gripper is composed of three fingers and the active palm as described in previous
subsections. In figure 9.11, the entire gripper control system model i.s given. Results
from the previous chapters are combined in this figure:

• chapter 2 and chapter 8 are applied to the modelling of sensors and actuators.
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• chapters 3 and 8 to the modelling of the construction,

• chapter 4 to the modelling of the kinematic aspects,

• chapter 5 is applied to the modelling of contacts and friction with objects,

• and chapter 6 to the modelling of object dynamics,

• finally, from chapter 7 models of grasping, manipulation forces, grasp planning
and stability are applied.

P'oximily sensors
See Ch. 2 and 8

Task

Grasp Force
and
Manipulation
Force

Figure 9.11: Model ofGripper Control System

The outputs of the grasp planner are the desired fingertip locations, X j ^ the desired
fingertip forces, F / j , the desired grasping force, FBd, the desired motion of the base
plate and the desired motion and forces of the active palm, Xpj and Fpj, For a
description of the proximity logic, reference is made to section 9.6 where for a two-
fingered gripper the logic and its functioning are described in detail.
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9.3 Position Control

Both position and force control are required to control the hand. In this section, an
overview of existing position schemes is given containing the advantages and disad-
vantages of these schemes. Three methods can be distinguished for controlling the
position of finger joints in the joint space namely:

1. Independent joint control. This method was developed by Paul (1982) with the
aid of a single joint manipulator.

2. Feed-forward control, see An, Atkeson and Hollerbach (1988), based on the
prediction of the actuator input signals from an inverse dynamic model of the
finger.

3. Reducing a (non-) linear system to a unit mass system known as u computed
torque controller, see Craig (1989).

9.3.1 Joint Position Control

Independent Joint Position Control

The basic structure for a one-joint control system is shown in figure 9.12. This control
scheme can be applied separately to each joint of the ringer hence the name independent
joint control. In order to achieve a a small steady state error, a system gain as large as
possible, is required. The controller which has been implemented was a proportional
controller with a gain factor of KDC = 25. The response to an input position step of
the plunger of lmm, with this controller implemented, is shown in figure 9.13. The
pressure difference P2 ~ ^3 shows that initially the pressure has a large overshoot as
was expected from the dynamic behaviour of the hydraulic system. At ( = 0.14 |sec|
the system decelerates as it reaches its desired position. This deceleration is shown in
the pressure response as a negative dip. It is concluded that this controller functions
satisfactorily.

Feed-Forward Control

In figure 9.14a basic principle of feed-forward control is i I lustrated. The feed-forward
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Figure 9.12: Posilion Control of a Single Joint

term of the controller is predicted with the aid of the estimated inverse mode) of ihe
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Figure 9.13: Step Response of hulepemlent Joint Controlled Finger Joint
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Figure 9.14: Feed-Forward Control

finger, Finger'1. Input to the Finger'1 is the desired joint vector trajectory. The
commanded torque, r c , is then obtained by adding the feed-forward term and the
feedback terms:

TC = Finger'1(0d,Öd,6d) + Kp(8d - 8m) -r Kv(6d - 0m) (9.23)

An advantage is that Kv and Kp can be kept small to avoid stability problems.

Computed Torque Method

In the computed torque method, an inverse dynamic model is applied to decouple all
joints and to reduce the system to a unit mass system, as illustrated in figure 9.15. The
control law is divided in two parts, see Craig (1989). These are a model-based portion
which is a feed-forward type of control and a servo portion, the feedback portion of the
controller. The model-based portion reduces the system to be controlled to a unit mass
system. The model-based portion transforms the acceleration signal 6C into a torque
correction signal for the current controlled electrical motor. Consider as an example a
non-linear system with open-loop equation:
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Figure 9.15: Computed Torque Method

Then the proposed model-based portion of the control law is:

T = ar' +ß

with a = / and ß = h6 + qff1.

Substitution in formula 9.24 gives:

r' = e

So the system appears as a unit inertia system.

9.3.2 Cartesian Position Control

Here, control of the entire fingertip trajectory or position is considered. See figure 9.10
for a control mode! of the finger. The Cartesian schemes investigated are:

1. Cartesian feed-forward control.

2. Resolved acceleration control.

3. Cartesian control with the aid of the inverse Jacobian.

4. Cartesian PD control with the aid of the transpose Jacobian.
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Cartesian-Based Feed-Forward Position Control

Figure 9.16 shows the principle of the finger-joint based control scheme with a Cartesian
feed-forward position input scheme. An inverse kinematic model is used to predict

- •
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..88 Control
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1 e
—•• Finger s—

Figure 9.16: Joint-Based Control with Cartesian Feed Forward

the reference joint positions. The joint reference angle vector, 0d. is obtained by
calculating:

6d = (9.27)

Where L * is the inverse kinematic transformation of the finger and Xd is the desired
Cartesian position vector of the fingertip. The difference between the measured actual
angle dm and the desired angle vector, 8d is:

so = ed - om (9.28)

SO, is the joint error signal vector, applied to the input of the controller. The controller
generates a desired set point for the torque to be applied by the actuator. The actuator
exerts a torque vector, TC, which is able to change the joint positions of the finger. The
actual joint angle vector, Of, is measured by a position sensors and compared with
output signal vector 9m. The Cartesian position of the fingertip is calculated with the
using the forward kinematic model:

Xm = L0m (9.29)

In most cases, the position controller is normally sufficient but a control scheme like
this has two disadvantages:
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1. It may cause an overshoot which is undesirable especially in compliant tasks, i.e.
tasks that involve contact with an object.

2. The feedback loop is joint—position controlled and not Cartesian position con-
trolled. Therefore the errors found in the Cartesian space due to finite precision
of the kinematic transformation are a kind of open-loop error.

When overshoot is not allowed, another type of controller possessing trajectory tracking
capabilities is required.

Resolved Acceleration Control

Extending the computed torque method to the Cartesian space by controlling the motion
along the axes of the task space is called resolved acceleration control, see Luh, Walker
and Paul (1982), Shin and Lee (1985). Figure 9.17 depicts the resolved acceleration
control principle. When the acceleration term is removed, the scheme for a resolved
motion controller is obtained.
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Figure 9.17: Resolved Acceleration Control

Given the commanded acceleration equal to:

Xc = Kp{Xd -X) + Kv(Xd -X) + Xd

the control law is obtained by differentiating X = JO which is equal to:

(9.30)

(9.31)
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Then, by substituting formula 9.31 in formula 9.30, the cominanded joint acceleration
is equal to:

6C = Kp{Xd - Kv{Xd -X)- J0} (9.32)

In this scheme, the actuators in general run simultaneously at different, time varying,
speeds because the fingertip has to move in the task space along a desired path.

Inverse Jacobian Controller

The Cartesian based position controller illustrated in figure 9.18, see Craig(1989), is
called the inverse Jacobian controller. In this scheme, the sensed joint angle positions
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Figure 9.IS: Cartesian Based Position Control Scheme

of the finger, 6m, are transformed by means of the forward kinematics equation, L, into
a Cartesian description of the finger position Xm. This position vector is compared
with the desired Cartesian position vector, Xd> to form an error, 8X:

XA — Xm = 6X (9.33)

And via:

se = J-'SX (9.34)

the joint error vector, SO, is obtained. The advantage of this control scheme compared
to the joint-based position control scheme shown in figure 9.16 is that errors are formed
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in the Cartesian space. However the problem is to find a sufficiently precise sensor to
measure the Cartesian position of the finger.

When velocity feedback is added to this control scheme, a trajectory could be followed.
By adding a velocity term to the control law it becomes:

r c = - Xm) + KvJ
l{Xd - Xm) (9.35)

A disadvantage is that many computations must be performed inside the loop which
requires high calculation speed and power.

Transpose Jacobian Controller

In case the of the transpose Jacobian controller, see Craig (1998), the Cartesian error,
SX, is multiplied by a gain to compute a Cartesian force vector F. The value of the
commanded torque vector, rc = JTF. From this the transpose Jacobian Controller as
depicted in figure 9.19 is obtained. Adding a velocity feedback term the Cartesian PD
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Figure 9.19: Transpose Jacobian Control Scheme

controller is defined as:

rc = JT{Kp(Xd - Xm) + Kv(Xd - Xm)} (9.36)

In practise, it has been found that both the transpose Jacobian Controller given in
figure 9.19 and that of the Cartesian position controller as given in figure 9.18 will
not operate satisfactorily over the whole work space, see also Klomp, Jongkind and
Honderd (1990), where it is shown that difficult to control overshoot might occur.
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9.4 Force Control

Force control deals with the control of the ringers of a gripper in contact with an
object or in contact with the environment via an object held in the gripper. The force
exerted on an object is measured at the joints or over the ringer structure shell at the
fingertips. External forces might be measured also at the actuator or at the wrist. For
a grasped object in the gripper, it is very important that the contact with the object
is not broken once the object is grasped. Position control is not suitable here since
small errors might break the contact, or might exert forces which are too strong, and
damage gripper or object. Therefore direct control of the exerted force is required. The
fingers must exert a squeezing force on an object when the gripper holds the object or
a squeezing and manipulation force when the object exerts a force on the environment.
In chapter 7, the exerted force has been decomposed into a squeezing force vector, Fg,
and a manipulation force vector, F m . In this section, these forces are treated as one
combined force exerted by the fingertip. There are several methods for controlling force
amongst them: stiffness, damping, impedance, implicit and explicit force control. The
ideal force control system has zero stiffness and keeps the exerted force at the preset
required value regardless of position and disturbances. ?

Active Joint Stiffness Control

Active force control means that force-sensing elements sense forces and provide the
ability to correct errors. Passive force control means that forces and motions result
directly from the deformation of bodies or fingers because of elasticity effects. A
first method of actively controlling the stiffness in Cartesian coordinates was given by
Salisbury (1980). Active stiffness control is also called direct force control. Figure 9.20
illustrates the active joint stiffness control scheme. When the stiffness of the gripper
and of the object are considered high, the stiffness of the finger can be adjusted by
setting the proportional force servo loop to a desired stiffness or compliance value. The
controller behaves as an adjustable spring. However, the finger is articulated and its
flexibility at the joints is by no means higher than the structural stiffness of any finger
segment. The Cartesian force as measured by the sensor at the fingertip is multiplied
by the transposed Jacobian of the finger to obtain the estimate of the measured joint
force vector r m . r c is the commanded torque to be applied at the joints of the finger.
The torque vector r« can be expressed as

Tt = Keb0 (9.37)
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Figure 9.20: Stiffness Control Scheme

with 68 the joint displacement vector and Ke the joint stiffness matrix. By adjusting
relevant elements of Ke the stiffness is controlled. The joint displacement 60 is related
to the Cartesian displacement SX by the Jacobian:

sx = (9.38)

Also:

r, = JTFj (9.39)

And:

Ff = KE6X (9.40)

So:

r, = JTF, = JTKE6X = JTKEJ60 (9.41)
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Formula 9.41 represents an expression for the joint torques necessary to have the
fingertip behave as a six-dimensional spring in Cai tesian space. The Cartesian stiffness
matrix KE and the joint stiffness matrix. Kg, are related by the Jacobian. The solution
is found by equating formula 9.37 and formula 9.41:

Ke = JTKEJ (9.42)

Thus a task space stiffness matrix KE can be specified and expressed in terms of the
joint stiffness matrix Kg. The joint stiffness matrix is symmetrical and non-diagonal
so the joint stiffnesses are coupled. The coupling is used to control the joint stiffness
centre. The joint stiffness centre is the location at which the application of pure force
results in pure translation and the application of torque in pure rotation. For assembly
operations such as pin-in-hole operations this is a desirable feature. When the gripper
contains a grasped object, the transfer function is approximately a lightly damped
second order system when the compliance of the object is low. Since the compliance
can vary widely, tuning of this force controller is difficult to obtain. When the finger
skin is compliant this problem can be solved. When no object is present in the gripper,
or the finger is not in contact with the environment, the stiffness is zero. When, in this
case, a finger force is demanded, the fingers will continuously accelerate. Therefore a
velocity feedback and limit term is present so that the maximum velocity is limited to
a preset desired value. In this control scheme the commanded joint torque is

Tc = rb + re (9.43)

Tb is a bias torque which allows the application of position-independent forces at the
fingers such that the stiffness in approximately the desired direction can be set to zero.
In order to enhance the sensitivity of the stiffness control scheme, the sensed force,
F m , is multiplied by the transpose Jacobian to obtain the sensed torque, r m , to be used
in the inner control loop:

rm = JTFm (9.44)

The torque error is then obtained from:

6T = TC- r m (9.45)

A disadvuntage of the above scheme is that no direct force, F,j, is commanded so when
the wrong tij is commanded excessive forces can be generated.
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Cartesian Stiffness Control

Figure 9.21 illustrates a different approach to the stiffness control problem, see Whitney
(1987). Here the stiffness is specified in Cartesian coordinates. A desired force is

y IX. .
'+A-

Figure 9.21: Curtesian Stiffness Control

calculated from the difference between the impressed Cartesian position vector, Xj,
and the measured fingertip position, Xm. In the case of a peg-in-hole operation
motion is commanded along the peg 2-axis in gripper coordinates. For this Kf is
made diagonal in reference frame coordinates centred at the peg tip.

Cartesian Damping Control

Damping control, also called accommodation control, see Whitney (1977), is a direct
force-control method. The controller uses velocity feedback originating from force
measurements in this case. When the finger is pushed, the control system generates an
opposing force proportional to the impressed velocity. Damping control behaves like
a six degrees of freedom damper. The ratio of velocity to force is called admittance:

Ko = VF, (9.46)
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with V the impressed fingertip Cartesian velocity and Fs the opposing fingertip force
and with Ka a 6 x 6 admittance matrix. Damping control is based on resolved motion
control, see Whithney (1987), where the controller calculates the joint angle velocities
required to obtain the desired Cartesian fingertip velocities:

Vm = J0m = KFF, (9.47)

J K

e.,

J'K, •—•—^*-<g>—JActuators

K, F.,

Finger

Figure 9,22: Damping Control Scheme

The outer loop of the damping control scheme as depicted in figure 9.22 is the velocity
control loop. The signals of the velocity control loop are the reference signal Vd, the
measured velocity signal Vm and the velocity error signal 6V as obtained from the
force measurement. The velocity error signal is equal to:

V, = Vd - Vm - 6V (9.48)

Transforming the Cartesian velocity error to a joint torque reference rP is accomplished
by:

r. = (9.49)
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Also:

Fc = K~a
xVt (9.50)

So:

rr = JTKaWt (9.51)

When force is absent, the finger is position controlled by means of the position-control
loop in which case the position reference is the integrated velocity signal. The damping
or admittance can be adjusted by changing elements of the admittance matrix Ka. One
disadvantage is the imprecise position control caused by the accumulation of the error
in reference velocity during integration.

Impedance Control

By combining stiffness and damping control, the scheme for impedance control can
be obtained, see Hogan (1985), as such impedance control is an extension of position
control. The method is robust to parameter uncertainty, restricted to slow motions and
suitable for controlling fingers. Figure 9.23 illustrates the impedance controller. The
proposed control law is:

r = - JT{KP6X + KV6V) (9.52)

Impedance control looks the most promesing of all the investigated methods and has
been applied to control the fingers of a gripper, the scheme will work satisfactorily
when the fingers possess some elastic behaviour.

Explicit Force Control

The concept of the explicit force controller is illustrated in figure 9,24, see Nevins and
Whitney (1973). The desired force in Cartesian space is compared with the measured
exerted force Fm lo form the force error signal SF. Explicit force control is only
obtained when the fingers firmly touch an object. By adjusting the proportional gain
of the controller in the outer loop the stiffness can be adjusted. Figure 9.25 shows a
number of step responses for different settings of Kt, the stiffness gain for one axis of
the system given in figure 9.6, The desired force to exert by the fingertip is 10 N.
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Figure 9.23: Impedance Control
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Figure 9.24: Explicit Force Feedback

Implicit Force Control
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Figure 9.25: Explicit Force Control Responses

Here the joint servo gains are adjusted to give the gripper a particular stiffness matrix,
no force sensor is used.

r = JTF = JTK}6X = JTKfJSe

From which:

Kp = JTKfJ

is obtained. The finger stiffness becomes

K, = JTKpJx

(9.53)

(9.54)

(9.55)
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Figure 9.26: Implicit Force Control

Thus the finger stiffness, Kj, can be adjusted to a desired value by varying Kp. When
a velocity feedback signal with a gain of Kv is applied instead of a position feedback
signal a desired admittance matrix can be obtained.
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9.5 Hybrid Position-Force Control

From the previous sections a requirement for a force-position controller is obtained.
Controlling the force exerted by a fingertip, and at the same instant controlling the
position ofthat same finge, tip, generates conflicting requirements when position and
forces are to be controlled in the same direction along the same axis. In the case
of the positioning of a object in the gripper, and at the same time exerting a certain
demanded squeezing force on the object, the result can be obtained by means of a
hybrid controller. The term hybrid position-force controller was coined by Raibert
and Craig (1981) and is based on the work of Mason (1979). Hybrid control allows
a gripper to interact with the object and environment through exerting both forces
and movements during task execution. In principle, it is possible to control a certain
Cartesian finger axis on position and another Cartesian axis of the same finger along
another axis on force. Which axis is to control either position or force is decided by the
task constraint requirement controller. The task constraint controller will coordinate
the requirements for all fingers and will pass a constraint vector to the hybrid gripper
controller. The constraint part of the controller obtains its instructions from the task-
planning part of the high-level part of the controller. The hybrid controller generates
the appropriate force and position set points for the gripper. The conceptual idea of
the hybrid controller is shown in figure 9.27. First the constraint coordinate system or
compliance frame {C} is defined. The compliance frame is a time-varying coordinate
system because of variable constraints during the progress of a task. Mason (1979)
performed a theoretical investigation as a result of which Mason remarks

. . . each task can be broken up into elemental components that are defined
by a particular set of contacting surfaces. With each elemental component
is associated a set of constraints, called natural constraints that result
from the particular mechanical and geometrical characteristics of the task
configuration.

For each task configuration, a generalized surface can be deh'ned in a generalized con-
straint space having N degrees of freedom, with position constraints along the normals
to this surface and force constraints along the tangents of these normals. Raibert and
Craig (1982) state that these two sets of degrees of freedom form orthogonal comple-
ments. Recently Duffy (1990) has showr. that is better to use the term reciprocity. The
choice of origin for the constraint frame {C} plays a crucial role here which will be
explained later. The {C} frame may either move with the gripper or may be fixed in
the environment dependent on the task to be performed. In this frame {C} the con-
straints are expressed. The constraints are divided into natural constraints and artificial
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constraints. For example, it is not possible to apply a force in a direction where no
resistance exists, such as in free space. The force has a natural constraint zero in this
case while the position can be chosen freely, which is an artificial constraint. A natural
position constraint exists when the finger touches a rigid surface, here the finger cannot
be positioned through that surface. In general, the control of a finger joint involves
every dimension in {C}:

With

-L l(xux2q,-- • ,XN)

6i : ith joint position of finger

L'1 : inverse kinematic function

Xj : position of the j t h DC .F.of {C}

(9.56)

The compliance filter vector S specifies which degree of freedom is under force control
and which degree of freedom is under position control by setting the relevant element1'
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of the vector to the binary values 0 or 1 respectively. Also the decomposition of the
object force into a squeezing force and a manipulation force is performed in this block.

9.6 Dynamic Position-Force Control

9.6.1 Introduction

At first sight, finger and gripper control looks like the controlling of miniature robots,
but there is one important difference, namely, the object-weight ratio versus finger or
gripper weight. In robot control this ratio is taken to be maximally about 1/100 while
for gripper control the ratio can be 1/1 or even larger. Therefore a good approach is
to take this dynamic into account. The hybrid control schemes do not take dynamic
aspects into account. When dynamics is taken into account, see Nakamura (1991),
force control is required in all directions. When an object is manipulated, work is
J jne by the fingertip forces. Active force has to be exerted in the direction in which
the fingertip moves. This is different from the hybrid position-force controller where
the fingertips do not move in the force controlled directions since movement in these
directions is constrained. The control problem of grasping the object in a stable manner
is initiated by considering the object in 3D with mass Mo e R6*6 attached to a 6D
spring with stiffness K € Ä6*6 and subject to a 6D friction B G fl6x6. When the
frictional force B is proportional to the generalized velocity X the following equation
of motion is obtained:

MOX + BX + KX = O (9.57)

Given a desired trajectory acceleration, desired velocity and desired position of the
object equal to X, X and X at all times then the resultant force is:

^ = ̂ o + M0{Xd + Kv(Xd ~X) + Kp(Xd - X)} (9.58)

And the object motion equation which follows is:

(Xd - X) + K'v(Xd - X) + K'p(Xd - X) = O (9.59)

By choosing appropriate values for K[, and K'p the closed loop system can be given any
desired second-order behaviour. Formula 9.58 und 9.59 describe the object forces and
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motions by taking the gripper and object together as a closed kinematic system. Matrix
M0K'p in formula 9.58 is the stiffness matrix of the object specified by resultant forces
and arbitrary forces and torques can be applied. The resultant force T is distributed
into individual fingertip forces. The force controller in the hybrid control formulation
keeps static equilibrium in the constrained direction. It should be emphasized that here
the trajectory of the object is controlled by exerting the resultant forces and moments
of all fingers simultaneously, while the trajectory of a robot is performed by controlling
the joint torques.

Here force control is required in all directions of the 6D space. Due to the work done by
the fingers the object can move. To generate the desired finger force, static equilibrium
is required. Dynamic equilibrium enables the fingertips to maintain contact at the
contact point with the object. The acceleration of the contact point I of the object, see
figure 6.3, is equal to:

fi = f + w x p i + w x ( « x p t) (9.60)

The vector of joint torques, rip, of the i-th finger required to generate the acceleration
j \ to keep dynamic equilibrium is equal to:

r tp = JT{0)Mx{0)vi + Vx(0,0) + Gx(0) (9.61)

with Mx{0) the Cartesian mass matrix of a finger,Vx(6,0) the Cartesian centrifugal
and Coriolis forces and Gx{0) the vector of gravity terms in the Cartesian space. In
case of a prismatic joint the symbol r is also used to denote a linear joint force. To
exert the desired force / , statically to the object the joint driving force vector r,-/ is
needed. With:

Tif = Jt
Tf% (9.62)

The total finger joint driving force vector exerted by the i-th finger is the sum of the
position generalized force part rip and a driving force part Ti}:

Ti = Tij + Tip (9.63)

A disadvantage of this scheme occurs when the system is at rest and there are no
external forces. The generated finger forces will, in this case, both be zero and the
object not safely gripped. Therefore the control scheme is extended with a grasping
force control part. The proposed controller structure is illustrated in figure 9.28.
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9.6.2 Verification of Dynamic Position-Force Controller

In order to verify the proposed control algorithm, experiments and simulations were
performed on a two-fingered gripper of the Control Laboratory, see Heukelom (1987).
This gripper is suited for the experiment because it is equipped with two independent
controllable fingers and each ringer is equipped with a position, force, velocity and
a proximity sensor. The finger movements are restricted iO linear motions. Control
of this gripper has been divided into two parts, an inner loop controller and an outer
loop controller. The inner loop takes care of controlling the individual ringers when
no contact has been made with the object and also takes care of the individual force
control of each finger. This inner loop is transparent for the outer loop controller. The
outer loop controller implements the dynamic position force controller which takes the
object dynamics and gripper dynamics into account as a whole. At this level input to
the controller is the object trajectory.
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Figure 9.29: Control Laboratory's Two-Fingered Clipper.

Modelling and Inner Loop Control

The proximity sensors as well as the force sensors are placed on the fingertips of the
gripper see figure 9.29. The velocity of the fingers is obtained via tacho generators
located on the motor axes. Position information is obtained from linear potentiometers
placed at base of the gripper and which directly measure the linear displacement of
the fingers. Each of the two fingers is driven by a motor with the following set of
parameters:
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Description

Lm

Km

Jm

Bm

Btot
•* stiction

Value

1.5 E-3
3.9 E-2
4.3 E-7
3.1 E-5
4.5 E-5
1.1 E-2

Dimension

[HI
|Vs/rad|
|Nms7rad|
[Nms/rad|
|Nms/radl
|Nm|

Description

Km

Jtot
Bjinger
* coulomb

Value

8.2
3.9 E-2
6.3 E-7
3.9 E-5
3.0 E-3

Dimension

[0]
IVsec/radl
|Nms2/rad|

[Nms/rad|
|Nm|

Transformation of the rotational movement of the motor to the linear movement of
the finger is obtained by a gearbox and rack-and-pinion transmission of which the
transmission ratio is equal to 1.4 • 10""'1 (m/rad|. The model of the combination power
supply, motor, gearbox and contact is depicted in figure 9.30. It is an inherent model.
The transfer function of the power supply is modelled as a limiterwith lower and upper

- I Lim

Figure 9.30: Model of the Combination Power Supply, Motor, Transmission and Con-
tact.

limit output values of -10 [V| and +10 |V| and in between u linear amplification of
I. Before the fingers make cuntucl with an object or an environment the force sensor
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output is zero. The force exerted on the environment, which occurs as soon as contact is
established, is equal to KE(X/ — Xo), with KE a spring constant of 4.105 [N/m] wr^n
a rigid body is placed between the fingers. The limiter added to simulate the finger
contact behaviour has zero output when 8XE < 0 and has output 8XE when 8XE > 0.
In order to control the fingers, of which the inherent model is given in figure 9.30, the
system is extended with an inner loop controller and logical functions. The logical
functions set the gripper control mode of operation. As soon one of the fingers arrives
within a certain predefined distance from the object, the proximity sensor generates
a signal. The finger in question then stops moving until all fingers have approached
the object as well, which is signalled by their respective proximity sensors. At the
moment all fingers generate a proximity signal, the fingers simultaneously move to the
object and grasp it. The two-fingered gripper operates, in accordance with operational
situations, in 5 different modes. The coherence of the modes is shown in a flow diagram,
see figure 9.31. A functional description of the modes is as follows:

Begin

1 2

n o

yes

H
V

till linger
Mode 2

1 Slow Velocity
Mode 3

Position Control
Finger 1 Moris 1

Coupled position
force control

MorioA

Position Contiot
finger 7 Moris 2

nGrippor
lorjo 6 |

Figure 9.31: Flow Diagram of Gripper Control Modes.
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Mode 1. Mode 1 is the pre-contact phase in which both ringers are moving towards
the object to be grasped while the proximity sensors have not yet detected the
object. During this phase both ringers are position controlled.

Mode 2. Mode 2 is the control phase at which one of the fingers has detected the object
and the other ringer has not yet detected the object. In this mode the ringer which
has detected the object will stop moving while the second finger will continue to
move under position control towards the object.

Mode 3. In mode 3 both proximity sensors have detected the object. Both ringers
are position controlled, they will be simultaneously moving towards the object
at a reduced velocity rate compared with the velocity rate during mode 1. The
reduced rate will ensure a minimal or no position overshoot appears at impact.

Mode 4. In this mode both ringers will be force controlled.

Mode 5. Mode 5 is the un-gripping mode at the conclusion of a task.

In figure 9.32 the inner loop controller and mode logic is depicted. )

Dynamic Position-Force Controller

Applying the ideas developed in section 9.6 leads to the following set of Newton/Euler
equations for the two-fingered gripper:

/o = / i + h and no = 0 (9.64)

With fo the resultant force on the object and no the resultant torque. The dynamic
equations for the object become:

"»or = /o = / i + /a (9.65)

And the force:

/ = mo{xä + kv(xd - as) + kp(xd - x}} (9.66)
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The influence of the gravity force is assumed to be zero here. Object motion is given
by:

(xd - xd) + k'v(xd - x) + k'Jxj - x) = 0 (9.67)

k'v and k' are > 0 which guarantees asymptotic stability. The acceleration of the points
of finger contact are:

f, = r , f2 = r (9.68)

since u> and u> are 0. Further the dynamic model of this mechanism is reduced to:

f\ r2(, ~ m/r'a, (9.69)

With m/, the effective mass of the i-ih linger, and with TU, the force required to
accelerate ihc i tl) linger mechanism.
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And:

= JTF, (9.70)

With JT a constant unity matrix in this case. 77 is the driving force vector required to
apply force f± statically to the finger. Also:

/o = (9.71)

The force fo is generated by the two fingers is distributed as follows: / , = f o when
/ „ < 0 and / , = 0 when / „ > 0, / , = / „ when / „ > 0 and / , = 0 when / „ < 0.
The scheme of the controller and gripper inodel combined is slown in figure 9.33. By
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Figure 9.JJ: Two-Fingered Control Scheme.

adding a bias value to ihe linger forces / , und / 2 the grasping force are kept at a desired
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value. fgi and fg2 are calculated from the forces exerted on the object and compared
to the desired grasping forces fgitle, and fg2de,- When fingertip force ffi of ringer i:

ffi = \fmi + /„-I '9.72)

for either finger exceeds a predefined value /„„„h, with:

f,1\,\ff2\) (9.73)

measures are taken such that the fingertip forces do not exceed the crushing forces.
When an external force exceeds this crushing value, it will result in the movement of the
object in the fingers in u certain direction while the fingers will follow this movement.

The control system controls the external forces, keeps the fingertip forces smaller than
the crushing forces, and keeps the grasping force at a desired value as described in
chapter 7 section 7.2.

9.6.3 Simulation Results

Figure 9.34 shows the results of a simulation in which both ringers initially do not
move. At *i (1=1.3 |sec)) both fingers start moving towards the object to be grasped.
Figure 9.34(a) shows the velocity response of the gripper system to set points which
force the gripper to close. Both fingers move towards the object at maximum velocity
during mode 1. Mode 2 starts when the proximity sensor fitted to fingertip 1 detects the
object, finger 1 stops moving, finger 2 continuous to move towards the object. Mode
3 starts when both proximity sensors have detected the object and both ringers move
more slowly towards the object. In mode 4, both fingers are in contact with the object,
and control is taken over by the dynamic position-force controller, while the inner loop
controller, operational during the first three modes, is switched off. Figure 9.34(b)
shows the finger force response of the gripper while figure 9.34(c) shows the grasping
force response of the gripper system.

During the first three modes the inner loop controller is operational. As soon as
both fingers are in contact with the object, the system is controlled by the dynamic
position-force controller, mode 4.

Figure 9.35(u) illustrates the linger force behaviour while a varying external force is
exerted on the grasper! object. The externally exerted force is depicted in figure 9.35(c)
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Figure 9.34: Simulation of Finger Contacting an Object.

as a function of time. The desired grasping force is set at about 10|N), as illustrated
in figure 9.35(b). Both finger forces are about |10|[iV] from the moment the object is
grasped as figure 9.35(b) shows. It is concluded that the controller system operates
according to its requirements.
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Figure 9.35: Simulation of External Force Acting on an Object.

9.6.4 Experimental Results

Figure 9.36 and figure 9.37 show the results of an experiment to verify the developed
algorithm in practice with the aid of the two-fingered gripper.

At t0 (t=0 (sec]) the fingers are positioned such that the gripper opening is at its
maximum. The fingers do not start moving until t\ (t=1.2 |sec]).

At t\ both fingers start moving towards the object to be gripped as shown by the
finger velocity responses in figure 9.36(a). As the approach sensor signals shown in
figure 9.36(b) indicate finger 1 is reaching the object first and stops moving at t2 (t=1.6
[sec]). Finger 2 keeps moving towards the object.

At t3 (t=3.4 | sec]) the approach sensor of finger 2 also detects the object and the
fingers move simultaneously towards the object. The object is grasped at t4 (t=3.8
(sec]) and both fingers stop moving. The desired grasping force was 10 N while no
external force was exerted, see figure 9.36(c) and figure 9.36(d). The responses given in
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Figure 9.36: Experimentally Obtained Response of Two-Fingered Clipper Grasping
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figure 9.37 verify the correct working of the dynamic position force control algorithm.
In figure 9.37(a) shows at Hrst an external force of 10 N applied to the environment by
an object: ffl =10 [N[ and f}2 =20 [N|. At t = 2 |sec| the exerted external force
is made 0 [N], / jx = 10 (N| and f n = 10 [N|, until the end of the response shown.
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(a)

Finger
forces

(b)

Grasping
forces

Figure 9.37: Experimentally Obtained Responses of External Forces Acting on an
Object.

Figure 9.37(b) shows the grasping force response which has a desired value of 10 [N|
which within certain limits is satisfied over the time concerned.

Comparison of the experimentally obtained results with the simulation results verify
the successful operation of the designed control algorithm.

9.7 Conclusion

1. Modelling of the gripper has been performed, starting with modelling the hy-
draulic actuator of a phalange and modelling finger and gripper.

2. Fault tolerance aspects have been discussed leading to the conclusion that a good
fault tolerance is achievable.
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3. Position as well as force control systems have been reviewed from the point of
view of their applicability for controlling the gripper.

4. A dynamic position-force control system has been developed which considers
the object-gripper system as one closed kinematic system. This controller has
been tested successfully by means of experiments and simulation.



Conclusions

1. An analytical framework based on mechanics and system theory for designing a
practical gripper and its control system has been discussed and proposed.

2. Multiple aspects of gripper design based on a combination of theoretical and
heuristic guidelines have been presented.

3. From the review of advanced robotic hands, it was concluded that these hands
cannot exert the required forces and that they are not robust enough to survive
the severe conditions of the hazardous environment.

4. Task analysis showed that a gripper equipped with three anthropomorphic fingers,
an active palm, hydraulic actuators, LVDT position sensors and a proximity
sensor based on fibre optics, can perform the tasks safely and robustly and will
be able to comply with the conditions of the hazardous environment.

5. Dimensioning of the gripper, based on structural and parametric indices, took

1X1
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place, leading to the design of a gripper with a workspace as large as possible
and the weight as small as possible. Also a kinematical analysis was performed
which showed that the involved calculations can be performed efficiently.

6. Contact and friction phenomena were studied the conclusion was reached that
a gripper with three soft fingers is sufficiently able to grasp objects in a stable
manner.

7. Forces to be exerted by the fingers have been divided into two components,
manipulation and grasping forces. The manipulation forces of all fingers com-
bined produce the external force exerted to the environment. The grasping force
squeezes the object, producing zero net force on the object, and as such is applied
as a criterium for expressing the robustness of a grasp.

8. Grasp planning has been introduced. It is divided into two phases, high-level
grasp planning and low-level grasp planning. High-level grasp planning is
concerned with the pre-contact phase of a grasp where postures for the fingers
on the object are determined, and contact places for the fingers on the object
are determined. The low-level grasp planning deals with the post-contact phase
of a grasp during that part where there is contact between fingers and object.
Also independent grasp regions have been investigated resulting in contact areas
which are as large as possible where the object concerned can be stably grasped.

9. Grasp stability aspects have been investigated with emphasis on the influence of
object shape and the distance between points of contact yielding guidelines with
respect to objects which can be stably grasped, and which objects are inherently
unstable at certain contact points.

10. From an operationally practical point of view, the application of numerical opti-
mization methods is not as suitable in unstructured environments as was expected,
since a-priori information is seldom available in practice.

11. Modelling of the gripper has been performed, starting with modelling the hy-
draulic actuator of a phalange of the finger and the modelling of finger and
gripper.

12. Fault tolerance aspects have been discussed and has led to the conclusion that a
good fault tolerance is achievable.

13. Research into a coupled position-force control system has been performed where
the object-gripper system is considered as one closed kinematic system. This
controller has been tested successfully by means of experiments and simulation.
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10.1 Recommendations

Research issues that deserve further study in the short term are:

1. The investigation of the manipulability and dexterity of the gripper as a whole.

2. The investigation of error recovery and error handling.

3. The utilisation of the active palm as a fourth finger needs further study.

4. The testing of the gripper in practise and performing of an identification of
properties, in order to be able to develop better control algorithm.

5. The integration of the bi-directional force control algorithms with the low-ievel
controller.

6. The mapping of the gripper-human hand relations, in order to be able to develop
an appropriate MM1 interface.

7. The investigation of the utilisation of force-torque sensors at each fingertip.

10.2 Future Research Subjects

Several papers and articles about related scientific gripper subjects were studied during
this research. Some of them proposed future developments and research issues not
based on reality and were of a rather science-fiction type of nature. Issues of this
nature are not considered further. A selection of issues related to gripper research
progress that are expected to be addressed in the future are the following:

Gripper Design: Formal gripper design procedures will be developed instead of the
still rather heuristic design approach reported in this dissertation.

Gripper Structure: Other directions will emerge as some recently reported research
results show. Flexibility in the elastic sense will be built into the finger structure while
maintaining strength and accuracy, see Smith, Brett and Khodabandehloo (1991) as
an example. Grippers will appear with increased dexterity obtained by applying more
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fingers. These grippers will be able to perform more complicated manipulations and
will be able to perform smooth transitions from one grip to another grip. Research into
the integration of hand-forearm, already on its way, will be intensified.

Gripper Control: In the future, in-depth research will be performed on the control
issues of events like transitions occurring at collisions of ringer and object. At present
operations like packing and stacking as a subset of assembly operations are rather well
understood. Control of assembly operations is still in its infancy and will develop
slowly while in awaiting fundamental answers on assembly strategy and tactics. Also
the future will see breakthroughs in AI research leading to more autonomous gripping
systems, the progress will be slow however.

Gripper Sensing: At present only the fingertips of some existing grippers are equip-
ped with force sensors. The rest of the outer surface of the gripper is not used as a
contact surface for grasping purposes. A future development could be the covering
of fingers with tactile force sensors. The then obtained information would lead to I
sophisticated grasps by including these surfaces. Research into tactile sensors is in ;

progress, but so far no appropriate tactile sensor is available for application in the
hazardous environment. The future will see progress in this field. A synergy between
vision sensing aspects and tactile sensing will be developed to handle obtained tactile
information and to present this information at a decision level of the controller. Slip
sensing is difficult to achieve, the future will see devices able to detect slip. Research
into the strategic and tactical aspects of handling this slip information within the control
system will be very difficult.



Notation, Symbols
and Abbreviations

The notation for mathematical formulas used is:

• Matrices (.A): Upper case bold font.

• Vectors (a): Lower case or greek bold font.

• Scalar (a): Lower case font.

• Scalar (A): Upper case font.

• Leading sub- and superscripts: Ap represents a position vector written in coor-
dinate system {A} and B Ä is a rotation matrix which relates coordinate system
{B} relative to coordinate system {A}.

• Trailing superscripts indicate the inverse Ä"1 , transpose RT, or pseudo inverse
R+ of a matrix.
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• Trailing subscripts:

a
ace
BORG
cyl
d
E
ext

9
i

i
L
m

nom
o :

P •

pi

rr :
t :
tr
x :

z :

: actuator
: acceleration
: origin ofB
: cylinder
: desired
• environmental

external
grasp
index
intermediate
length
measured or manipulator
nominal
output
pump
plunger
rolling resistance
tangential
transmitted
direction
direction

act
b
c
cent
des
e

f
h
i

3
I
n

0

P
P
peak :
s :
t :
v :
y •

: actuator
: bias
: commanded
: continuous
: desired
: error

finger or force
hand or gripper
input
index
line
normal
object
phalange or point
position |
peal value "'
space
torsion
velocity
direction

Symbols

A cross-section area
{A} coordination frame A
Aa apparent area of contact
Ai input cross sectional area
ai link length of link i
aij element of a matrix
ai line cross sectional area
Ao outp^l cross sectional area
Ap plunger cross sectional area
AT integrated area of contact junctions
ax z-component of approach vector

Im2]
|m2 l
| in]

[m2 l
[m2)
[m2 |
[m2 l
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ay j/-component of approach vector
az z-component of approach vector
{B} coordination frame B
B friction force matrix [Nm/rads"1]
bij element of a matrix
{Cj} i th fingertip coordination frame
C fluid capacitance [N^m5]
C material constant
c force intensity vector
c; cosine of angle i
di link offset [m]
di line inner diameter [m]
dp plunger inner diameter |m]
En n x n unity matrix
eij element of a matrix
EK kinetic energy [J|
!F generalized force vector
F Cartesian force vector [N]
Fact actuator force |N]
f cru>h crushing force [N]
Fd desired Cartesian fingertip force vector |N]
fext external force |N]
T} generalized fingertip force
Ff Cartesian fingertip contact force vector |N]
fi finger force of finger i [N]
Fg generalized grasp force
Fgh grasping force of gripper [N]
fgi grasping force vector of finger i |N]
Fh force exerted by all fingers combined (N|
/ ; limiting force |N|
fmi manipulation force vector of finger i IN]
Fm measured Cartesian fingertip force vector [N|
fmj measured fingertip force of finger j [N]
Fmh manipulation force of gripper [N]
/ „ normal contact force [N]
fni contact force normal at contact i [N]
fnom nominal value of/ni [N|
7-'o generalized object force vector
/ grasp force at point p JN]
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Frr rolling resistance force vector |N]
/ , contact shear force IN |
ft tangential force |N]
ftr foce transmitted trough a contact |N]
ftaraionai torsional contact friction |Nm]
ftxi tangential component of contact force at contact i | N|
ftyi tangential component of contact force at contact i |N)
fx x component of the 3 x 1 force vector F |N|
fy y component of the 3 x 1 force vector F [N|
fz z c o m p o n e n t of the 3 x 1 force vector F | N ]
fm bending moment |Nmj
G grip transformation matrix
g gravity acceleration [ms~2]
gi d.o.f. of motion of j th contact point
Hv hand velocity transformation matrix
Hf hand force moment transformation matrix
/ current |A|
1 moment of inertia matrix |kgm2]
J Jacobian matrix
Jfi Jacobian matrix of finger i
Jh Jacobian matrix of fingers
jij element of matrix J
JP jacobian matrix of active palm
3 th gripper Jacobian
Ka admittance matrix Ims^N"1]
KB net Cartesian finger stiffness matrix |Nm"11
Kf task space stiffness matrix INm"1]
Kp position control gain matrix
KT torque constant
Kv velocity control gain matrix
KB joint stiffness matrix |Nm]
K shearing strength of contact material [Nm~2]
k auxiliary parameter
L forward kinematic transformation
L number of independent loops in system
L length sum |m]
L link length |m]
L fluid inductance |kgm"4]
/ link length |mj
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U line length [m|
la cylinder length |m|
mf finger mass |kgl
Mo generalized object mass matrix [kgl
Mx{0) generalized Cartesian mass matrix
M(0) generalized configuration mass matrix
mo object mass [ kg]
M mobility
TV moment vector | Nm]
No no-load speed | s - 1 ]
N, null space of gripper matrix
n.j x torque exerted on link i by link i — 1 |Nm]
nx x component of the normal vector
nx a; component of the 3 x 1 moment vector AT [Nm|
ny y component of the normal vector
ny y component of the 3 x 1 moment vector N [Nm]
nz z component of the normal vector
nz z component of the 3 x 1 moment vector N |Nmj
riff non-linear transmission transformation
{O} object coordination frame
Oi i x i nul matrix
{P} active palm coordination frame
P power [W|
P pressure [Nrrr2J
p position vector |m|
px x component of the 3 x 1 position vector p \m\
py y component of the 3 x 1 position vector p [m]
p , z component of the 3 x 1 position vector p [m]
Q flow rate [ m V 1 ]
<?;„ flow rate in I m V 1 ]
QL structural length index
Qo flow rate out I m V 1 ]
R rotation matrix
R resistance \il]
R fluid resistance [Nsm~5]
r radius |m]
ra radius a [m]
rb radius 6 |m]
Ri screw symmetric matrix operator [m]
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rij element of matrix R
t\ position vector of fingertip i \m\
rix x component of r, | m|
Tiv y component of T , |in]
riz z component of r, |m|
rm radius of geometrical centre |m|
Rth thermal resistance ^CW"1]
S compliance selection matrix
s Laplace operator
s; sine of angle i
SJ j-th output of constraint analyzer
\~1T transformation matrix {i — 1} relative to {?'}
t time |s)
Tv generalized velocity transformation matrix
Tf generalized finger force-moment transformation matrix
Thf generalized hand force-moment transformation matrix
V generalized velocity vector
V voltage |V|
V volume [m3|
V linear velocity vector Ims"1]
Vcyi cylinder volume [m3)
Vj reference Cartesian fingertip velocity vector [ms"1]
V/ generalized finger velocity vector
Vjh generalized velocity vector in figgertip coord.
Vh generalized gripper velocity vector
Vi line volume |m3 |
V m sensed Cartesian fingertip velocity vector Ims"1!
VPh generalized velocity vector in contact coord.
vx x component of the 3 x 1 linear velocity vector v Ims"1)
vy y component of the 3 x 1 linear velocity vector v [ins~x ]
vz z component of the 3 x 1 linear velocity vector v (ms"1)
W constraint matrix
Wh gripper constraint matrix
W workspace volume [m3]
t»; line coordinate i
i...' measure of manipulability
•i, square contact area length [m2|
to wrench

desired Cartesian fingertip position vector |m|
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XB environmental contact position vector [m]
X f Cartesian fingertip position vector [m|
Xfid desired fingertip position |m|
Xfid desired fingertip velocity [ms"1)
x desired fingertip accelleration (ms"2 |
Xi unit joint vector giving x direction of coordinate system
Xm measured fingertip position |mj
Xo object position |m]
X generalized position vector
X generalized velocity vector
X generalized acceleration vector
a; position |m|
Yi unit joint vector giving y direction of coordinate system
y linear velocity in y direction [ms"1 ]
Zi unit joint vector giving z direction of coordinate system
z linear velocity in z direction Ims"1!
a angle
a weight factor
ai link twist of link i |°J
ß angle
ß weight factor
ßc compressibility or bulk modulus |Nm~2|
8 infinitesimal displacement
F force compensation function
8F infinitesemal force | N)
80 finger joint position displacement vector
80j desired joint vector displacement
6X Cartesian fingertip position displacement vector
8T infinitesemal torque |NmJ
ef force error [ N |
€fi force error of joint i [N|
e, distance from slippage |m|
exj position error (in|
4> groove angle
A magnitude vector of internal grasping force
/x kinetic coefficient of friction
it dynamic viscosity [NsrrT2]
Ho coefficient of static friction
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ßt

Wmax

V

W;

<*>z

p
<j

&min

Tb

Tc

Tdi
Tfi
Th

Tmi

T,Up

r»
Oi

9d

0m

ed
Öd

Of
0h

em
0P

torsional coefficient of static friction
efficiency
kinematic viscosity
angular velocity vector
angular velocity vector
x component of the 3 x 1 angular velocity vector u>
y component of the 3 x 1 angular velocity vector u>
2 component of the 3 x 1 angular velocity vector u>
position compensation function
fluid mean density
singular value
maximum eigenvalue of a matrix
minimum eigenvalue of a matrix
bias joint torque vector
commanded torque vector
desired torque vector of ringer i
torque vector of finger i
gripper torque vector
measured torque vector of finger i
limiting shearing stress
joint force vector
joint angle of joint i
desired joint vector angle vector
measured joint vector angle vector
demanded joint angular velocity
demanded joint angular acceleration
finger joint angular velocity
actual finger joint angular position
gripper joint angular velocity
measured joint angular velocity
palm joint angular velocity

ImV]
Is-']
Is-'l
Is-M
Is-']
Is-']

Ikgirr3]

|Nm|
[Nm|
|Nml

|Nm|
|Nm]
|Nm|
|NlTT2 |

|Nm|

Is"'
Is"*
Is- '
Is"1

Is" '
Is" '
Is"1

Abbreviations

DOF Degrees Of Freedom
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DSP Digital Signal Processor
IT Intrinsic Tactile
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
LVDT Linear Variable Differential Transformer
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MMI Man Machine Interface
USC University of Southern California
SCARA Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm
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Summary

This dissertation has been concerned with constructing an analytical framework and the
generation of guide lines for designing a gripper system able to operate in a hazardous
environment.

Existing dextrous grippers havc-beerr presented and compared, tasks to be performed
in the hazardous environment ha^-teeejt analyzed, and recommendations on gripper
design and configuration have beeil given. The outcome was a proposal for a dextrous
gripper consisting of three anthropomorphic ringers and an active palm.

Sensor and actuator issues have been investigated and a selection of them has been
made with respect to applicability in the hazardous environment.

Theoretical contact issues were investigated and contacts have been modelled accord-
ingly, followed by a kinematical analysis of the proposed gripper. Force and motion
equations have been derived, and ringer force distribution and computation has been
analyzed.
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Grasp planning, the determination for a given task of a sequence of postures, to guaran-
tee the safe and robust grasping of an object has been investigated. The determination
of postures resulting in the designation of the number and categories of contact points
before the finders of the gripper contact the object is a matter of high-level grasping.
High-level grasp planning is outside the scope of the dissertation; The post-contact
phase of the grasp, where set points for position and/or force have to be controlled, a
matter of low-level grasp planning, has been investigated.

The dissertation concluded with an investigation into the control of the gripper to
achieve reliable grasps. The aim was to arrive at a controller that can comply with
varying external forces and that can cope with imprecise known objects and imprecise
task descriptions. Also the controlling of grasping forces was aimed at.

It-can be concluded that the purpose of the research performed, putting together an ana-
lytical framework and integrating multiple aspects of gripper design into one synthetic

^design procedure has been attained. The resulting gripper wiJJ be radiation resistant.
The methodology worked out in the dissertation is currently being applied to the design
of a gripper able to operate in a hazardous nuclear environment.



Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een analytisch, opzet en richtlijnen voor het ontwerpen
van een grijper en zijn regelsysteem, welke kan werken in een gevaarlijke nucleaire
omgeving.

Aspecten van behendig grijpen worden beschouwd, theoretische als ook heuristische,
ten einde te komen tot de integratie van veelvoudige aspecten van het grijper ontwerp
in een synthetische ontwerp procedure.

Een overzicht en vergelijking van bestaande behendige grijpers, welke op robot armen
kunnen worden geplaatst wordt gepresenteerd. Vervolgens werd geanalyseerd welke
taken vervuld dienen te worden in de gevaarlijke omgeving. Aanbevelingen voor het
ontwerpen van de grijper en zijn configuratie worden gegeven. Hetgeen uitmondt in
een voorstel voor de opzet van een grijper voorzien van drie antropomorfe vingers en
een actieve palm.

Vragen betreffende contact theorie worden onderzochten contacten worden overeenk^
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stig gemodelleerd. Een kinematische analyse van de voorgestelde grijper wordt uit-
gevoerd. Kracht- en bewegings vergelijkingen worden afgeleid, en de distributie en
berekening van de vinger krachten geanalyseerd.

Het plannen van grepen, het bepalen voor een gegeven taak van een opeenvolging van
grijphoudingen, welke het veilig en robuust grijpen van objecten garandeert, wordt
behandeld. De bepaling van grijphoudingen resulteert in het aantal en soorten van
contactpunten. De fase van het grijpen voordat de vingers van de grijper in contact
met het object komen wordt hoog niveau grijp planning genoemd, dit valt buiten het
onderzoeksgebied waar deze dissertatie over rapporteert. De grijpfase nadat bij het
grijpen contact met het object is gemaakt wordt onderzocht. Dit wordt laag niveau
grijpplanning genoemd.

De regeling voor de grijper wordt onderzocht met als doel te komen tot robuuste
grepen welke variërende externe krachten kan compenseren en onnauwkeurig bekende
objecten en/of onnauwkeurig bekende taak omschrijvingen het hoofd kan bieden.

Er kan worden geconcludeerd dat het doel van het onderzoek, het samenvoegen van een
framewerk en het integreren van veelzijdige aspecten van het ontwerpen van grijpers \
in een synthetische ontwerp procedure bereikt is.

De methode zoals uitgewerkt, zal worden toegepast bij het thans plaats vindende
realiseren van de grijper, welke grijper geschikt dient te zijn om te kunnen werken in
een gevaarlijke nucleaire omgeving.
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clamping attribute, 19
coefficients of friction, 60
Compressibility, 115
Computed Torque Method, 149
Condition number, 32
Constraint Matrix, 67
Contact Stability, 109
Contact Types, 60
Contacts, 59
Contacts With Friction, 66
continuity equation, 137
Curved hard-finger contact, 66

D
Damage Containment, 20
decision support, 129
Denavit-Hartenberg, 41
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Design Indices, 30
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dose rate, 19
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eddy current sensor, 23
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Existing dextrous, 9
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face-like contact, 67
fail-safe, 129
Fault Tolerance, 129
Fault-Tolerant Measurements, 129
Feed-Forward Control, 147
Fibre Optics, 25
fine manipulation, 3
Finger, 144
Finger Actuation, 114
Finger Construction, 123
Finger Jacobian, 54
Finger-Joint Model, 142
Fingertip Force Sensing, 122
Fingertip Proximity Sensing, 122
Flat hard fingertip, 66
Force Control, 155
force reflection, 5
Force Sensors, 24
force-closure grasps, 100
Force-Torque Relationships, 78
form-closure, 68
formal approach, 10
Forward kinematics, 42
Friction, 59, 60
Frictionless contacts, 65
frictionless line contact, 65
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Grasp Planning, 97
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H
Hard surface friction model, 62
hard-finger contact, 66
Harmonic Drives, 27
hazardous environment, 2, 19
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Jacobian Analysis, 41
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link transformations. 43
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Low-Level Grasp Planning, 102
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Manipulation Tasks, 20
mapping, 5
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Object Stability, 108
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Pneumatic Actuation, 26
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posture, 99
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pragmatic design procedure, 9
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prosthetic
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Q
questionnaire, 37

R
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redundant controller, 129
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Resolvers, 24
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secondary control system, 129
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Sensor Failure, 130
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structural length index, 32

T
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Taxonomy of Grasps, 19
tele-operation, 2, 3
TELEMAN, 19
Tendons, 27
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Transport Tasks, 20
Transpose Jacobian Controller, 154
two-clawed grippers, 10

u
University of Bologna hand, 15
unstructured environment, 2
UTAH-MIT Hand, 14

Variable Impedance Sensors, 25
Velocity and Force Profiles, 117
Velocity Transformations, 74
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